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1Jcpoc: readiiuae 
Ho:::alomentroninae 
Dollfus (1950) named ffie genus T1·ematobrien for T. haplochromios from a 
cichlid fish, Haplochromis, in the Congo. He named for it a new family, 
Trematobrienidae, of the Allocreadioidea. This trematode resembled Orassi-
cutis so much in general appearance, thick cuticula, and host, that type 
specin1ens were borrowed from the Musee Royal de L' Afrique Centrale, by 
courtesy of Dr. P. L. G. Benoit. An important character to determine was the 
presence or absence of a cirrus sac, present according to the description but 
not indicated in the figure of T1·ematobrien. A cirrus sac is definitely lacking 
(Fig. 2). Accordingly, the genus should be considered related to Orassicutis 
and can be classified in the Family Lepocreadiidae, subfamily Homalome-
troninae. Its similar_iti_es to Ot·<l§_sicutis ar~ shown ill Fig. I. It differs in 
having united ceca and symmetrical testes. I consider the Family Tremato- > 
brienidae a synonym of Lepocreadiidae and Trematobrieninae a synonym of ~ 
Homalomentroninae. 
Homalometrinae Cable et Hunninen, 19'2 
Subfamily diagnosis. -Allocreadiidae: Body o,·al, fusiform or elongate, 
spinose. Pn-pbarynx distinct, esophagus short. Ceca terminating a t 
or near posterior extremity. Acetabulum in anterior half of body. Testes 
tandem, or diagonal, postequatorial. Seminal vesicle free in pa.renchyma. 
Prostatic cells lacking (?). No cirrus pouch. Genital pore immediately 
preacetabular or postbifurcal. Ovary submedian, pretesticular. \·itellaria 
in lateral fields of hindbody, may intrude into fort'body, confluent m 
posttesticular area. Receptaculum seminis and Laurer 's canal pn• nt. 
Uterus winding bettveen anterior testis and acetahulum. Excretory 
vesicle reaching to posterior testis or ovary. 
Key to genera of Homalometrinae 
Body flattened oval, with very thick cutir L', smooth exc1· !Jt tor 
ventral side; vitellaria confluent anterior to acet:il,111um, 
leaving lateral marginal area free; genital pore imnH' tliat r ly 
preacetabular . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cfo ~sicutis 
Body elongate oval, spmed; vitellana not conflul'nt ante, ior 
to acetabulum; genital pore immediately pn tbifu1 cal; 
excretory vesicle passing between te tes . . . . . . . ... . Puncreadium 
Body elongate; vitellaria in hinJbody . . . . . . . . . . . . H omalometron 
Homalometron Stafford, 1904 
Syn. An11llocreadium Sun« · 1939 
Generic diagnosis. - Allocreacllidae, Hom~ lumetrinae : Body elongate, 
spinulat~. Oral sucker followed by distinct prepharynx. Esophagus short , 
ceca terminating at posterior extremity. Acetabulum in anterior half vf 
body. Testes tandem in posteguatorial intercecal field. Vesicula seminalis 
free. Xo true cirrus pouch. Genital porE> immediately pre-acetabular. 
Ovary bmedian, JU t III front of ntenor t ti . I pt culum seminis 
and. Laurer' canal pr nt. Vit Ilaria in hindbody, extrac l and po t-
t hcular. Uterus winding ootw en anterior te tis and enital pore; 
eggs f , comparativ ly ldrg . Excretory v icle reaching to p t rior 
te ti . P rasitic in int tin of fishes. 
Genotype: 11. ,Pallidum tafford, 1904, syn. Di to11,umsp. Linton, 1901; 
p. globiporu,ti Rud. _of Linton, 1905 (I I. 10, Fig. 132; Pl. ! ... , i,. 291), 
m F.unau/,"! heurocbtu : Wood Hol . lso in FunduJu.s '"4jali8, F. lute-
rocWu , Leio tomus xanthurns, M mtici"hu axatili , Moro,u 11Mlll"ic11,u,
1 Pseudopleuronecles americanus, Tatdoga oniti , Bairtlullt, cA,ysw•. 
Other peci : 
H. armatum (MacCalium, l 95) ( yn. Dist.om""' iso;o,,,,,,. var 
""""'-""' MacCallum, 1895). in A,Plodinotus v,,,,n;.., and 
Eupomotis gibbosu ,· • America. Cyst found in foot of Uniodi-
dae - Hopkin (1934). Oculate cercaria with three · of 
penetration glands d lops in Am11icola fJ•MIIM - Hopkina 
(1937). · 
H. eumgalvm Manter, 1947, in Gerre ci,u,n,i; Florida. 
H. f,Mmi (Hunter et Bangham, 193 ), syn. A~-,. H. 
et B., yn. of .A. armaJum - Miller, UNO, in A/;ledin,._ ,,__ 
,suns; Lake Eri . Also in Claettobry#• p1o,w. a~ 
mic,olot,n11s, H elioperca ,,.,,c,ocJur": Tenn. 
l 
LG:Poc.RE. fJ 1>11 D,4t;-
Al:.L9GHE1\1'I IDs\&-
' L, \ L 7 I , ' I 
Anallocreadiinae Hunter & Bangham,1932 
Allocreadiidae with spinous cuticula and no true cirrus 
sac. Excretory bladder sac-shaped. Genital pore preacetabular and 
in median line. Prepharynx present. Intestinal crura long. In 
intestines of fresh-water fish. 
Type genus: Analli"ereadium Simer,1929 
i O I\, 1 f'i L C,, M l ; u N 
ANALLOCREADIUM Simer,1929 
Revised diagnosis from Hunter & Bangham: 
Anallocreadiinae with the characters of the 
genus. Distomes up to 4 .mm. in length with extremities equally 
rounded. Oral sucker subterminal,acetabulum circular, at one 
third the length of the trematode from the anterior end. Excretory 
pore median, terminal; excretory vesicle extends to posterior 
border of testis. Testis in tandem arrangement; ovary dextral at 
anterior margin of anterior testis. Laurer's canal and Mehlis' 
gland present. Male and female systems end in an unspecialized 
cloacal invagination. Uterus short, between anterior testis and 
genital pore. Eggs few in number 85 to 110 by 40 to 70 u. In 
intestines of fresh-water fish. 
Remarks: 
Type species: A.armatwn (MacCallum)Simer,1929 
Ot~er species:-~.pearsei Hunter & Bangham,1932 
Synonym: A armatum of Pearse,1924 
~- armatum is not figured or described by Simer. 
~- pearsei has an oral sucker only slightly smaller than 
ventr&l sucker, whereas MacCallum reports an 
acetabulum twice the size of oral sucker for A. 
armatum. In A• arma tum the pharynx has a length 
1/3 that of the acetabblum while in A.pearsei it 
is½• In A-pea~sei the testes are lobate while in 
A.armatum they are smaller and not lobate. Eggs 
aver~ge sligh~ly smaller in ~-pearsei. In both 
species the v1tellaria extend from about the posterior 
level of the ventral sucker to posterinr end. 
I consider this genus a synonym of Homalometron Stafford 
Anallocreadium pearsei •MMi_,. 
Allocre!).d 11dae 
tt•malometron Stafford,1904 
Body elongate-oval in outline, flattened, with minute 
spines. Suckers nearly equal in size. Prepharynx,pharynx 
and esophagus present. Genital pore median, directly 1n front 
of ventral sucker. Testes tandem in posterior half of body. 
Spherical seminal vesicle Just posterior to ventral s~cker. 
Pars prostatica free, cirrus sac absent. Ovary transversely 
oval, smooth, to left and anterior to testes. Large seminal 
receptacle. l.aurer's canal present. Uterus short,with few large 
eggs. Vitellaria of large follicles cot>ering much of ceca and 
filling the body laterally from region or ventral sucker to posterior 
end. Confluent behind testes. Excretory vesicle a simple tube, 
rather muscular. 
Type species: Homalometron pallidum Stafford 
Syn. ~-~· or Linton 1901:422. 
Homalometron pallidum Stafford,1904 
Length 2.72; width 1.07. 
Oral sucker 0.26 
Ventral sucker 0.29 
~ggs 110 by 70 µ 
Hosts: Fundulus heteroclitus 1n Maine, Mass., N.c. 
Fundulus majalis in N.C. 
Leiostomus maJal1s in N.c. 
Lift! C.Cjc/e: .S~e Sr-vnkor• {t'JC,JI-) 
/J11111d/rmu/r()n pufluium Scafford, 190-1 
}/,,,1: Lc1orto11m., Xd11thur1✓ 1 
.S,u:: incesrine 
Lor,1/11;: All1garor H,ubor 
A,A£Hcfl&£ gA'Y/ ~11,F oF Met,<d 





Homalometron elongattmi Manter, 1947 
Hosts.-Gerres cinerem (Walbaum); 
Eucinostomtts californiense (Gill), mojarra 
[new host record}. 
Location.-Entire length of intestine in 
G. cinereus and mid-intestine of E. cali-
forniense. 
Locality.-G. cinereus from off Lerner 
Laboratory Pier, Bimini, B.W.L [new lo-
cality record}; and E. californiense from 
Tabo_ga Island, Panama Pacific [new locality 
record}. 
Discussion.-Manter ( 1947) reported H. 
elongatum from Gerres cinereus in Tortu-
gas, Florida. The Bimini specimens of 
H. elongat11m agree in all details with the 
paratypes. The single specimen from Pana-
ma appears mature in all respects except 
in lacking eggs, and is a little shorter than 
the minimum range given by Manter for 
H. elongatum. Bravo and Manter (1957) 
described papillae on the oral sucker of H. 
elongatum. The immature Panama speci-
men and the Bimini specimens have these 
papillae. 
Homalometron pallidum Stafford, 1904 
Lepocreadiidae 
IIomalometroninae 
The genus H omalomrtron was erected by Stafforcr- ( 1904) to contain a new 
species, H. paJlidum, from the intestine of Fundulus heteroclitus. There was no 
description or figure ; instead, the new species was based on the description and 
figure by Linton (1901) of specimens collected from F. heteroclitus in the region 
of Woods Hole, Massachusetts. The species was not named by Linton whose 
account (p. 442) reads, "Distomum sp. (Pl. XXXII, Fig. 354) Aug. 7, 1899; 12. 
Aug. 28, 1899; 4. Intestine. Bod. very minutely spinose, white, translucent; 
acetabulum and oral sud er about same size; o tline of body, lo'1g oval; neck short, 
continuous with body; greatest breadth in region of testes, near posterior end ; 
caudate; acetabulum sessile; rami of intestines simple, elongate· esophagus as 
long as pharynx; testes, two, in median line behind uterus; seminal vesicle dorsal 
to ovary and posterior h<Jrder of acetabulum ; ovary between acetabulum and testes, 
on right side; pharynx, subglobular ; genital aperture in fro'1t of acetabulum, on 
median line; vitelline glands lying at posterior end and along sides of body as far 
.as acetabulum; ova few, relatively large. Dimensions of specimen in formalin, 
given in millimeters: Length, 2.72; breadth, anterior 0.43, at icetabulum 0.89, 
middle 1.07; near posterior 0.36; diameter of oral sucker, 0.26; diameter of acetabu-
hun, 0.29; diameter of c,vary, 0.21 ; diameter of testes, 0.33 and 0.39; ova, 0.11 and 
0.07 in the two principtl diameters." 
Adult 
Sexually mature worms have been described by Linton t 1901 ; fig. 354) ; Staf-
ford (1904); Manter (1926; figs. 54, 55, 56); and M. J. Miller (1941; fig. 2) 
who restudied the specimens in the Stafford collection. Lint.em's figure of the type 
specimen is reproduced (Fig. 1). Manter (1931) listed Distomum globiporum 
Rudolphi of Linton, 1905 from Fundulus majalis and Leistomus .rantliurus and _the 
worms designated as (Lepocreadiunr) serospinosum sp. inq. of Nicoll, 1909: as 
synonyms of Homalometron pallidum. As additional hosts, Linton ( 1940) listed 
J!enticirrhus saxatilis, Morone amrrirnna, l'srudople11ronectcs americanus . T,11tl o!Ja 
onitis and Bairdiella chr')•sura. I l is probable that specimens from some oi the:--e 
hosts have not ~en identified correctly. and there is the further possibility that 
worms taken from the intestine of predatory fishes may have been ingested with 
prey. In the present study, the largest specimen without eggs 111easurt>s l 12 111111. 
in length and is shown in Figure 3. Ovigerous worms measure from 0.80 to '.? .80 
mm. in length. The eggs are few, 3 to 15; 0.10 to 0.11 111m. in length and 0.0(, to 
0.07 mm. in breadth. They are not embryonated when passed. 
Srv~K/'J!!IJ,, rfr,, tf. 
(see /ik c..rt!le) 
Length: of a large contracted specimen, 3.2 mm., of a smaller ex-
panded epecimen, 2.8 mm. 
Width: 1. 08 mm. Of a smaller expanded specimen, . 53 mm. 
Oral sucker: .35 mm. in diameter. 
Acetabulum: (size:) • 6 mm. in diameter. 
(position): At psoterior end of anterior third of body. 
Sucker ratio: 
Esophagus: Absent. 
Pharynx: About half the diameter of the oral sucker in length, and it 
is a11bout as cwide as long._ 
Genital pore (location): On the median line, anterior to the acetab-
ulum. 
Testes, shape: Somewhat lobate and slightly elongated; their long axis 
lying across the body •• Lie close together immediately 
location: posterior to ovary between intestinal rami, tandem. 
Cirrus sac (extent): Is as long as diameter of acetabulum. 
Ovary-, shape: Oval, long axle extending across the body. 
location: On right side of body just behind the acetabulum. 
Vitellaria: Surround intestinal rami in posterior third of body and 
extend forward outside Lhe rami nearly t8 the middle of 
the acetabulum. 
Eggs: .11 by .67 mm. 
Other features: 
Host: (1). !,Elodinotus runniens Rafinesque 
(2). Eupomotis gibbosus Linnaeus) 
Locality: (1). Lake Pepin, Wisconsin. 
(2). Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin. 
Reference: Trans. of Wisconsin Acad. of Sci., 
21:147-160. 
Comparisons: None mentioned. 
Ll .f6 cyc:l,e : 
rv1.ilet Ut'le,) u:., ·' 
-1_:~-~~ l~{L, 1· p)~k~,fti c.. 
Vt A ' a.,~ ~ 'f UM-. I ()l. 
( she epshe ad-i) 
( sunfishes) 
Arts, and Letters, 
Cercaria of Homalometron armatum 
from Hopklns,1937- Jour.Farasit.,23: 94-97-
Thase develop in re~iae in the freshwater snail, 
Amnicola peracuta in Texas. Cercariae of 
Microcreadhum parvum in same host 
I >t•,1..·riJll. it111 Ba:--ada en dos ejem.plares maduros, son para-
sito:-- pequl.'fio~ dt." 1..·ut·rpo alargado, fusiforme, con las extremida-
dl s ma!-- u m<:no, n:dondeadas, mide de 4. 17 a 5.87 mm. de largo 
por 1 .<>_'i a 1 .tK.J mm. de ancho a nivel del ksticulo posterior. Pre-
~t:ntan una cutknla con espinas ,pequenas no muy numerosas ~-
poco ,·i:-:ihles 
I.a , ento-.,1 or.ii -.,uf>tcrminal, glohulosa, de gruesas pare-
dt_-s musculusas, mide de u. 207 a u.350 mm. de largo por 0.3511 
a u.3(1<, mm dt.: ,mdiu ; L'TI medio de la cual, se ahn· la boca que 
mi<lt.> cit: t>.t,51 a 1,.133 mm. dt: diametro longitudinal por ci.rs4 
;1 <' · In I 111111. dt:" d iametro transn .. rsal. 
El :1cet{thul0 casi l·ircular, mas grande qne la \'entosa ural, :--<.· 
etll'lll'llt r.1 L·ll el krri< a11tt-rior <lel cuerpo, mide de n.597 a o.b 1:---
m111. de di{1111dro l1,11.l!itucli11al por <•.h1~ ;1 (1.62~ mm. de dianw-
tro aan..,,·t..·r:--:il Li r ... ~laci6n de dian1dr<1s t·ntr~.- las dos ,·entosa..., 
t:'- de-, 1.' 1 1 :~.2 x 1 :1.7 a 1 :1.7. La prdaringc (·~ ancha, 
ck paredl·..., 11111_,· cklgadas, mid<." L n 11110 dt> los ejL'rnplarL'..., t,tn-
dia<los ,,.rt,, , mm de largo J'Or o.r2~ mm. de an1..·hu; la farin~c. 
mas aneha qnc larga, ck grnesas part..'dt':-- musculnsas, 111i<le <!e 
11., l-1 a , ,. rt1-t mm. ck largo por u. 104 a u.216 mm. de ancho . 
El ( ..,61.1.!..:u, mas rorto que la faringe, mide apro:ximadamc11t<· 
o.ub1 nm~ de largo: la bifurcnci6n cecaltiene lugar a una dis-
t:-incia de la extremidad ant-1..rior que \aria de 0.523 a 0.679 mm. 
Los ciegos intestinales simples se e:s.tienden hasta cerca de 
h extremidad posterior del ct1L'rpo. teniendo una anchura que 
,·aria cl<:> 11.092 a , ,. 123 mm 
Los testiculos, de lx:>rde liso, se t:ncuentran situados ligera. 
mente 1por dt.'ha~ > de la mitad del cuerpo, son pos~acetabular~s, 
uno abajo dd otro, inkrcecales y se encm.-ntran s1empre tocau, 
dose por sus hordes ; el anterior mide de < >. 525 a 0.648 mm. d 
largo por o.j3I a 0.741 mm. de anchura, el ,posterior mide de 
0.609 a u.h9<1 mm. de largo por o.n59 a o.bj9 mm. dL' ancho 
El espacio postesticular varia de 1.04 .1 a 1.93< 1 mm. 
r -)- . 11;· ~-<'v;z.,~,. ,_ --.r I:,;-...,•, 15.; .... .., 7 "'·"• 
'. ✓ (' - --.. J ...... ._ .... :~ ~.- i"'~ .:,? if,! ~c..7.'-' '\..., (.,,,. ;-1.. ..,.,,~)"~1'•1 ?;;,,.J._ -
,. -~ ,·,1..._',~~.,,--;.,~\7'°'"> f?.r;-....,> )_, •j-~l .. ;;~~-'.'l"I 
~';.:~\)1._;. -".,:'\:.vv~.'."> -;;~,\;.,....:_,A.;}':°'.,",;~?-'i>;~ . 
. ~'-.:".~;;'-:;;~~:/:/·~~r)/,'/, •~i ~;~ -~~G~?•" 
~_-(,,,; ..,,\, , ;,-r 1~ ..,,1 L- "11/.':'"' ~-.. i..••\ .. "2/1!-:}. 
-✓.,t:: ,':_:;:,.~~,"v~:·:·\_ ~-·~ .. 
. - . . . .. 
... 
• • • I 
·._·:./· 






Fi&· 2 , OibAljo del eomp:cjo sex:ui.l de H1,,,a/(lmelron ca6all,"; n. ap. 
Lepocreadiidae 
La vesicula seminal se ~ncuentra por debajo del acetabulo, 
en la linu media o ligeramt!nte a la izquierda, es de fonna ovoi-
de, mi~ de u.319 a <>-33i mm. de largo por 0.221 a 0.207 mm. 
de ancho, a su horde inferior Ilcgan los ronductos eferentes qm· 
desembocan sep1radamente, carece c1t· cirro y de holsa <lel t·irro. 
E.1 poro genital es inmediatam<:nh: pn:act'tabular y en la Hnea 
media, a una di~tancia de la extrcmidad anterior qne ,·aria dt.> 
0.844 a 1.01, mm. -
El ovariu, globular v ligeraml'nte urnl, se encuentra situa-
do sobre la linea media o ligeram~nte a la derecha, es postace-
tabular y pretesticular, seiparado <lei testiculo anterior por una 
rama utnina, mide de u. 237 a o. 2i~ mm. de largo por o. 29X 
a u.391 mm. de ancho. 
El ~ptaculo seminal, dorsal al tj, ariv, se encuentra situa-
do sohre Ja lfm~a media, ticm: f< 1;.., 1. t1\·al y desemboca en el 
ootipo, n-iidt'. de u.365 a u.402 mm largu por u. 1b--1 a o.22_r:; 
mm. de anl.'110. La glandula dt..· ~11.. •" pnhrl'.mente desarrolla-
da ; canal dl'. Laurer prtsente. Ptt:To rtr,, cntre el testiculo an-
terior yd poro genital. Hne,·os JXX'o n 11J\.r,1-;os, en to<lo el tra-
ytcto ntl'rinu, rt!ati\"J.mentt" grandes, de ..._·a.scam delgada y ama-
rillenta, mi den rlL 11.1 ,;-ti a o.o84 mm. dt:" largo por o.c,30 a 
0.052 mm. dt Jt11.:lto. Las glanclnlas , itelf,gcnas est5.n forrnadas 
por foHculos \"iklinus granJes quc Yan de-;de un poco por deba-
jo <ld an:tahulo a la n:trL·mtdad posterior de) cuerpo, en do11:l< 
son muy numerosos. 
El aparato excretor esta repre~ntado por una \·eskula ex-
cretora tubular que se ensancha poco autes de su terminaci6n en 
d poro excret01 que ~s terminal. 
Hues-ped: l"err1111n,/11s polylepj.s 1Stt-1ndachner) ,,Pez ,puer-
1.'011. 
Habitat : Intestino. 
Lccalidad: Rahfa Kino. Sonora, G..Ji-i(l ,le California, ~1e-
xico . 
. ·umero de parasito, urnminados : dos. 
Ejemplarts : depo..;itado~ en la Colecc1611 Helinintol6gica 
del Instituto de Riologia de la l". ~- A. M. con el n." 219-0. 
Discusi6n.-Hasta la fecha el gfnern llr>mal,),nct-ron Stat. 
ford. I 904 esta represent ado por cinco especies que son : 
//0111al"1111·tro,1 t,allid11111 Stafford, 1904. 
I /o111a/ 11 111t'f ro,, ar11lllt 11111 (McCall um, 1 ~q c;) °yfanter, 1 ~4i. 
I /011ia/ 1 •metron dongatum Manter, 1947. · 
I lu111alomrtron pearq (Hunter & Banghan, 1932) y 
I /0111a/01111'/rn11 fo!ia/11111 Siddiqi & Cable, r960. 
Ra,f111d1:nw en la descripci6n de t·~tas especies, el iparasito 
<lt:srrito t..·n l'Sk trahajo correspond\.'. .1 un:-i nue\'a especie, para. la 
cual prorxmgo el nomhre ck l/0111al/11111't111n cahalfrroi n. sp. 
La~ especie!- 4ne mas s'-' le a~L·mt:jan. adcmas de qne son pa-
rasitos de peces marinos son: J/. {>tJ.lli.•!11111 Stafford, 19114, II 
rlons_:alum ~Ianter, 1947 _,. IJ. ft1/ia111111 Siddiqi·& Cable, 1qhu; 
pero difiere ~( dlas en vario.., l·aracteres: de H. t'/011(!at11111 
~lantu, 194, 1J>Ol ser SU cuer~t'. lll:.J._yor lamafio, la rdaci6n 
d~ d1ametros de la~ dos vcntos::is es hastantt diferente va que 
<.·n II. e/(lngat II Ill la relacion t'.s de 1 : ().9 y en /I. <"aball:,roi n. 
!--p. ts clt'. 1 : I .b en u110 de los ejempl:m:s y de 1 : 2. i en el otro · 
di£erc tambien t'.TI la forma y dispos1l'i<>11 de los testiculos, ,.~ 
(jlll.' l'.11 //. «·lu11i.:at1111 J,,s t\.sticulos estan .-..~parado-... uno dd otro 
)(>r una banda <l'L foliculos vitelinos y 1.,tra bJnda entrl'. el tes-
31. Homalometron elongatum ~ 
Fig. 16 
HosT: Gerrcs cinercum (Walbaum), Florida mojarra; in 12 of IS hosts examined. 
LOCATION: Intestine. 
Description ( measurements on 7 selected individuals) : Body flattened, 
elongate, bluntly pointed at each end; size 1.900 to 3.116 by 0.382 to 0.611 
mm; anterior portion of body spined. Oral sucker subterminal, round or 
slightly wider than long, 0.187 to 0.260 mm in aiameter. Acetabulum from 
1/2 to 1/5 body length from anterior end; slightly smaller than "oral sucker; 
0.161 to 0.240 mm in diameter; sucker ratio approximately 1 :0.9. Prepharynx 
wide, usually about same length as pharynx, its waUs extending beyond the 
anterior edge of the pharynx which seems to be surrounded by the base of 
the prepharynx. Pharynx longer than wide; 0.102 to 0.136 mm long by 0.077 
to 0.112 mm wide. Esophagus muscular, as long as or longer than pharynx 
according to contraction; intestinal bifurcation about 2/ 3 the distance between 
oral sucker and acetabulum. Ceca extending to near posterior end of body. 
Testes large, tending to be longer than wide, smooth, tandem, near together 
or slightly separated, posterior to midbody, intercecal. Posttesticular space 
usually slightly longer than forebody. Seminal vesicle an ovoid sac near left 
posterior border of acetabulum. Cirrus and cirrus sac lacking. Genital pore 
submedian, immediately anterior to acetabulum. Ovary globular, median or 
to the right, midway between acetabulum and anterior testis and well 
separated from both. Seminal receptacle flask-shaped, entering oviduct near 
posterior border of ovary but largely anterior to ovary. Laurer's canal pres-
ent. Vitelline foliicles large, from a short distance posterior to acetabulum 
(anterior to ovary) to posterior end of body, confluent posterior to testes and 
almost so anterior to testes; dorsal, ventral and lateral to ceca. Uterus extend-
,, ing a short distance posterior to ovary but not as far as anterior testis, chiefly 
preovarian. Eggs large, thin-shelled, 74 to 90 by 42 to 54 µ,. 
Discussion: This species differs from H. pallidum Stafford, 1904 in body 
shape, sucker ratio, egg size, and thin-walied excretory vesicle. It differs from 
H. pearsei (Hunter & Bangham, 1932) in more posterior intestinal bifurca-
tion, greater distance between ovary and testes, and slightly different sucker 
ratio. H. armatum (MacCallum, 1895) is not very fully described but appar-
ently its acetabulum is only 1/ 2 the size of the oral sucker. 
C: ,t. 
I/ 
r I - ) ) 
Homalometron elongatu;n Manter, 1947 
Host: Gerres cinere11s (]). 
Site: intestine. 
I 
FAMILY LEPOCREADIIDAE NICOLL, 1934 
Homalometron elongatum Manter, 1947 (FIGURE 96) 
Hosts: Gerres cinereus, *Chaetodipterus Jaber. 
Site: intestine. 
Locality: Caho Rojo, P.R. 
Deposited specimen: No. 39370. 
u 
I.epocreac iidae 
s 'I'ERE~"A - E . i:I. - L. Tran&~OII - J.F.T. Fritu e P.F. Bil1'rnl1Pim 11 
Homalometron longulum Travasso.5, Freitas & Biihrnheim, 1965 
(Est. 2, fig. 4) 
Homalometron longulum Travassos, Freitas & Btihrnheim, 1965: 
95, 96, fig. 1 
Tremat6deo alongado, com cuticula espinho.;D; mede 6,05 mm de 
comprimento por 1,12 mm "de largura. Extremidade ante.rior atenuada; 
extremidade posterior arredondada. Ventosa oral subterminal, com 0,22 
mm de diametro. Acetabulo pre-equatorial, p6s-bifurcal, com 0,40 mm 
de comprimento por 0,37 mm de largura. Relai;ao entre a ventosa oral 
e o acetabulo e de 1:1,75. Pre-faringe presente, com 0,26 mm de com. 
primento. Faringe pequena, musculosa, com 0,150 mm de comprimento 
por 0,133 mm de largura. Esofago curto Cecos intestinais atingindo a 
extremidade posterior do corpo. Poro genital pequeno, medinno, p6~-
bifurcal, junto ao bordo anterior do acetabulo. Bolsa do cirro ausentt:. 
Celulas prostaticas nao evidenciadas. Vesicula seminal presente, pre-
equatorial, pre-ovariana, p6s-acetabular, pequena, com 0,283 mm de com-
primento por 0,100 mm de largura; liga-se ao poro genital por un,a poi. 
~ao longa e delgada. Testiculos lisos, p6s-equatoriais, p6s-ovarianos, in. 
tercecais, no mesmo campo e com zonas quase em contato. Testiculo 
anterior com 0,29 mm de comprimento por 0,30 mm de largura; testL 
culo posterior com 0,32 de diametro. Ovario liso, pre-equatorial, inter-
cecal, imbmediano, p6s-acetabular, com 0,29 mm de comprimento por 
0,27 ·mm de largura. Glandula de Mehlis bem desenvolvida, situada ao 
!ado e para tras do ovario. Espermateca presente, pre-ovariana, com 
0,20 mm de comprimento por 0,10 mm de largura. Canal de Laurer nao 
evidenciado. Utero, com poucos ovos, pre-ovariano. Ovos claros, oper_ 
culados, com 0,113 mm de comprimento por 0,067 mm de Iargura. Vite, 
linos constitufdos por numerosos f91iculos que se estendem da zona 
ovariana ate a extremidi.de posterior do corpo; sao cx!racecais, cccais 
e intercecais, confluindo na regiao p6s-testicular e na por~ao do corpo 
compreendida entre a gt~ndula de Mehlis e o testiculo anterior. Poro 
~xcretor terminal. Veskula excretora nao observada. 
Habitat - Intestino de Dlapterus rhombeus (Cuv. & Val.). 
Proveniencia . - Escola de Pesca Caboclo Bernardo, Santa Cruz 
COceano Ath\ntico). Estado do Espirito Santo, Brasil. 
Material estudado depositado na Cole~ao Helmintol6gica do Ins-
tituto Oswaldo Cruz sob o numero 29 957 ( tipo). 
Na descric;ao original dessa especie. por equivoco, foi referido 
como hospedador Eugerrea sp. 
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Homalometron senegalense, n. sp. (fig. 7, 8). 
llosT : Sulra huophthalma BENNETT (Solt•idae). 
S1Tc : Small i11tcstine. 
Loc.uiTY: Cape Naze, Senegal. Fis~~ -fAa/ kTAo"""'._,; 1171 
DATJ: : 9 FPbruary 1951i. 
:0-rF.r-lMENS DEPOSITED : l'SN:\I Helm. (oil. Nu. 71893 (holotyp<' and para-
type). 
f>ESCRIPTIO:-.r (based on two adult specimens) : Body elongate, 
narrow, widest posttesticularly, extremities rounded, 6,060-7,585 
long L~· 1,005-1,225 wide; tegument spined to anterior testis level, 
hPcoming sparser as they approach latter, abs1>nt at tip of ante-
rior Pnd of body. Eye spots or their pigment granules absent. Fore-
body 840-850 long, hindbody 4,860-6,395 long, forebody-hindbody 
length ratio 1 : 5. 7-7.6. Oral sucker ventral, longitudina1ly or trans-
versely elongate, 318-330 by 260-330, aperture longitudinally oval ; 
preoraJ space 42-68 Jong. Acetabulum round, 350 in diameter, 
aperture longitudinally oval. Sucker length ratio 1 : 1.06-1.10, 
width ratio 1 : 1.06-1.35. Prepharynx net apparent ; pharynx over-
lapping oral sucker dorsally, 200-225 by 160-175, surrounded by 
gland ce1ls ; oesophagus very short ; caecal bifurcation 310-325 
preacetabular ; caeca narrow, thick walled, conspicuously cell lined 
terminating suhequally 4J 5-510 from posterior extremity. 
Testes two, smooth, tandem, contiguous,. overlapping slightly, 
intercaecal but may slightly ov·erlap caeca ; anterior testis longi-
tudinally or transversely el_ongate, 500-540 by 4.75-570, lying 375-
505 postacetabular ; posterior testis longitudinally elongate, 560-
700 by 450-535; posttesticular space 3,465-4,675 long, representing 
57-62 per cent of total _body le~gth. Cirrus sac absent; seminal 
vesicle saccular, dorsodextral to acetabulum, 300-450 by 180-300, 
commencing short distance postacetabular, terminating d~rsal to 
anterior two fifths· to one third of latter ; ejaculatory duct long, 
surrounded by prostate cells. Genital pore median, immediately 
-preacetabular. 
Ovary round 1 smooth, dexiromedian, intercaecal but may sligh-
tly overlap caecum, contiguous with anterior testis or 70 apart, 
305-350 in diameter, lying 95-125 postacetabular. Seminal recep-
tacle elongate, saccular, anterodorsal to ovary, 400-405 by 160-
250. Vitellaria commencing at anterior testis' level, extending to 
caecal ends, terminating 200-385 from posterior extremity, follicles 
mainly lateral to caeca at testicular level, fields confluent post• 
testicularly with follicles mainly ventral. Uterus short, intercaecal 
hut may overlap caeca, coils between anterior testis and anterior 
third of acetabulum dorsum, overlapping ovary, seminal receptacle 
and seminal vesicle dorsally. Eggs large, 10 measuring 82-97 (89) 
by 42-56 (49). 
Excretory bladder tubular, narrow, thick walled, commencing 
1,015-1,845 posttesticular, with muscular sphincter and gland cell:-
at pore, latter ventral, 45-105 from posterior extremity. 
D1scuss10N : Six species have been described in the genus. Our 
form appears closest to the two species with a long posttesticular 
space : H. foliatum Smo1Q1 and CABLE, 1960, from a pomadasyid 
fish from Puerto Rico ; H. caballeroi LAMOTHE, 1965, from a balis-
tid fish from the Gulf of California, Mexico. H. foliatum differs 
from our species in being smaller, and in having the tegument 
entirely spined, eye spot pigment, the acetabulum smaller tha11 
the oral sucker, the prepharynx longer than the pharynx, a pro-
portionately shorter posttesticular space, shorter eggs, and the 
excretory bladder commencing at the anterior testis and the pore 
dorsal. H. caballeroi differs in having the tegument entirely spined, 
the acetabulum considerably larger than the oral sucker, the pre-
pharynx about the same length as the pharynx, a proportionately 
shorter posttesticular space, preovarian '\litelline follicles, and a 
terminal excretory pore. 
Lepocread 11dae 

APllCREADIIDAE fh---faflr.- Yi9M"'1 G; u TI; I~ Si' 
Family diagnosis. - Body fusiform to cylindrical. Lateral edges of 
forebody may be folded ventJ ad to form shallow ventral pouch, those of 
hindbody may be somewhat crenulated. Oral sucker small to moderately 
Jup. Prepbaryu usually well developed. Esophagus very short, ceca 
tmainating at or near posterior extremity. Acetabulum lar'gff than oral 
llldaer, iJa anterior or middle third of body, may or may not be provided 
with lips oi lamellar structure or auricular flaps. Testes tandem or 
.,.._bicaJ at or behind midregion of body. Seminal vesicle clavifonn 
• ac:calar; pars prostatica poorly differentiated, joining uterus to 
tDnn hermaphroditic duct, which is tubular and opens medianly in front 
fll the acetabulum. No cirrus pouch. Ovary median or suhmedian, 
JSetesticular. Receptaculum seminis and Laurer's canal present. Vi~-
lia follicular, extending in lateral fields of hindbody, confluent in post-
flelticalar area, but may extend into forebody or occupying nearly wholr 
-,th of body. Uterus coiled between anterior testis or ovary and ace-
tabulam. F.gs withqut filaments. Excretory vesicle tubular, reaching to 
,a.taior- testis or ovary. Lymph vessels may be present. Parasites of marine &hes. 
Type genus: Af><,cruuliu,n Manter, 1937. 
Key to subfamilies of Apocreadiidae 
Acetabulmn simple, vitellaria in hindbody; lymph vessels 
prelent .......................................... .\pocreadiinae 
Acetabahun with lips or auricular flaps; vitellaria in fore- and 
hindbody; lymph vessels? ........................... Myzotinae 
Le pocread 1 idae 

............. llujaW■, 1N2. 
Le pocread 11dae 
Op QC· 9 c ] j d S e 
Sublamily dia1noail : O~ladae : Body fuaiform or cylindrical 
with or witliout folded lateral ed,a to form ■hallow ventral pouch ; 
unspinulate. AcetabuJum larger than orAJ 1ueker with or without lip, or 
auricular flap■• Prepbarynx present ; ot'■ophagus very abort. Genital pore 
immediately preacetab~lar or at anterior tip of acetabulum. Testea tandem 
or 1ymmetrically equatorial or post-equatorial. Cirru1 sac ab■ent. Ve,i-
cuJa ■eminahs claviform or 11ccular. Pan pro1tati ra •lightly differentiated 
or abort. Genital sinus · tubular. Ovary pretc1ticular. Receptaculum 
acminis and Laurer'I canal present. Vitcllaria lateral, confluent in poat-
tellicular rqion, sometimes extending into forebody or occupying whole 
length of body. Uterus coiled between ovary or anterior tcatis and aceta-
bulum. Eggs unfilamentcd. Excretory veaicle tubular, reaching p01terior 
tel&iJ or ovary. Lymph vessell present or abac111. Par_aaitic in gut of marine 
&shes. 
Type genus: ~p«r,.Ji11111 Manter, 1~37. 
Olb• gmcra: C~IJ Manter, 1940, M~Q>t"-1 Muuer, 19f0. and Mor111-
,_,.,...._ Yama~uti, 1952. 
rlfi!.om /I ...f'. Me1,taty (1'166) 

Tlie Genus Apocreadium 
The genus Apocreadium is closely re-
lated to Homalometron, differing in the 
presence of lymphatic vessels. The four 
new species named above raise the total to 
nine. All are from plectognath fishes with 
the exception of A. mexicanum which is 
from Labrisomus xanti ( family Clinidae), 
and A. synagris which is from Synagris 
taeniopterus ( family Lutjanidae). Of the 
nine species, five are from Batistes ( trigger 
fishes), one from puffers, and from trunk-
fishes. 
The genus is predominantly American; 4 
species are from Bimini; 1 Tortugas; 3 from 
the American Pacific from Mexico to the 
Galapagos Islands. The only non-American 
species is A. synagris from the Celebes 
Islands. 
The nine species may be segregated into 
three groups: ( 1) those with oral sucker 
possessing two lateral, fleshy lobes ( A. bra-
voi, A. coili, A. angustum); ( 2) those 
with simple oral sucker and without a uro-
proct ( A. mexicanum, A. balistis, A. cabal-
leroi, A. longisinosum, A, synagris); (3) one 
with simple oral sucker and with a uroproct 
( A. uroporctoferum). 
As the genus grows it may prove advisa-
ble to recognize three genera, or at least 
three subgenera on the basis of these differ-
ences. 
Another grouping based on the anterior 
confluence of vitellaria is possible. This 
character is more easily observed than a uro-
proct. Three (A. coili, A. angustttm, A. 
bravoi) have vitellaria confluent anterior 
to the acetabulum; the other six do not. 
AI'OCREADIUM Manter,1937 
GENERIC DIAGNOSIS OF APOCREADIUM 
Elongate distomes with body much flattened posterior to mid-
body where the edges are very thin. Acetabulum anterior to mid-
body, larger than oral sucker. Pharynx well developed with an an-
terior region of circular muscles. Ceca extending not very far apart 
to near posterior end. Testes in midbody region, tandem, intercecal, 
close together. Seminal vesicle large, undivided, sac-like. Cirrus and 
cirrus sac lacking. Prostate cells poorly developed. A tubular genital 
sinus present. Genital pore median at anterior edge of acetabulum. 
Ovary spherical, pretesticular, slightly to the right. Mehlis' gland 
large, postovarian; Laurer's canal and seminal receptacle present. 
Uterus pretesticular, largely to the left. Vitellaria follicular in sides 
of body, confluent posterior to testes. Excretory vesicle I-shaped with 
2 pairs of anterior and 1 pair of posterior tubules. Lymphatic sys-
tem of 4 large longitudinal vessels branching at least in posterior 
half of body. Type species: Apocreadium mexicanum. 
SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS OF Apocreadium mexicanum 
(Measurements in mms.) 
Body rounded anteriorly, pointed posteriorly; scaled to mid-
body; 2.151 to 4.110 by 0.757 to 1.096. Acetabulum 1/4 to 1/5 from 
anterior end, 0.352 to 0.502 in diameter, with transverse aperture; 
oral sucker 0.225 to 0.315 in diameter. Prepharynx and esophagus 
present; intestinal bifurcation midway between suckers. Four longi-
tudinal vessels branched in posterior half of body. Genital pore me-
dian at anterior edge of acetabulum. Seminal vesicle just posterior 
to acetabulum, overlapping ovary; genital sinus tubular, shorter 
than ejaculatory duct. Ovary spherical; seminal receptacle extend-
ing anterior to ovary; uterus to left of ovary; eggs 61 to 67 by 31 
to 34 µ.; vitellaria from near posterior edge of acetabulum to near 
posterior edge of body. 
Host: Labrisomus xanti Gill 
The name Apocreadium is from apo: away from and creadium 
and implies the fundamental differences between this trematode and 
the Allocreadiidae. The name mexicanum is for the locality. 
Apocreadium mexicanum Manter, 1937 (FIGURE 102) 
Host: * Batistes vetula. 
Site: intestine. 
Locality: off Parguera, P.R. 
Deposited specimen: No. 39376. 
The present material agrees with Manter's (1937) d . . for slight differences in sucker ratio width f d 
1 
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Ap11,re.JJ1um mexic"num Manter. 19n•• 
HfJJI: Mrm"'°""1hu1 hiJpiJur 
Sitt-: incesune 
Loc"l,r): Alli.g.uor Harbor 
TI,is speLies was first described h} Manter 
from che Pac.if1c Coast. Siddi'ii and Cable 
I 1960 1 reported u from Puerto R1ui but 
nmed ·~light difft.renc..:es in suLhr ratio, 
w1d1h of c:gg!>. and lengrh of posrt<:sricular 
space." Nahhas and Cable ( 1964 J found 
rhis speciLs in Mo11.1ra"thur hi.ipidur in Ja-
maica and nored rhar their specimen, were 
··more like those of Siddiqi and Cable 
( 19(,ll 1 • :· and rhar "the posttesticular 
spate usuallr is kss rhan half a.s long as rhe 
bodr bur sometimes the rwo regions are 
about equal in length." Eggs of rhe Florida 
mar<:rial m<:asure 70-84 by ~ ~-48 microns 
c.rnnp.1rtJ with U)·t I by 42-·15 microns for 
dit· J.1m.1H.an material. Manter ( 19.17 J gave 
an c~g ~1ze r.ingt: of 61-67 by ))-34 microns. 
APIILl'lcll£E BA'I/ Cu~r 17.,e /Y!Extc(J 
Fieom /44NHR.5 /9/YLJ S1ro,e~ /?6.S-
Apocreadium mexicanum Manter, 193 7 
Host: * Monacanthm hispidus (J). 
Site: intestine. JJa M" 'cR 
Our many specimens are more like those 
of Siddiqi and Cable ( 1960) from Puerto 
Rico than the species as originally described. 
The posttesticular space usually is less than 
half as long as the body but sometimes the 
2 regions are about equal in length. Opaque 
eggs measure 63-71 by 42-45 /J-, collapsed 
ones are 30-40 /J- wide. The anterior limit 
of the vitellaria varies between the posterior 
and anterior margins of the ventral sucker. 
F1eoM //lfHHll.5 11v!J CAB,£ (tfi:,¢..) 
Apocreadium mexicanum Manter, 1937 
Host: Batistes capriscus ( 1 of 4) *. 
Site: Intestine. 
Discussion: Three immature worms are 
1.8 to 3.3 long, and even though Manter 
(193 7 a: 11) reported a mature specimen 
of A. mexicanum 2.2 long, I believe only 
one species is involved. The lymphatic ves-
sels are branched, and the vitellaria extend 
anteriorly to the posterior edge of the ace-
tabulum. The largest specimen has a fore-
body 23% the length of the body and a 
posttesticular space 43 % that length; the 
sucker ratio is 1: 1.6. The smaller specimens 
have longer forebodies, shorter posttesticular 
areas, and smaller sucker ratios. Siddiqi and 
Cable (1960:306) and Nahhas and Cable 
( 1964: 190) discussed some of the vari-
ability of this species. 
0~,\tlc,'l. 
30. Apocreadium balistis ~\. l'l~1 
Figs. 14, 15 J 
HosT: Ba/isles 11etula Linn., queen triggerlish; in 1 of 7 hosts examined; I specimen. 
LOCATION: Intestine. 
Description: Body narrow and elongate; only slightly flattened; 3.731 mm 
by 0.620 mm; almost equally wide along most of length except that each end 
is slightly tapered. Spines occur near the anterior end as far back as the pos-
terior end of pharynx and a few could be seen near the acetabulum; otherwise 
the body appeared smooth. Suckers round; oral sucker 0.255 mm in diameter; 
acetabulum 0.350 mm; sucker ratio 1: 1.33. Forebody 0.944 mm. Prepharynx 
0.102 mm long; pharynx 0.136 mm long by 0.127 mm wide; esophagus very• 
short; intestinal bifurcation midway between suckers; ceca rather wide anterior 
to acetabulum, then narrow, ending near together near posterior end of body. 
Genital pore median, very close to the anterior border of acetabulum. Testes 
two, tandem, intercecal, in contact, just anterior to middle of hindbody, 
ovoidal, slightly longer than wide, each with a peculiar equatorial ridge. Post-
testicular region markedly longer than forebody, 1.401 mm long. Seminal 
vesicle a simple elongate sac, overlapping acetabulum, largely between ovary 
and acetabulum, 0.255 by 0.110 mm. A simple, non-muscular, non-glandular 
tube about 0.219 mm long leads from the seminal vesicle to the genital atrium. 
Genital atrium tubular, non-muscular, about 0.219 mm long, surrounded by 
a few gland cells; cirrus and cirrus sac lacking. Ovary globular, midway between 
anterior testis and acetabulum, slightly to the right; seminal receptacle elon-
gate, preovarian; Mehlis' gland to left of ovary and extending almost to 
anterior testis; uterus short with a few eggs; metraterm not observed. Vitel-
line follicles from level of posterior edge of ovary to posterior end of body; 
extracecal until posterior to testes where they fill most of the body. Eggs 73 
to 78 by 49 µ,. Excretory pore near posterior end; excretory vesicle extending 
to posterior testis. Collecting tubules seen only incompletely. Two pairs of 
lymphatic vessels (Fig. 15) extending from near anterior end of body at 
least a short distance posterior to acetabulum. 
Discussion: This species, at first thought to be a species of H omalometron, 
is placed in the genus Apocreadium Manter, 1937 because of its lymphatic 
1947] 
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vessels. As noted above (p. 264) these vessels constitute the chief difference 
between Homalometron and Apocreadium. Two species of Apocreadium have 
been described. A. mexicanum Manter, 1937 and A. longisinosum Manter, 
1937, both from the Pacific. A. balistis is different in body shape which is little 
flattened, in the unbranched lymphatic vessels, and in lacking specialized cir-
cular muscles in the pharynx. The terminal genital ducts are almost exactly as 
in A. longisinosum. 
It might be noted that a former student of mine, Marjorie Raecke, has 
reported (Proc. Nebraska Academy of Sciences, May, 1944) the occurrence of 
Pseudolepidapedon balistis Manter, 1940 from a triggerfish found at Bermuda. 
This species occurs in triggerfishes in the Pacific. It was not found at T ortugas 
but probably occurs there. 
l 
J 
Apocreadium balistis Manter, 1947 . c~, •. a.,., . 
H ost.-Balistes -r;apriscus Gmelm, ocean 
tally [new host record}. 
Location.-1 / 3 intestine. 
Locality.-Near Cat Cay, B.W.I. [new 
locality record}. 
Discussion.-One specimen believed to be 
A. balistis was collected. It differed from 
A. balistis in that the acetabulum is in the 
anterior one-fourth body as compared with 
the anterior one-third body in the holotype. 
Collapsed eggs measured from 67 to 75 by 
32 to 40 microns as compared with eggs 
73 to 78 by 49 microns in the holotype. 
In addition, the testes of the holotype have 
a peculiar equatorial ridge which was not 
present in my specimen. Since A. balistis 
was described from a single specimen, the 
significance of the testicular ridge in the 
holotype is not evident. 
A. balistis is hitherto known from Balistes 
vetttla. 
Apocreadium balistis Manter, 1947 (FIGURE l0fJ 
Host: Balistes vetula. 
Site: intestine. 
Locality: off Parguera, P.R. 
Deposited specimen: No. 39375. 
The present material agrees in most details with Manter's (1947) descrip-
tion based on a single specimen, except that the sucker ratio is slightly 
different, the pharynx is smaller, and the testes lack equatorial ridges. 
~ h;._,ur <f, r!.1.JH;, /f/,u 
Apocreadium balistis Manter, 1947 
Host: Batistes vetula (J). JA ,..,.,e.11 
Site: intestine. 
Of 3 specimens, one of which was im-
mature, none shows ridges on the testes. 
f~"~ #AflllAS ,,.,vo C,,,e~c I tft:.11) 
Apocreadium balistis Manter, 1947 
Host: Batistes capriscus 
Site: Intestine 
Locality: Santa Rosa Island 
I 
f?e II s• to /q 13.'t 1 
F lor1da 
fr.,vi Na h ~s 4ttd 1'w~ /11 1'1 '1 / 
Apocreadium caballeroi ~ B,.u~vo- flot..L1s If 5¥ ., 
Unicamente cuatro ejemplares se localizaron en el intestino de un pez 
Sufflamen sp., conocido en el puerto con el nombre vernaculo de "botas" 
o "pez puerco". 
Los parasitos son alargados, con el extremo anterior redondeado y ei 
posterior terminado en punta recurvada; las paredes laterales postesticula-
re son li~eramente onduladas. Miden de longitud total de 4.497 a 8.225 
mm., y de ancho a nivel del testiculo antetlior de 1.470 a 1.872 mm. La cu-
ticula es delgada, .esta recubierta hasta muy cerca de! extremo posterior de 
pequeiias estructuras escamiformes, siendo mas abundantes en la zona prea-
cetabular. El acetabulo dista del extrema anterior de 1.102 a 1.645 mm.; 
es casi esferico pues mide de diametro longitudinal de 0.323 a 0.402 mm. 
y de diametro transversal de 0.323 a 0.420 mm .; su5 paredes son musculo-
sas. La ventosa oral es subterminal, globo1de, mide de diametro longitudi -
nal de 0.192 a 0.31'.5 mm. y de diametro transversal de 0 .175 a 0.315 mm. 
La relaci6n cntre los diametros de las dos ventosas es : la del diametro 
longitudinal de 1:1.3 a 1:1.6, 1a del diametro transversal de 1:1 a 1:1.6. 
La prefaringe es de paredes muy delgadas, mide de largo de 0.064 a 
0.122 mm., de ancho de 0.064 a 0 .087 mm.; la faringe mide de largo de 
0.172 a 0.192 mm., por de 0.148 a 0. 180 mm. de an cho, y presenta bandas 
musculares lon&itudinales en su mayor extension, pero que en el extreme 
anterior se arreglan en sentido circular formando una especie de corto pre-
bulbo faringeo; el es6fago es corto y ancho, de paredes delgadas, y midc 
de largo de 0.120 a 0.288 mm. por de 0.124 a 0.210 mm. de ancho; la 
bifurcaci6n cecal se inicia en la zona media entre la ventosa oral y el ace-
tabulo; Jos ciegos terminan muy cerca del extreme posterior, precisamente 
donde se inicia el angostamiento caudal. 
Los testiculos ocupan el tercio medio del cuerpo acerd.ndose mas bien 
al tercio posterior; son intercecales, uno detras del otro, tocandose sus 
campos; presentan de seis a ocho lobulaciones profundas. El testiculo an -
terior toca el horde posterior del ovario; mide de largo de 0.840 a 1.225 
mm., de ancho de 0.962 a 1.277 mm.; el testiculo posterior mide de larg, 
de 0.962 a 1.365 mm. por de 0.875 a 1.149 mm. de ancho; se notan los 
conductos eferentes que pasan por uno y otro !ado de los testiculos; la 
vesicula seminal mi<le de largo de 0.437 a 0.787 mm., de ancho de 0.210 
a 0.437 mm., y esta situada entre el acetabulo y el receptaculo seminal; la 
pr6stata es corta, pasa por el acetabulo, terminando en el conducto herma-
f rodita, y es dif.icil de tefiir con los colorantes; el conducto hermafrodita 
~, muy corto, poco perceptible, sube verticalmente por el lado anterior del 
acetabuio en donde se encuentra el poro genital. 
El ovario es c::.s1 . esf erico, situado hacia el I ado izquierdo intercecal. 
cntre el testiculo anterior y el receptaculo seminal, y mide de diametro 
longitudinal de 0.402 a 0.490 mm., de d1.im,etro transversal de 0.297 a 
0.490 mm.; la glandula de Mehlis se encuentra en el centro de la zona 
intercecal pretesticular, circundada hacia abajo por el testiculo anterior, 
al lado izquierdo por el ovario y el recept!culo seminal, al lado derecho 
por el utero y hacia arriba por asas uterinas y la vesicula seminal; el canal 
de Lauree esta presente; el receptaculo seminal t1ene el aspecto de bolsa, 
se encuentra 5ituado oblicuamente entre el ovario y la vesicula seminal, 
mide de largo de 0.420 a 0. 720 mm. por de O 227 a 0.367 mm. de ancho. 
Lepocread 11dae 
y presenta un conducto que pasa par detr.is del ovaria formanda una asa 
que va a desembocar en la glandula de Mehlis: el utero ocupa el lado de. 
recho intercecal entre el acetabulo y el testicula anterior; el metratermo 
sube un poco mis arriba del poro genital, y luego desciende par& desem-
bocac en el conducto hermaf rodita; las huevos son de cascara grueta ama~ 
rillenta, y en el polo opuesto al op~rcula prcsentan una pequeiia cresta; 
miden de 0.068 a 0.072 mm. de largo por de 0.044 a 0.048 mm. de ancho. 
Las vitelogenas se inician un poco antes del horde anterior del acetibulo, 
terrninando en el extrema posterior; desde su iniciaci6n hasta el borde pos-
terior del testiculo posterior son .(;Xtracccales }' cecales, despues se distri-
buyen en cuatro bandas longitudinales, hacien<losc confluentes detris del 
testiculo posterior; los viteloductos se ,·en con mucha claridad al desembo-
car en la glandula de Mehlis. en donde se fusi0nan. La vesicula excretora 
es tubulosa y el poro excretor est:i en la porci6n subterminal. No fue visu-
ble el aparato linfatico. 
Hospedador: Sufflamen sp_. 
Localizaci6n: lntestino delgado. 
Distribuci6n geografica: Costa de! Pacifico a la altura de Puerto Va-
llarta, Jalisco. 
Tipo: Colecci6n Helmintol6gica de! Tnstituto de Biologia. No. 25-20. 
Discusion.-Apocreadium caballeroi n. sp .. pertenece a la fam1lia Schis-
torchiidae Yamaguti, 1942, por prcsentar lOnducto he. rmafrodita tubular. 
poro genital preacetabular, por la pos1ci6n dcl i'.1tcro, por rarecer de bolsa 
del cirro y por la cstrudura del aparato exc.. rctor. De los gcnero-; pertenc-
cientes a esta familia, Apocreadium Manter, 1937, t , cl que corresponJe a 
nuestros ejemplares por coincidir en la mayoria de sm caracteres. Se han 
descrito cuatro especies hasta la fecha: Apocreadium mexicanum Manter, 
1937, A. longisinosum Manter, 19~7. A. balistes Manter, 1940. y A. syna-
gris Yamaguti, 1953. 
Difiere nuestra especic de las arriba c..itadas, por presentar cl rnnducto 
hermafrodita tan corto que en dos de los cjcmplares da la impresi6n de 
desembocar el metratermo y la prostata separa<lamente en el poro genital; 
sin embargo, en los otros dos ejemplares sc pudo <li~tinguir, aplicando el 
objetivo de inmersi6n; ademas, por la forma cuactedstica de los testiculos 
que es constante en los cuatro ejemplares, y asimismo por la manera como 
termina el extremo posterior, siempre en punta curvada, que da la sensa-
~ion de ser retractil; .los huevos en las especies de Manter y en la de Yama-
guti nrian entre 0.073 y 0.102 mm. de largo; en la nuestra, los mayores 
Uegan a 0.088 mm.; las vitel6genas en las especies de Manter se inician 
despues del acetabulo, en A. synagris muy pocos foliculos se hacen Lige-
ramente preace(abulares; en cambio en A. caballeroi n. sp. se inician antes 
del acetibulo. las estructuras escamiformes cubren todo el cuerpo en esta 
especie como en A. synagris; pero .idem.is de las diferencias ya anotadas, 
tambi~n se distingue de A. synagris en la posici6n del ovario; en todas las 
especies incluyendo A. caballeroi este 6rgano esta tocando el borde ante-
rior del testiculo anterior, mientras que en A. synagris esti muy separado. 
Por todos estos caracteres, consideramos nuestros ejemplares coma perte-
necientes a una nueva especie. 
t: 
Apocreadi11m cryptum sp. n. 
Figure 150ver street, 1969 
Hosts: Anisotremus virginictu (1 of 6); 
Haemulon parrai ( 1 of 7), type host; 
additional hosts from Florida Keys cited in 
discussion. 
Site: Pyloric caeca and intestine. 
Holotype: V. S. N. M. Helm. Coll. No. 
71304, paratype: No. 71368. . 
Desc,-iption ( based on 6 mature speci-
mens from Biscayne Bay and Florida keys) : 
Body elongate, 4.5 to 9.3 long by 0.98 to 
1.53 in maximum width, hindbody ex-
tremely foliate usually with median inden-
tation at posterior extremity. An immature 
individual 4.0 long. Cuticle thick, unspined. 
Little, if any, eyespot pigment in mature 
specimens; more conspicuous in immature 
individuals. Oral sucker funnel-shaped, 0.71 
to 1.01 long by 0.68 to 1.37 wide. Acetabu-
lum 0.34 to 0.54 long by 0.30 to 0.59 wide. 
Sucker ratio 1 :0.4 to 0.5. Forebody 30 to 
36% of body length. Prepharynx longer or 
shorter than pharynx. Pharynx 0.19 to 0.32 
long by 0.20 to 0.36 wide, without promi-
nent anterior circular muscle band. Length 
of esophagus variable, up to 80% as long 
as pharynx. Intestinal bifurcation midway 
between suckers or closer to oral sucker. 
Caeca narrow, terminating blindly near 
posterior end of body. 
Testes lobate, tandem, intercaecal, in con-
tact or separated; separated to a greater ex-
tent in larger specimens; anterior testis 0.15 
to 0.31 long by 0.28 to 0.38 wide; posterior 
testis 0.19 to 0.41 by 0.26 to 0.35. Post-
testicular region 31 to 40% of body length. 
Cirrus sac absent. Seminal vesicle saccate, 
extending to roughly midway between ace-
tabulum and ovary. Entire length of pars 
prostatica surrounded by prostatic cells, more 
conspicuous and numerous anteriorly. Geni-
tal atrium tubular. Genital pore median or 
slightly submedian, anterior to or ventral 
to acetabulum. 
Ovary smooth or slightly irregular, 0.11 
to 0.30 long by 0.20 to 0.28 wide; anterior 
and slightly dextral to anterior testis, sep-
arated by either more or less than length of 
testis. Seminal receptacle between seminal 
vesicle and ovary. Mehlis's gland between 
ovary and anterior testis. Vitelline follicles 
numerous, those containing yolk extending 
from level between seminal vesicle and ace-
tabulum to posterior end of body; smaller 
$1and cells, without yolk granules, extend-
ing forw~rd to oral sucker. Uterus joining 
male duct near anterodorsal portion of ace-
rabulum. Eggs 92 to 111 by 58 to 67 mi-
c;ons. 
Excret~ry esicle terminating anteriorly 
at postenor ed :e of rear testis. Excretory 
pore subdorsal. 1 ymphatic system conspicu-
ous _with lon_g1tudinal vessels, :$ pairs in 1 
specimen, 2 m another, running the length 
of the body; nur, 1erous branches in hind-
body. 
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Discussion: This species differs from all 
others in Apocreadium and H omalometron 
in having a funnel-shaped oral suck<"r and 
a 1:11ore foliate hindbody. The only ot 1er un-
spmed Apocreadium is A. long1J ·nosum 
Mamer, 1937. 
Three larger specimens of A. cry1Jtum 
were donated by Dr. Robert Schroeder L who 
collected the~ from the pylonc rae~ of 
llaemulon sciurus and H. plum eri caught 
n~ar Lower Matecumbe Key, f ida They 
differ from smaller indivich 1.., • 'l. 'ng 
• more contracted phan y ar. ,, at.:r 
number of eggs with a .: ff · . r1t • .1ze, 
bur the largest individual from I 1 1 ,N'ai 
also has large eggs. A lai f:.e c;pecim~n h, s 
?ne anomalous caecum wh :h is complet •1} 
mterrupted to form a short branch jQioinP 
the no~mal caecum and anot. , -t t )tti r 1•J:, 
~o bl~nd ends extending J rngth of the 
~1tellana and lacking well-c ;e\;p"d c. ithe-
li11m of norm_al caeca. No f , 1r.1 - of in 1ty 
or deg~neratton as tl-ie c-iu uf this ab-
·1ormaltty was observed . 
. The name cryptum ref - to the some-
unes secret habitat of this species in a 
py 1oric caecum. 
A PICRE A/:,/tl/11 
SYJI· Homalometron foliatum ~· (FIGURE 97) Siddiqi & Cable, 1960 
Description based on 5 specimens with characters of the genus. Body 
1.540 to 2.457 long, 0.357 to 0.476 wide, elongate, hindbody foliate, anterior 
end bluntly round. Cuticle spinose, eye-spot pigment present. Oral sucker 
slightly subterminal, subspherical, 0.196 to 0.287 in diameter. Ventral 
sucker 0.140 to 0.168 by 0.175 to 0.189. Sucker ratio 1 :0.76. Prepharynx 
somewhat longer than pharynx, which measures 0.070 to 0.084 in diameter, 
esophagus about as long as pharynx, intestinal bifurcation about midway 
between suckers; ceca simple, slender, ending blindly near posterior end of 
body. Genital pore median, at anterior margin of ventral sucker. Cirrus 
sac absent; seminal vesicle sac-shaped, oval, posterior to ventral sucker, to 
right of midline, ejaculatory duct long and narrow. Testes 2, 0.091 to 0.175 
by 0.168 to 0.182, smooth to irregular, tandem, close together, intercecal, 
near midlevel of body. Ovary 0.084 to 0.126 in diameter, smooth, median 
or submedian, about midway between ventral sucker and anterior testis. 
Seminal receptacle small, on right, anterodorsal to ovary. Vitelline follicles 
from testicular level to posterior end of body, almost filling posttesticular 
space. Uterus scanty, extending a short distance posterior to ovary before 
ascending toward genital pore. Eggs few, 0.066 to 0.077 by 0.045 to 0.053. 
Excretory vesicle sac-shaped, extending to anterior testis; excretory pore 
dorsal, near posterior end of body, with sphincter. 
Host: H aemulon flavolineatum. 
Site: intestine. 
Locality: Mona Island, P.R. 
Type specimen: Holotype No. 39371. 
Homalometron foliatum differs from H. pallidum Stafford, 1904, H. arma-
tum MacCallum, 1895, and H. pearsi Hunter and Bangham, 1932, in sucker 
ratio, extent of vitellaria, egg size and location of testes. It differs from H. 
elongatum in the position of the ventral sucker and testes and in the extent 
of vitellaria. 
Homalometron foliatum Siddiqi & Cable 
1960 
Hosts: Haemulon album (C); H. flavo-
lineatum ( C, J) ; * H. sciurus (J) ; * Lttti-
anus mahogoni (C); *Brachygenys chry-
sargyreus ( C). 
r 
r 
Site: intestine . 
. Thirty individuals of this species agree 
with the original description except that the 
body length is up to 3.956, the sucker ratio 
ranges from 1: 0. 70-1.03, the vicellaria may 
reach the anterior margin of the ovary, and 
egg size is 66-90 by 45-60 µ. 
fA.~ fJa.h/11:1.5 b C!,c,_ UCL.- lC?6.3 
I 
Lepocr ead 1 ida.e 
Apocreadiurn foliatum (Siddiqi~ Cable,1960) Overstreet,1969 
Apocreadium foliatum ( Siddiqi and Cable, 
1960) comb.cf,. r tree t 
Figure 18 ve 8 ' 
Homalometron foliatum Sid¼~?~nd 
Cable, 1960. 
Hosts: Haemulon aurolineatum (l of 7) *; 
Haemulon carbonarium ( 1 of 1) *; 
Haemulon parrai ( 3 of 7) *. 
Site: Intestine. 
Specimen deposited: U.S. N. M. Helm. Coll. 
No. 71303. 
Discussion: I place this species in the 
genus Apocreadium because it possesses a 
prominent lymphatic system. There are two 
pairs of longitudinal vessels which extend 
almost the entire length of the body and 
give off numerous branches, primarily in 
the hindbody. 
My 13 wholemounts and 2 sectioned 
specimens are 1.5 to 5.5 long by 0.44 to 
0.85 wide, with an immature specimen 1.74 
long. The cuticular spines cover the entire 
body of immature specimens but only near 
the testicular level in adults. The prepharynx 
may be as short as 1 / 3 that of the pharynx 
and the seminal vesicle overlaps or is slightly 
anterior to the ovary, predominantly on 
the left side. Eggs are 85 to 98 by 48 to 
62 microns. With the exception of being 
larger worms with correspondingly larger 
organs, my specimens agree with those from 
Haemulon sciurus, lent by Dr. R. M. Cable 
from his Jamaican collection. Nahhas and 
Cable (1964: 184) discussed specimens 
which had vitellaria extending to the ovarian 
level and had a larger body, wider range 
in sucker ratio, and larger eggs than in 
those of the original description. The excre-
tory vesicle in my specimens and the bor-
rowed ones extends only to or slightly be-
yond the posterior border of the rear testis, 
rather than to the anterior testis. 
Apocreadium foliatum differs from A. 
balistis Manter, 1947, A. caballeroi Bravo-
Hollis, 1953, A . longisinosum Manter, 1937, 
A. mexicanum Manter, 1937, and A. syna-
gris Yamaguti, 1953, in usually having an 
acetabulum smaller than the oral sucker. In 
this respect, A. f olliatum is more like the 
species of Apocreadium described below. 
Figure 18. Apocreadium foliatum, vent.:al 
view. 
l 
MAliTER! A NEW Gl-•. ·us OF DI TOMES 
Manter , 19::,7 
Apoc...,di11111 loaaiaiaoaum, new spedts 
(Plate 2, rlgs. 4--7} 
'.Hosts: Chrilirl,:h. 'f annulatu.1 (Jenyn )° 
-15 
Albermarlc· lsl.:tnd ,and Charles lt.iand, Gala-
pago.; Isl:i,,c.l 
Sphtroi,us an~ur iu·p.r \Jenyns) 
Charles Island, Galapagoo 
Position: rectum 
Incidence. 2 to 10 in a host, total of 15 collected from 
3 hosts. 
The body it orange--ycllow in its posterior half, unspined, more 
or le.-. fttttened, 6.57 ro 9.6~ br l. ~.;z tu 2.403 mm., \videst abr,•1t 
at fnidhody, tapering tc,ward each end. /\ 4.6rn mm. :,pecimcn was 
jmp;1tui:e. The posterior third of the body i., thin and flexible with 
RU!Dl!fOUI lateral folds. It tapers ~harply to a pointed pQstcrinr ..:11<l. 
Th~ anterior half of the body is more plllmp, smr1,·,th, and tapers 
gra~ually. A ,m•ll, fleshy preoral lobe is r,rrs<"nt. The nrJl ,;uck('r 
ie 1vbciFct1lar but usually slightly lonl,{er th,:m wide, (1.375 to 0.532 
,pu. in transverse diameter. The acetabulum i!l about J.{i l,Jdy 
len,gthl-fl'Om the anterior en .. {, is k,ngl·r than wide, 0.675 t(J o.s~s 
DUL in l,f8navenre diameter. It., aperture is longitudinal. The 1mcker 
r* i,f approximately 5:8. The forebodr 1:,1.Js :res 1.360 .to 2.430 • 
mm. 
n.,. is a fairly short prepharym:: l.thot:t Vi pharynx length). 
The pharynx ib usuallr sc,rnewhar pydurnt in ,;hap~. The anterior 
thint ia more narrow. pnwidcJ with .1 hrger nt:rnr,,·r of circular 
muscles, a•d separated f, <.lP.'! th pc:,stf'l'ior , ,·gi-.l!, h, .1 ver}• ~!ight 
conatriction. Muscles e--rtenJ. frnm r lit· ,__.1 I sud.er ,.; ~he p11ar: n~· 
ootaide .we prepharynx. The esupl~a:21::-i is aorroximately the sam1..: 
length ~ the prepharynx. 1 he i11tcstin-.l t,i,ur,·:.tion is u~uall:r a 
1ittle ~e&rtr the oral sucktr than thr ac.::tahulum b11t it may be ap-
proximately midway betwu;n th· s11,:kcrs TL narrow ceca extcnJ 
&otne diatam:e m from the l)o<h· '"'1,l:-'-' •• ,~ tr. ,yjr},in a ::h')rt di:..a•,c-r 
of the poltetior end. The} do not · each the. p05ter;or end c1.nd may 
fall to do 10 'by some distance_ ( ,n, dir:vus abnonnalitr involved 
- the left c.:eic:u111 which was almn~t .:o~np!ctdv degenerate eXct.pt fl"lr 
a s4or.t normal-appeariu[( stub b~,-ely rcathing beyond the bifurca-
tio1Jl- -and -n.c:liog abrurtly. 1 he re,naind.e1 c~ t.he -:t:cum \\as repre-




Apocread1um long1Rosum Manter,1937 
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ior to midbody. Seminal vesicle elongated sac-like from acetabulum 
to near ovary; pars prostatica about as long as vesicle, straight; 
ductus hermaphroditicus a simple muscular tube as long as pars 
prostatica. Ovary globular; Mehlis' gland posterior to ovary; semi-
nal receptacle anterior to ovary; uterus between testes and acetab-
ulum; eggs 88 to 102 by 48 to 60µ.; vitellaria from ovary to pos-
terior end, confluent behind testes. Excretory vesicle extending to 
testes; 2 pairs of anterior and 1 pair posterior collecting tubules. 
Lymph vessels well developed, much branched, apparently funda-
mentally 2 pairs of longitudinal stems forking to form 4 pairs along 
much of body length. Type host: Cheilichthys annulatus. Other host: 
Spheroides angusticeps, a related fish. Type locality: Galapagos 
Islands. 
The name longisinosum refers to the long genital sinus. 
Comparison,;. A. longisinosum is more than twice larger than A. 
mexicanum and the body is relatively wider. The aperture of the 
acetabulum is longitudinal rather than transverse. The vitellaria do 
not nearly reach the acetabulum as they do in A. mexicanum, a dif-
ference correlated with the larger uterus in A. longisinosum. In A. 
longisinosum the genital sinus is much longer; the eggs much larger 
(maximum length 102 µ. compared with 67 µ.); the lymph vessels 
more branched anteriorly. In spite of these differences the species 
are very similar and clearly congeneric. 
There are genera of the Allocreadiidae with the cirrus sac weak-
ly developed or lacking, for example the Anallocreadiinae and 
Opecoeliinae, but Apocreadium differs from most in its tubular geni-
tal sinus and from all in its lymphatic system. It is probably signifi-
cant that the Anallocreadiinae which lack a cirrus sac also possess 
a tubular genital sinus described as '"a common tube" in the form 
of an "unspecialized cloacal invagination" by Simer (1929, p. 564) 
for Anallocreadium armatum; as a "long genital sinus" by Manter 
(1926, p. 87) for Homalometron pallidum; as "an invaginated clo-
aca" by Hunter & Bangham (1932, p. 138) for Anallocreadium pear-
sei; but as a "genital atrium" by Manter (1936, p. 34) for Crassi-
cutis cichlasomae. In this latter case however, the "atrium" may be 
tubular in form. 
The genus Apocreadium then shows evidence of relationship to 
the Anallocreadiinae. On the other hand, however, its lymphatic 
vessels, the structure of the pharynx and the excretory system sug-
---
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gest the genera Megasolena and Hapladena for which Manter (1935, 
p. 438) named the subfamily Megasoleninae. The essential difference 
is the presence of an hermaphroditic sac in the Megasoleninae. Apo-
creadium seems to stand almost midway between these two subfami-
lies. If included in the Megasoleninae, the subfamily (and family) 
description must be altered to include forms with neither hermaphro-
ditic nor cirrus sac; if included in the Anallocreadiinae the subfamily 
must be extended to include forms with a lymphatic system. For the 
present, the writer prefers to recognize the lymphatic vessels as of 
fundamental significance, especially since their presence is again as-
sociated with pharyngeal modifications and to classify Apocreadium 
in the Megasoleninae. 
Apocreadium longisinosum Manter, 1937 
Host.-Sphoeroides annulatus (Jenyns), 
tambodl. 
Location.-Intestine. 
Locality,-Bella Vista Beach, Panama City 
Panama Pacific. 
Discussion.-A. longisinosum in the col-
lection possessed eggs whose maximum 
measurements were 105 microns. I have 
compared my specimens with paratypes and 
they agree in all details. Manter (193 7) 
described the species in detail and aside 
from egg size nothing more need be men-
tioned here regarding its morphology. 
Caballero, et al, ( 1952) reported an im-
mature specimen of this species from 
Sphoeroides annulatus in Panama. 
~ ~0<;;111AJOA-,U,.S-8£tBJll.f.L C/95f) 
'J 
Apoc:rea,llum mante,i...p,,--A-. Ou~,r,.\.""•a.-4, ('f'lo 
(Figs. 1, 2) 
Description (based on 9 mature specimens) 
Body 2,306 to 4,801 long by 608 to 1,590 wide, 
usually widest near level of posterior testis. Tegu-
ment with blade or trough-shaped scales, each with 
1 to 6 embedded spines; scales more dense on fore-
body, sparse on dorsal portion of hindbody. Eye-
spot pigment dispersed and sparse. Oral sucker 
subterrninal, without lateral fleshy lobes adjacent 
to mouth, 233 to 416 long by 219 to 374 wide. 
Acetabulum 282 to 559 long by 284 to 533 wide. 
Sucker width ratio 1: 1.3 to 1.5. Forebody 20 to 
28% of body length. Prepharynx usually shorter 
than pharynx. Pharynx 114 to 186 long by 91 to 
206 wide. Esophagus either longer or shorter than 
pharynx depending on its state of contraction, sur-
rounded by numerous glandular cells. Intestinal bi-
furcation roughly halfway between pharynx and 
acetabulum; ceca terminating 155 to 356 from 
posterior end of body. 
Testes tandem, contiguous or nearly so, usually 
slightly irregular in shape; anterior testis 220 to 
477 long by 271 to 514 wide with anterior border 
either slightly anterior or posterior to rnidbody; 
posterior testis larger, 281 to 608 long by 290 to 
524 wide. Posttesticular space 26 to 35% of body 
length. Cirrus sac absent. Seminal vesicle saccate, 
208 to 542 long by 81 to 215 wide, usually over-
lapping ovary. Pars prostatica shorter than and 
extending dorsal to or along either side of acetabu-
lum. Prostatic cells few. Genital atrium tubular. 
Genital pore median, immediately anterior to ace-
tabulum. 
Ovary globular, dextral or occasionally median, 
roughly midway between anterior testis and ace-
tabulum, 154 to 309 long by 184 to 402 wide. 
Seminal receptacle either larger or smaller than 
seminal vesicle, at or near ovarian level. Mehlis' 
gland between anterior testis and ovary. Laurer's 
canal present. Vitellaria consisting of numerous 
follicles, extending between level near base of ace-
tabulum and posterior end of body, occasionally 
a few follicles overlapping testes. Eggs 84 to 112 
long by 58 to 70 wide. 
Excretory vesicle terminating anteriorly at or a 
short distance posterior to rear testis; pore dorsal, 
subterminal. Lymphatic system inconspicuous with 
2 pairs of narrow longitudinal vessels extending 
most of body length; occasionally branchin$, 
Type host: Leiostomus xanthurus. {LA~e,.,De), 
Site: Intestine, usually anterior portion. 
Locality: Bernard Bayou to Horn Island, near 
Ocean Springs, Mississippi. ((;, 111., •" ME 1t1~0) 
Holotype: USNM Helm. Coll. No. 71477, para-
type: No. 71478. 
This species is named in honor of Dr. Harold W. 
Manter. 
DISCUSSION 
This species apparently differs from the other 
eight species of Apocreadium, except A. folia-
tum (Siddiqi and Cable, 1960) Overstreet, 
1969, by having multispined scales. I reexam-
ined specimens of A. foliatum and found the 
undescribed multispined sc:.1es present. Some 
specimens of 0th species, however, have the 
major.ty of tre scales containing a single spine. 
Apocreadium manteri differs from A. foliatum 
by having a shorter pos·t esticular space, a 
greater sucker width ratio, and more anteriorly 
extending vitelline follicles. In relation to these 
and other features, it is most similar to A. uro-
proctoferum Sogandares-Bemal, 1959, from 
which it can be separated by having eggs 84 to 
112 by 58 to 70 rather than 64 to 80 by 40 to 
45 and not possessing a uroproct. 
The lymphatic system, especially in the hind-
body, is difficult or impossible to see in some 
individuals of several species of Apocreadium. 
Even though it is the only character used to 
distinguish Apocreadium from Homalometron, 
both A. synagris Yamaguti, 1953, and A. cabal-
leroi Bravo-Hollis, 1954, were described with-
out the system being evident. Fischthal anc 
Kuntz ( 1965) have since reported its presencE 
in the former species. On the other hand, iJ 
H. caballeroi Lamothe, 1965, is shown to have 
a lymphatic system, that species could be con-_ 
sidered a synonym of A. balistis Manter, 1947. 
Dactylotrema squamatum Bravo-Hollis and 
Manter 1957 also has similar scales on the 
tegume~t. The presence of multispined scales 
on A. manteri and A. foliatum is additional 
morphological evidence for placing Apocread-
ium into the Homalometroninae, in which Dac-
tylotrema is a member, as suggested by Manter 
( 1947), but not followed by all recent workers. 




· 7. Apocreadium synagris n. sp. ~ , tl. v.l , 
Pl. III, Fig. 12. 3 . 
Habitat. Small intestine of Synagris taeniopterus (Velenc.). 
Material and locality. 5 mature and ·3 immature specimeM ; 
acaaaar. t 
Body lanceolate. with blunt-pointed extremities, 2.'l-5.3 rrhn 
length, 0.4- 1.05 mm in maximum width in ovariotesticular 
Rion, covered with spine• all over, though sp11rsely toward poa~ 
rior extremity. Preoral lobe indistinct. Oral sucker subterminal, 
.15-0.2BXO.l8-0.3mm. Prepharynx 50-20011 long. Pharynx 
ubglobular to barrel-shaped, three-lobed in front, 0.1 - 0. 18X0.095-
.16 mm. Esophagus 1hort, bifurcating about midway between two 
ucken. Ceca narrow, terminating at posterior extremity. Aceta-
ulum 0. 19-0.5 mm in diarn,-ter, situated at second sixth of body. 
Testes usually longf"r than widf', indented on each side, 0.29-
.9 X 0.17-0.53 mm. pl , rd onr 1mmedi lf"ly behind the other in 
middle third of bodv . the antrrior m ~ ~ wider than long in 
tracle<l example . m wha ih t· po r-11 •r is. 1owe, r longf"r 
264 Yem._, 
than wide and may intrude into the poeterior third of the body. 
The vas deferens arises from the pre-equatorial 1ide of each testis : 
.the right one pauea along the left border of the ovary, and the left 
one dorsal to the uterine coils, both opening together into the 
vesicula seminalis at it• posterior end. Vesicula seminalis sub-
cylindrical, slightly curved, 0. 13-0.33 mm long, 0.075- 0.2 mm 
wide, extending from doraolateral side of acetabulum to near ovary, 
from which it is separated by the receptaculum seminis, sharply 
constricted off from pars prostatica, which is 'cylindrical and mea-
sures about 0. I mm long by 20 11- wide in the specimen 5. 3 mm long. 
Prostate cells poorly developed around pars prostatica. Ductus 
hermaphroditicus shorter than half diameter of at:ctabulum, Geni-
tal pore immediately anterior to acetabulum. 
Ovary subglobular, 0.1 -0.28 X 0. I -0.25 mm, on the ~ght of 
median line behind acetabulum. The germi'duct arising from the 
dorsal posteromedial part of the ovary forms a bulbous dilatation 
before joining the receptaculum seminis and Laurer' s canal, and 
then describing a U-shapcd curve unites with the common vitelline 
duct coming from behind. Uterus coiling forward on left of ovary. 
Eggs oval, about 90X60 p.. Laurer's canal arising from the point 
where the germiduct joins the seminal receptacle, describing "' 
5-shaped curve and ope11ing dorsally sinistral to ovary. Shell gland 
well developed between ovary and anterior testis. Receptaculum 
seminis elongate saccular, extending along left border of ovary 
with its dilated anterior end 65- 130 !1 wide immediately in front 
o.f this organ. Vitelline follicles small, extending in lateral fields 
from behind acetabulum to posterior extremity, confluent in post-
testicular field. They may commence at the 'genital pore, or at 
the level of the acetabulum on one side, and some follicles may 
form an isolated group around or on one side of the genital pore: 
the transverse vitelline ducts unite together immediately in front of 
the anterior testis without forming a definite reservoir. 
Excretory vesicle tubular, with terminal pore, reaching to pos-
terior end o( hind testis, where the paired collecting vessels are 
given off. The lymph eyatem as demonstrated by Manter for 
Apocreadium mexicanum and A. longisinosum has not been de-
tected with certainty. 
The presf!nt species resembles A. balistis Manter, 1947, and A. 
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Apocreadium synagris Yamaguti. 140:3 
BOST: Scnloµsis margaritifn (Pomadasyi<lat•). 
IIABITAT: SmaU intestine. 
Loc.u.1n: Jesselton ... 'orth Bonwo. 
DAn:: 30 September 1960. 
Sn:cu.1E!\S: e.s .. '.M. Helm. Coll. :'\o. 6U0i2 
(two slides I . 
MEASt'REMES'TS ASU ~OME PEilTl'.\E, 'T DATA 
(based on ~-o specimens) : Body 3,711 to 
4,417 by I.23;i to I.327: spines app,irently lost; 
preoral body distind. 13 to 22 Ion~; forebody 
690 to 958. hindbodv 2.569 to 3.014, ratio 
1 : 3.15 to 3.72: posttestic:ular space I.618 to 
l,7i9, ratio to hindhody l : 1.59 to l .6~; eye-
spot pigment scattered between oral sucker an<l 
acetabulum; oral sucker 291 to .305 b'i 305 to 
318; ac:etabul11m 445 to 4:'i2 by 468. to 498. 
at level of about anterior hodv fourth: . t1t ker 
length ratio 1 : 1.--lfi to I. ~5: · pn•phar. '" 46 
to 95 long; pharynx 141 to 1-U by 155 to 
176. three-lobed in front; esophagus 7-! to Y9 
~; l'ecal bihm·ation 81 to 191 pre.wet 1lar: 
anterior tt•stis :3:35 to :357 h~ 328 to .179. pos-
er-ior te~tis :37:! hl -180 hv 324 to :3:3.5: al'etah-
ulum to ,111terim testis 276 to 399, to po. tenor 
te tis fi22 to 7 4-t: vasa effere11tia opt'11ing side 
b\· side into semi11al ,·esid(•; latter 2J:3 to 27fi 
b;- 122 to 1:>ll. cxte11Cli11g 132 to 147 postac·e-
tahnlar to m·eirlap ,u1ternmedian part of m'ar~ 
dorsally .111d midlength of semin,tl r<'el'pt,u.:le 
ve11tr,1llv: O\'i l1' ' 2 rn to 283 hv 2~3 to 29fi 
25 to ,39 postal'~tab11lar; seminai're(•eptac:le 276 
~> 302 hy 66 to 103, overlapping ,111t~romedrn11 
part ol o, ar~ a11cl posterior end ol semi11,1 
H·sil'k don,ally: Lamer\ ea11al pn·sent; , itel 
)aria l·11mme11l'i11g at len·l ol postrrior n1.1rgi i 
of at·t-tah11l11m. conf111e11t po~ttt'st)('ular; \'itl'l 
1i11t- r£'st·rvo1r disti11C:t. tra11sn•rseh elongatl 
postovaria11. H2 to 106 by% to V'i8: 'S partial!, 
<:oll.1psecl ('gg, measuring ~-J to ~):3 by :;,') t( 
68. h-mph , e,st. I, cow,p1c11m1s laternll~ a11 
terior to \'ilt>lla,ia. liidde11 ,, ht•H· latter prt•!wnt 
Dis< t ,..,,o, : Yarnaguti I I t).'i:1, deseriht·d t\111 
spt·eit·s fron1 Synagris t,u 11iopfcrus from Ct·! 
t'l,t·, . 0111 sp('(·inwrn, !-.howed a tlistiud pre 
oral bod~. a clt·b11it<> , itelline rest•n nir. ,Ul< 
e~ espot pigment. an<l the testes bc:ked later,1. 
iwle11tatio11s. Yam,1guti imhc:atC'd that tht> scm, 
111al ,·t_•-.idt' e,te11ded to uear the m·arv. hein 
separatecl from the lattt,r b~ the ,emi11al rel't>p 
tade. whereas m our specimens the ,t'mi11.11 
vesi< le ovnlappnl botl1 the ov.-11"1. ,111d wmi11,1l 
receptacle. Althm1gh Y,1m,tg11ti ,,~ted aud illus 
trated aC'etah11lar a11d preacetab•tlar \'itdlm 
follicles i11 some specimens. he stated that i, 
otlwrs the follides C'ommenc:ed postacctabnhu 
Skrjahn 1 ( 1959) reviewed the ge1111s Apo• 
rrrndi11m ~1anter, 19.37. giving a key to the 
,;pecie, whi<·h is 11ot entirt'lv workable for 
A sy11a~ris i11asm11ch as it ~tatecl that tht 
vitellana e11mmt-11n·cl a11t£'rinr to the at· t 1,. 
ulmn or ,tt its le, el. 
A,pocreadi1!1P uroproctoferu}ll, sp. nov.o 
~fa11C10.'la~,&r.,_.,, If ,-f 
I-l'tst.-Balistes vettda Linn., queen trig-
gerfish. 
Location.-213 intestine. 
Localitj1.-N. Shore, N. Bimini, B.W.I. 
Holotype.-U.S.N.M. Helm. Coll. No. 
38867. 
Diagnosis ( based on 8 mature speci-
mens) .-Body lanceolate, widest at mid-
posttesticular region, completely spined; 
2.019 to 4.009 long by 0.270 to 1.045 wide 
at acetabular level and from 0.703 to 1.254 
at widest point. Forebody 0.532 to 0.798 
long. ~indbody 1.501 to 2.495 long. Oral 
sucker simple, subterminal, 0.181 to 0.248 
long by 0.211 to 0.268 wide. Acetabulum 
~t end of anterior fourth of body, recessed 
mto body, 0.261 to 0.369 long by 0.268 to 
0.362 wide. Sucker ratio 1: 1.18 to 1.41. 
Prepharynx one-half to three-fourths length 
of_ pharynx. Anterior fourth of pharynx 
wah a weak band of circular muscles, 0.141 
to 0.181 long by 0.067 to 0.147 wide. 
Esophagus approximately one-fourth length 
of pha~ynx. Ceca ending in a uroproct a 
shor: distance fron:i po~terior end of body. 
Genital pore . median: immediately preace-
tab~lar. Genital amum extending from 
genual pore posteriorly dosal to anterior 
9 The !lame uroproctofe1·um indicates that 
the species bears a uroproct. 
half of acetabulum. Testes equatorial, tan-
dem, in contact or slightly overlapping each 
other; edges indented; anterior testis almost 
square, usually half length of posterior tes-
tis, 0.268 to 0.402 long by 0.215 to 0.567 
long; posterior testis widest in its anterior 
region, tapering posteriorly rather sharply 
in some specimens to produce an almost 
triangular appearance, 0.318 to 0.643 long 
by 0.328 to 0.556 wide at its anterior end. 
Posttesticular space approximately equal 
':ith distance from anterior te~nterior 
tip _of body; 0.798 to 1.520 long. Seminal 
ves_icle club-shaped, extending from genital 
atrium, d~rsal to acecabulum, to near or in 
~ontacc with ovary .. Ovary globular, dextral, 
mte_rcecal, usually m contact with anterior 
cesns; 0_.168 to 0.369 long by 0.141 to 
0._261 wide .. Mehlis' gland median, imme-
diately amenor to anterior testis, posterior 
to ovary. Club-shaped seminal receptacle 
dorsal co ovary. Vicellaria extending from 
anterior edge of acetabulum or sometimes 
from level of ovary, mostly lateral to ceca, 
not confluent anterior to testes, filling post-
testicular space. Uterus anterior to ootype, 
coiling a few times, ro enter genital atrium 
at mid-acetabular level. Uncollapsed eggs 
64 to 80 by 40 to 45 microns. Excretory 
vesicle Y-shaped, extending anteriorly from 
terminal excretory pore to posterior testis 
where it forks, sending one branch on each 
side of body, along inner border of ceca 
crossing ceca anterior tO acetabulum, along 
outer borders of ceca, branching profusely 
at level of oral sucker; branches extending 
anterior to oral sucker. Lymphatic system 
present; vessels extending along inner side 
of ceca. A lymphatic sinus surrounding 
dorsal side of acetabulum, extending an-
teriorly at least as far as cecal bifurcation. 
One vessel ( expecially visible in immature 
specimens) forks from main stem vessel at 
posterior end of body next to uroproct, 
curves outwards from main stem on each 
side of body to come in contact with each 
side of body at level of posterior testis. 
Discussion.-This species differs from all 
ochers in the genus Apocreadium by pos-
sessing a uroprocc but otherwise is a typical 
member of the genus. The presence of a 
uroproct is considered a generic character 
in certain Opecoelidae but not in the 
Acanthocolpidae (genus Stephanostomum). 
Among the species of Apocreadium, A. 











It I pr11h,1l1l, tl1.il Har/11,/,"1""'""' ,.,,,,,,/or,, 
ha r\C1lu .. l 111 ,1111f1,l11 tl,111111.!11 .1 1,,1\I 'P''l I•, 
"ith m.an111 .1ff1111t11·, 111,· l111111,d111111•tr1111i111·, 
arr 11oh'<I f.,, '" 111rr1·111 , . 11, l,otlr 111,ir1111· .11111 
tn·!'!lh",th-r h11.,h 1·\1 ·11 \\ 11l,111 tlw ,.11111 · !!1•111•1.1 
~lantn. llJfi.3 , 
~lautn 1 19-:7 , 11t·1l 11111~1!111 lt,lw, prr-
maril~ marine·. 1·11h'1111~ tr, · Ii \L1frr 1 .1, .111 
t>xampll· of ., pnrnan f ,H 1111 111 tl11• 111111.11 ""· 
persal of tn·m.ttodt·, 11f 111,,r111t· f"t,,·, 11,1,, tr, ,f,. 
"atc-r hot, . Shin·m.111 I 11JfS4 1111111111 ·111t•d 1111-
l,11 h on tl1t' zcK1~t•ogr.1phk- si~111lic ,1111 ,. • •I 1 
pl ,poricl clt"sl'rilwcl from 1111111,·t t.,l.,·11 ,ti 1l11 
,,111H • t, pe 10(:alit~ as tilt' sp, 
tlu, p.1pn Lumsd1•11 ( 1003) pro, ·ti , 
dit1rn,,,I link in ~fanter's "t·1:olo~1l'al 
tlwon , ~lanter. 19,571 i11 dt"sl'rihin~ ,111ot1, 
h,1plt>poricl with clistim·tl~ rnarinP affi11iti1•~ 
I 111111 t lw , ·,tuarine fish P,wd!ia ( .\lo/lic,w,\·ill I 
l11ti11i111w ( Lc•Sueur). 
TIii' t·, olutionar~ sta~t· of B. c111mloris ap-
p.1rl'11I ly 1rprl'se11ts tht' pe1111ltimate stagt• i11 
tlw •·•·cologic,tl hriclgl'" ,t·q11<'n(·t· of dispersal 
111111 fi,lw, ot ,1 strict I~· fresh,, ater c·11vironrne11I 
\\ 'hil1 · tht· "111fi'ih hosts c·11(•01111tt'red hen• arc 
11u-111bt·r, of ,i prnnar~ -di, 1sio11 frt"shwatt'r fam-
ih f \f~ 1..-s. f!.}.'31-) I . thn a11• ahk to tolt>rah· a 
111\\ d1·1,!n·c · 11f :-.ali11it, B"rlm!o.,tom,1111 1·11p11-
l11r~~ i11h-ctc•cl L. mirroli111l111s ,111cl /,. />11111·f(lf1ts 
111 th1· hraC'kish la).!m>11 . ~ t'I ,, ... .., absent from 
1111' Sillll(' hosh ln,n, l'olatt-cl frt·sh\\ ·att·r ponds 
.1 ti,,, IJ1111dred , ,trds frn111 tlw lagoo11 llo11w-
l111111 ·fr1111 """"''"'' "a, la~1 ·11 h-0111 flw,c ho,ts 
tr11111 1111' frc·slmatc-r poi,11'. ;11,il 1, Ilic- .tppan·~t 
l'l11lo~H ·al rt·plac1 ·11w11I ,,t H n,pri/ori.\·. l/u-
llllllm1w/ro11 (lrr,111/11111 ,, .1., ,tl,"·11I trom fishl's 
11f tlw hrad,i-.1, l,1gr11,11. 1>111 ,p1 ·< inww, lia, <' 
lw1·11 tal1·11 at 11,.., l.d,111,1l111~ fro111 lr1·,I"' att-1 
dn1111 . .-\,,l11di1tul11v g11111111, ,11., ltd frn111 111111'1 
part\ of l..1~1· P1111t1 h,1rlra111 
\\"liilt· furtlin lih•-hi,tm, st1ich " d,·linitc-h 
111cl1!'a!1·d. 1I 11111!1,t lw ,11m1i't 'cl that Rml11if,;. 
"'""'"'" 1·11111i/11r,.,· I\ .,, \ d d,v, 1,clt·11t for ('11111· 
ph-ti1111 11! 11, life· n, 11 1111 ,111 11,tc·rnll'diatt' host 
of ttll' l1ral'l.:r,I, 1·,t11.u11w 1°11\ 111111m1 ·11t. It is 
tli11, pn·,1·11li·d .11 tl11, ,t.,g,· h1111, 111h•di11g 
\1111fi,lw, i11 111 ,trll\ ,t111 th fi,,,li\, ,111 r Ii.if,. 
rf.1h Tlw 111,.il ,t1·p h11 l11mpl<'!i1111 of 1111' 
't"rll•, 1111plH 11 11, tlw · , ., ol11L:1l ·,1l l111d~, " tli,•01~ 
\\ 1111ld lie' l11t.tl .1d,1pl.1t11,1, '" tlu- fr1 •,h \ ,1tt·1 
, 1,,1r111111w11t 
Lepocrcadiidae 
8arl,ulostomu,n cupvlori1 9e11. et,, 11 Rt?M S£Y; 1165" 
1F1g'> 1, 2 
lfoYh: 1.,.,,,.,,,,, 1111,·re1/,,11/111, 1 ( ;1111thn 1. n·d-
t·.in·(l ,1111li,h. l~p, · li11,t . I.. 1111111 ·t11111., 111111w1t11., 
1 Jordan 1. ,p11tt1 d ,11111!,li 
l.m:11tim1 \1111 r1111 l,.ilf 111 1111t·,ti111· 
l.oc1llit11 : Hr.wli,li l.1t:111111 111 1..,1.., · l'11111tli.ntr.111, . 
Hn111wt c:,rn· Spill" .1~ .11 ,,,n "· St. Ch.,rl,·, 1'.m,11. 
1 1111i,i.111.1 
Dq11•~it,d. ll11l11t)p1 ·. l '~'" lklm. <.1111 '" 
fl 11121). p.,rat~ p, · '-:11 . fi l lllll. 
!>u1/,!ru1.,·i.Y I ha,nl 1111 211 · ad11lt 'Ill, 11m·11, lr11m 
typ, ho,t I. 1..-p,,.. n·.11l11d.w . H11111.il11rndr1111111.w 
Hmh 1•l1111gat,·. lml.!111l11rm. l .fi1' to I .Y;- 111111 111111,! 
t,,· 11 xi to .11.'Jfi mm "id,·. < ·11111 I, · d,·11,d) ,p11wd 
,1;1h•n11rly, ,pnws 1•,t1 ·11di11~ 111 p11,krH1r lip 11! 
hodv. It·" 1111m1·ro11, 1111 p11,1<-r111r tl,ird 111 hrnh 
Eye~J><•I pii.tm<•nt dith,w i11 .1111t-ru1r 1, h11d) ( >ral 
,ucker ,11l,tnmi11al. 1·11p11lil111111 111 ,11l,t1i,111g11l.1r. 
"itlr ,1p1·\ dinTlt-d l,11,d.1,I. I S-t In _2fi0 l11111.!. h~ 
17~) t11 2"ill wid,·: m11,, 11la1 p.q11ll.1 pn·"·11t 1111 , 1•11-
trolatnal ,·d1.t1· 11f ,tl!'l..1 ·r ,II ,w·h ,iii,· 111 mouth . 
1hrn1t :30 IOJ11.! "lw11 l11lh ,·,tt-nd,·d. r<'lr.,ctil(• i11to 
lit-Iii..(· p,111dw, l'l<'plr.,;~ 11, .lo 111 ~:30 lo11g. Ph.,r-
~ "' 107 t11 1·Mi l1111c h) 71 to 1117 "id,· . E,ophal!m 
l111rt,·r th.m "' , q11 ,I 111 ph,11)11 in lt'l1gtl1. Ct-ea 
lnrlm11i: ,li1111t mu!" .1, lid" 1-.•n pharyn, and ac-
d,1lm111m , • ,ti 11<l111v .1lm11,t to postrrinr f'lld of 
1 • .,h . 1•mlin1t l,l1111lh .\, 1•t,1ln1l11m rounded, in 
,mh:rinr thir,1 111 '••'~ , l111tlwr Jll,.,tt-ri.ul in smaller 
,11111lt,. iml111l1111l liol11t~p1· 1. 1:\3 to 2-10 101111:. hy 
17 \ 111 :2,;; "itl1 !'\m hr ratio I ; 11.i~) to 1.143 
• rnt•,m I OlJ'i9• 
( ;,,mt,,I Jlnr, · m,·,rnl. 11111111•1h,1h•h prca<'t'tahular. 
foll11"1•1I h) ,h111l"" l.!c·111t.1I .,trmm. T1•stt>1, h\11, 
,ph,·111.1I. mh-rt'f't .,I. t.11111,·m. m middlr of hind 
lw•h. 14:l to 1fl2 111 ,l1.1111d1•r. \" a,,, t•fferentia 
r,t,:mlm,z 1111h riurh lrnm t,·,tt-,. f11,i111Z short· dis-
t.mu· hPlnml a1-.·t,.i",11l11m to form ,hurt ,m, dt•fercn, 
"hie h ,.,, ... ml, into ,imph· ,,u -lilw "4·minal Vt'Sicle 
1·11m11•di1111 "ith ,z1•111t.1l .,hmm. (hary ,pheric-al , 
mtn11·1 .,I. ,11·,tnil nr m1•,ial. :.hout midwav lw-
'" ''4'" .11f'lal111l11m .11111 .u,krinr tmis: diaml'l;r 117 
111 2 Hi ( h 11l11..t ,h11rt . ,·m,·r)!in,z from po,tt'fior or 
1, •11 ,,,1, 11! 11,.,r~ 1·11111wdi11,z \\ilh :-m:ill po~~-
"' ana 11 1111!} 11•· "l111 Ii ,, ,urroundt'CI h} ~lehli · 
d.11111 L.11m•r\ 1 .,11.,l 11r11ci11atin,z from m itlul'I , 
111w11111c _,,Jim,·,i.,11~ 1111 ,l11r,11m at lt•H·I of o, :IT)' 
1 ·t.,,l..-,li.1p1·tl "'mm.ii 11•( ·t·pt11d1· nri)!inati11~ from 
"' 11h11 I Ii.,,,. tlin-d, ·tl m,•,ioclorsallv and in ml-
, .1111, 11! "' ar~ . \'1tdh111· follidt•, 1•~t,·11di11c latn-
,,lh lr11111 I, , ,·I of m .H) 111 po,tt:rior t•nd of hmly , 
"', 1l.1pp1111.! , ,., .,. 11,11.,ll~ i111t-r1t·,ti<·11lar. filling 
p11,tt,-,t1111l,tr ,pa(1· . , 1tdli1w rt·c,·ptade inh·rt·(Tal . 
l11•!\\ •~·11 II\ ary ,1111I ,111t,·ri11r tt-,ti,, l'Ollllt'<·lini.t with 
"' 1tl11d. l'tt'f11, 111il!lllah11~ at ool)JW, ,1,c.:1·mling 
111t.-r1·1·call~. ,·1111111•dinJ.?: \\ ith g1•nital atrium. Utcr-
1111• 1·J.!:J.!:, ft·" ( I 111 <J l lild1t lirown, H::?. to 117 long 
II\· :--,H lo 8:2 "i1lc• I 11wat1 10:1 by 70) with mi1111tv 
11pnn1l.1 , ,1111I Im I.inc 111ira<idia. 1':'l.nt'lorv ,,·~ide 
t11h11l,1r. ntc-111li11g lrom pt"lt·rior 1·,<·rl'1;1r) pore 
,.10111,t lo po,tnior tt-,ti:-.. main <·oltt·dinl-( t11h11li• 
111i11i11J.?: 1111 1·itlwr ,id1• of ,llllt'fior Pllcl. 
~ 
01mm 
I· II l Hf' I Ji,11/,,d,I\I I II//III// 
1 I 'l' II fllllll ,111,I 1,!1,·, Ill ( .1k, 
I )111,.tl \It\\ "' ,,,, l1 .. llll\ ,,, :! 
lrd ,u \I 111 tl11 111 ii"•'~., 
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GENERIC DIAGNOSIS OF CHOANODERA MA-"rErt1 
Body thick, elongate, little tapering, spined, yellow orange. Fo/J!a.: 
with edges folded ventrally and converging to meet at posterior edge of 
acetabulum. Acetabulum % to 1/s from anterior end, larger than oral 
sucker. Prepharynx, pharynx, esophagus present; ani lacking. Genital 
pore median. Testes tandem, close together. Seminal vesicle and prostate 
gland free in parenchyma; cirrus sac and cirrus lacking; tubular genital 
sinus present. Ovary pretesticular, to the right, ovoid, tapering toward 
one end; seminal receptacle, Mehlis' gland, and Laurer's canal all well 
developed. Uterus largely to left of ovary. Vitellaria well developed. 
Eggs large, thin shelled. Excretory vesicle to posterior testis with 2 pairs 
of anterior and one pair of posterior tubules. Four longitudinal, un-
branched lymph vessels. Type species: Choanodera caulolatili. 
The name choanodera is from choan (= funnel) and dera (= neck), 
and refers to the characteristic form of the forebody. 
Comparisons. Choanodera is closely related to Apocreadium Manter, 
1937. The ventrolateral folds of the forebody give a superficial resem-
blance to Bianium, which genus, however, is fundamentally different in 
possessing_ ani and a cirrus sac, and in lacking lymph vessels. Choanodera 
differs from Apocreadium in the characteristic folds of the forebody and 
in the unbranched lymph vessels. Body spines are better developed in 
Choanodera. The details of the reproductive system are practically identi-
cal in the two genera, differing only in specific characters. 
The discovery of still another Allocreadid-like distome with lym-
phatic vessels increases the known number of such genera to five: namely, 
Petalocotyle, Megasolena, Hapladena, Apocreadium, and Choanodera. 
Carassotrema must be considered a related genus. This group of trema-
todes shows relationship to the amphistomes, on one hand, and to the 
Anallocreadiinae and Lepocreadiinae, on the other. 
(Plate , () 
Hosts: Caulolatilus anomalus (Cooper) (type host) 
Caulolatilus sp. 
Location: Intestine 
Localities: Cerros Island, Mexico ( type locality) 
James Island, Galapagos 
Number: Many in each host 
SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS OF CHOANODERA CAULOLATILI 
The body is elongate, fairly thick, almost equally wide along most of 
its length, only slightly tapering and rounded or subtruncate at each end. 
In life, orange yellow in color. Size 2.565 to 3.307 by 0.945 to 1.282 (a 
specimen 1.40 long contained but one egg). The thick cuticula covered 
with scales or spines which are close together in the anterior part of the 
body but gradually becoming fewer until rather sparse near posterior end 
of body. Edges of the forebody folding in ventrally, separated anteriorly 
but converging posteriorly to meet just posterior to acetabulum. (This 
conspicuous and peculiar character gives the forebody the ·shape of a fun-
nel flaring anteriorly but with its ventral side open. Sometimes the folds 
almost meet ventrally, forming a longitudinal slit along the length of the 
forebody. Under pressure the folds may be flattened out laterally to form 
an expansion of the forebody.) Oral sucker subterminal, round, 0.165 to 
0.225 in diameter; acetabulum subcircular, often slightly wider than 
long, 0.262 to 0.337 in diameter, its aperture usually wider than long. 
Forebody ¼ to ¼ body length. Prepharynx short, often extending down 
over anterior part of pharynx; pharynx unmodified, usually somewhat 
longer than wide but of variable proportions, 0.104 to 0.127 in length by 
0.078 to 0.141 in width; esophagus very short and surrounded by gland 
cells; intestinal bifurcation approximately midway between suckers; ceca 
extending to near posterior end of the body where each ends blindly. 
Genital pore median at anterior edge of acetabulum. Testes tandem, close 
together, smooth or with slightly crenulated border, extending between 
the ceca; anterior testis about at midbody level. Testes somewhat variable, 
especially the anterior testis, usually wider than long. They are sometimes 
subequal in size, but either one may be considerably larger than the other. 
Posttesticular space from slightly to considerably longer than forebody 
length. Seminal vesicle an ovoid sac just posterior to and partly overlap-
ping the acetabulum, narrowing ( dorsal to acetabulum) to a tubular pars 
prostatica surrounded by a well-developed prostate gland. Just anterior to 
the middle of the acetabulum the tube bends ventrally and is joined by the 
uterus to form a tubular genital sinus or ductus hermaphroditicus. Cirrus 
and cirrus sac lacking. 
Ovary a short distance anterior to the anterior testis and to the right 
of midline, just median to the right cecum, about halfway between ante-
rior testis and acetabulum, without distinct lobes and almost always some-
what extended in_a dirutonal directiog. Sinc_e it_is somewh_a_t broader at 
one eii<f,1t assumes a heartlik:e shape tipped at varying angles. l\1ehlis' 
gland large, between ovary and anterior testis. Laurer's canal very large 
with thick: walls, opening dorsally and medianly opposite the ovary. Uter-
us pretesticular but chiefly to the left of the ovary, becoming a straight, 
narrow tube dorsal to acetabulum where it joins the male duct. Large 
flask-shaped seminal receptacle to left of ovary or, more often, between 
ovary and acetabulum. Vitelline follicles large, extending from near pos-
terior edge of the acetabulum to posterior end of body. (Anteriorly they 
may almost reach mid-acetabular level.) They are lateral, dorsal, and 
ventral to ceca and are confluent posterior to the testes. Eggs thin shelled, 
variable in size, 87 to 102 by 48 to 65 µ, usually 92 to 100 by 50 to 60 µ. 
Excretory pore terminal; excretory vesicle extending to posterior tes-
tis where it forks into 2 tubules. The tubule on each side soon becomes 
double. A single pair of smaller tubules extends to near the posterior end 
of the body. Lymphatic vessels present. Four longitudinal vessels close to 
intestinal ceca can be seen at most body levels. One pair of these vessels 
extends dorsal to oral sucker. Anterior to the middle of the body the ves-
sels are inconspicuous and often cannot be seen probably because in a col-
lapsed state. The lymph vessels show no si n of branchin . 
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DISCUSSION from Overstreet's (1976) paper on Crassicutis. 
Lepocreadiidae 
Manter ( 1936) originally separated members-
of his genus from those of Homalometron Staf-
ford 1904 because they lacked both cuticular 
spines and a prostate gland. Later (1947), 
he separated them on the basis of "absence of 
body spines, very thick cuticula, and perhaps 
also, the anteriorly confluent vitellaria." Even 
though we now know of some intergradation 
in characters such as the presence of a few 
spines in large C. gerridis Nahhas and Cable 
1964 and their suspected loss in C. karwarensis 
Hafeezullah 1970, as well as relatively thick 
teguments in some species of H omafometron, 
many characteristics of Crassicutis spp. relate 
more to species of Apocreadium Manter 1937 
than to those of H omalometron. Several species 
such as A. foliatum (Siddiqi and Cable 1960) 
Overstreet 1969 (=Homalometron f.) have a 
thick tegument and A. longisinosum Manter 
1937 and A. cryptum Overstreet 1969 lack 
tegumental spines. Several species possess fea-
tures more specific to C. archosargi such as A. 
mexicanum Manter 1937, which lacks complete 
large vitelline follicles ventral to the ceca as 
apparently does C. cichlasomae Manter 1936, 
C. opisthoseminis Bravo-Hollis and Arroyo 
1962, and C. chuscoi (Pearse 1920) Peters 
1957; A. longisinosum and others which are 
yellowish-orange in life as is C. bravoae 
Jimenez and Caballero 1974; and A. foliatum, 
A. cryptum, A. manteri Overstreet 1970, and 
A. caballeroi Bravo-Hollis 1954, which have 
dorsal subterminal excretory pores as do C. 
cichlasomae and C. opisthoseminis. Members 
of Apocreadium are separated from those of 
Neoapocreadium Siddiqi and Cable 1960 on 
the basis of not possessing vitelline follicles 
confluent in the forebody. Other characters 
have been suggested ·as means of se_parating the 
species by Sogandares-Bemal ( 1959), Siddiqi 
and Cable (1960), and Yamaguti (1971), but 
reexamination of specimens and indusion of 
additional spec.:ies nullify those differences. . 
Members · of both Apocreadium and Neo-
apocreadium differ from those of Crassicutis 
and Homalometron, which also can be sep-
arated from each other by the anterior extent 
of vitelline follicles, because they possess a 
lymphatic: system. That difference was instru-
mental in Yam~guti's (1971 and earlier works) 
decision to . consider Apocreadiidae separate 
from Homalometridae. Discerning· the lym-
phatic system ·presents difficulties for some 
species ( Overstreet, 1970), and I do not 
consider its presence or absence in the "lepo-
creadiids" as listed by Howell ( 1966) signif-
icant enough to delineate families. · In C. archo-
sargi, where none exists, the ducts tr-ansporting 
vitelline material and membranes surrounding 
follicular bunches resemble alymphatic system 
when not filled with compact material, espe-
cially in living material kept in saline for long 
periods. 
In addition to all the above characters which 
cast doubt on Yamaguti's taxonomic arrange~ 
ments some other features of species of 
Crassi~utis present problems. Crassicutis ci-
chlasomae, the type-species, was originally de-
scribed with diagonal testes and lacking a 
prostate gland. With the exception of C • 
chuscoi, C. opisthoseminis, and apparently C. 
bravoae, other species all have tandem testes. 
The related Pancreadium otagoensis Manter 
1954 also has diagonal testes, but its excretory 
vesicle winds between them, and the ovary is 
deeply lobed. In Tr~matobr-ien haplochromios 
Dollfus 1950, which was shown by Manter 
( 1962) to lack a cirrus sac, the testes are 
symmetrical, but the ceca unite posteriorly. 
Crassicutis chuscoi, C. wallini (Pearse 1920) 
Peters 1957, C. gerridis, my specimen (Over-
street, 1969) of C. marina Manter 1947, and 
possibly others all have some prostatic cells. 
Y amaguti ( l 971), on the basis of the extent of 
the seminal vesicle, position of the genital 
pore, and number and size of eggs, removed 
C. antarcticus Szidat and Graefe 1967 from 
the genus without transferring it to another 
genus. Because of the incomplete description 
of that species, I believe types or additional 
material need to be examined before the species 
is treated further. In order for a proper review 
of Crassicutis, redescriptions of many species 
described in that and related genera are neces-
sary. 
UNIDENTIFIED REFRACTILE BODIES 
Spherical-, subspherical-, and irregularly-
shaped refractile bodies, up to 20 µ.m in di-
ameter but averaging about 5 µ.m were con-
spicuous in some living and mounted specimens. 
These· bodies were ·most concentrated in the 
tegument and acetabular tissue (Fig. 4) and 
less conspicuous in the_ parenchyma. Heiden-
hain's iron hematoxylin revealed most of them 
to possess a clear crystalline internal region · 
(Fig. 5), but a few showed a darkly stained 
internal region or ring. 
Various histochemical tests of the bodies 
ruled out several l'o,nponcnts: collagen 
( Masson's trichrome method aiid · Mallory's 
phosphotungstic acid hematoxylin method 
[PTAH]); keratin (Ayoub-Shklar method); 
t'alcium ( Kossa's method); and iron ( Lillie's 
method for ferric and ferrous iron). The use 
of McManus' method for glycogen (PAS), the 
modification of Mowry's 1958 colloidal iron 
stain for acid mucopolysacch~ridcs, and May-
Grunwald Giemsa method also failed to reveal 
an identifiable component. . 
The central portion, however, contained ~a-
terial which polarized light as shown with 
Nicol prisms. This birefringence was most 
conspicuous using sections stained with Lillie's 
- O'(Ett.-
method for ferric and ferrous iron, but also 
apparent using Heidenhain's iron hematoxylin 
and Kossa's method for calcium. Some stains 
caused the apparent complete disappearance 
of the polarizing material. 
All worms did not possess the refractile 
bodies. Only worms in a single fish, collected 
15 November 1974, harbored the structures, 
and then only in about 15 of over 100 exam-
ined worms. No obvious relationship existed 
between the bodies and myxosporidan infec-
tions. 
The function of the bodies is unknown. Be-
cause they appeared in few individuals from 
only one fish, they may be a pathological con-
dition resulting from a host-parasite interaction 
which originated from a metabolic alteration 
of that particular host fish or sub-population 
of C. archosargi. Their cytoplasmic location, 
shape, and birefringence (Missmahl and Rieth-
miilier, 1967) support an interpretation . of 
being lysosomes, but the bodies measure la~ger 
than expected for such structures. Fresh ma-
terial could not be obtained to investigate for 
enzymatic properties of these organelles. 
On a few occasions, I have observed the 
same or similar appearing bodies in a few other 
species of digeneans, but never in as many 
individuals or in such dense concentrations. 
HOST-PARASITE INTERFACE 
Binding some medium-sized trematodes to 
their host was a tegument with most remark-
able adhesive qualities, making mechanical re-
moval from the host's intestinal epithelium dif-
ficult. Worms from a few different fish showed 
this capability, and presumably any-sized worm 
could attach in a similar manner even though 
large worms di<l not occur in examined fish 
with adhering worms. Small wo1ms observed 
in such fish , however, attached solely hy their 
two powerful suckers. The unusual tegumcntal 
attachme11t by the medium-sized worms re-
quired sectioning of. these sp-ecimcns in sit11 
(Figs. 6-9). 
The attaC'hing tegumcnt contrasted shaivly 
in app~arance and staining capacity with the 
unmodified, u.nattached tegument of the same 
worm. A substance histologically appearing as 
a modified syncytial tegument usually com-
prised the complete distance between the .host's 
epithelial tissue and the worm-proper, often, a 
thickness over five times tha~ of the unmodified 
tegument. In ~ddition to filling most of the 
available space between host and worm-proper, 
this modified tegument cemented many of the 
host's intestinal crypts together. Usually the 
ventral side of the wo1m attached to the host 
with the acetabulum withdrawn. Attachment 
along lateral portions of the worm was ob-
served ( Fig. 8); presumably any tegumental 
area, given the proper stimulus, could bind 
with the host . The -modified tegument, as. op-
posed to the remaining unmodified portion, 
stained positi\'e with the PAS stain both with 
and without diastase digestion, indicating the 
presence of material other than glycogen (Figs. 
7, 9). Mayers' mucicarmine stain ruled out its 
composition by mucin, and Gom01i's stain in-
dicated the absence of reticulum. No acid 
mucopolysaccharides were evident in the tcgu-
ment using the modification of Mowry's 1958 
. colloidal iron stain, and the PT AH stain failed 
to reveal fibrin. Both the modified and un-
modified tegument took up the eosin from 
Harris' hematoxylin and eosin stain (Figs. 6, -
8), and neither polarized light. In addition to 
the tinctorial differences between the two por-
tions shown with PAS stain, Masson's trichrome 
stain also provided a striking difference. The 
complete thickness of the modified tegumcnt 
selectively stained with the aniline blut' dy<'. 
Immediately underlying the tegumcnt within 
the parenchyma occurred a birefringent inter-
rupted band. Similar birefringent material also 
lined the ~arm's alimentary tract and oral 
cavity. The disjunct hand completely encireled 
the wo1m, exhibiting no specific relationship lo 
the modified tegument; it was not collagen or 
keratin. Preparations stained with Harris' B 
and E showed the feature intensely with 
polarization microscopy. Birefringent material · 
among muscle tissue of the pharynx was also 
evident with Harris' Hand E and with diastase-
digested sections stained using the PAS 
method. Birefringent features are already 
known to characterize various helminths (Wol-
man, 1975). . 
Despite the lack of complete histological 
characterization of the modified tegument, a 
description of the unique structure deserved 
attention. · The different mode can now be 
added to the more understood mechanisms of 
attachment. Various trematodes attach to their 
hosts by one. or more suckers, glands of different 
types, a strigeoid adhesive organ, modifications 
of their bodies into cup-like structures, lodgment 
in host tissue, hooks, spines, and an unusual re-
lationship with the host as described by Leigh 
( 1963). Leigh found that Odhneriotrema in-
commodum ( Leidy 1856) attached to its alli-
gator host in such a way that the tegument of 
the parasite disappeared at the anterior point 
of contact, the host's adjacent mucosa became 
destroyed, and interdigitation appeared to 
occur between host and parasitic tissues. 
Erasmus ( 1972:248), who. studied the inti-
mate relationship between tegument and host 
of strigeoids, pointed out that local specializa-
tion of the tegument can occur. Indeed, a 
reappraisal of host-parasite interlaces, as he 
suggested, now appears more necessary, even 
though the generalized tegumental attachment 
of C. ·archosargi is far from universal. Lumsden 
(1975:297), in his extensive review of hel-
minth surlaces, pointed out that the superli-
cially positioned coat of a digenean tegumental 
surf ace varies considerably in morphology 
and chemistry between different developmental 
stages of the same species and between com-
parable stages of different species. The tegu-
ment and its surlace of C. archosargi may 
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DISCUSSION from Overstreet's (1976) paper on Crassicutis (continued). 
FIGURES 4-9. Crassicutis archosargi. 4. Refractile bodies situated in and about acetabulum of whole 
mount, Van Cleave's hematoxylin, X 170. 5. Sectioned material showing stained refractile bodies in 
dorsal teguinent, Heidenhain's iron hematoxylin, X 500. 6. Cross section at testicular level showing 
modified tegument attached to host's intestinal epithelium, Harris' hematoxylin and eosin, X 96. 7. Cross 
section at acetabular level of same worm, stained by PAS method and digested with diastase, X 94. 8. 
Frontal view showing lateral attachment, Harris' hematoxylin and eosin, X 94. 9. Close-up of similarly 
stained material as in Fig. 7, X 300. 
provide an important source and tool in under-
standing variability in composition of a tegu-
ment of an adult worm involved with a shift 
in its functions and, even more important, in 
recognizing an important biologically adhesive 
material. Possible functions of the intedace 
other than a~tachment were not investigatC'd. 
PROTOZOANS 
Both heavy and light infections of a myxo-
sporidan occur in tissues of the digenean. _Be-
cause the parasite represents an undescribed 
species and because an invcrtebrati, acts as 
such an unusual host, a scpuratc paper will 
treat it ( Overstreet J 976). 
1
- A symbiotic flagellate iclC'ntificd a~ I-Iexamita 
sp. occurred within the cern of several individ-
uals. Most conspicuous in small worms, the 
pyriform protozoan measured about 6 to 7 µ,m 
long by 4 µ,m wide when alive, not counting its 
flagella. The flagella extended about the length 
o{ the _body proper. When fixed, the body re-
tained similar dimensions ( 4 to 7 by 3 to 4 
µ,m), but acquired a more ellipsoidal shape. 
Under stress of microscopic examination, many 
attached their anterior ends to the trematode's 
intestinal epithelia and asSUll).ed an amorphous 
shape, sometimes with long filamentous ad-
hesive projections. 
Lepocreadiidae 
Another species of Hexamita Dujardin from 
a trematode has been reported (Hunninen and 
Wichterman, 1936; 1938). Measuring 8 to 14 
µ.m long by 3 to 7 µm wide, that flagellate in-
fected the eggs, uterus, oviducts, seminal re-
ceptacle, vitelline glands, and testes of Dero-
pristis inflata ( Molin 1859) Odhner 1902 
( Acanthocolpidae) in an eel from Woods Hole, 
Massachusetts. It inhabited trematodes in 20 
of 35 fish with the worm, but not in two other 
digeneans in the eel nor in the fish's intestine, 
except in rare cases when feces contained 
heavily-infected eggs. Over 20 individuals 
could infect a single egg and infected eggs did 
not develop miracidia. Manter ( 1930) ob-
served protozoans from the ceca of Lepocread-
ium trulla (Linton 1907) Linton 1910 (Lepo-
creadiidae) from a yellowtail snapper "about 
the size ·and shape of Chilomastix." He did not 
see flagella on the active organisms, but did 
encounter the protozoan 'on different occasions. 
In fixed specimens of Bancroftrema neoceratodi 
Angel 1966 (Paramphistomidae) from Neo-
ceratodus forsteri (Krefft), Angel ( 1966) ob-
served between a few and 60 organisms in the 
ceca of all immature, but not . mature, speci-
mens examined. She assumed these 10.5 µm 
by 7 µ.m individuals to be a flagellate with its 




Medium-sized Allocreadiidre of somewhat flattened broad body, rounded al each 
end. Cuticula very thick, smooth except for rudimentary spines embedded in the cuti-
cula of the ventral surface. Oral sucker sub-terminal, ventral sucker just posterior to 
first body third. Short prepharynx, well-developed pharynx, short esophagus, narrow 
ceca distant from sides of body ending a short distance anterior to posterior end. Ge-
nital pore median, at anterior border of ventral sucker. Testes slightly lobed, diagonal, 
intercecal, just posterior to mid-body. Seminal vesicle an elongate sac extending a short 
distance posterior to ventral sucker; prostate gland, cirrus, and cirrus sac lacking; short 
genital atrium present. Ovary spherical at right posterior border of ventral sucker, 
yolk reservoir, Laurer's canal and seminal receptacle present; uterus short, mostly dorsal 
to the ventral sucker; eggs large, few, thin-shelled. Vitellaria well developed, not reach-
ing sides of body, filling most of body posterior to pharynx, except for region of the 
genital organs and the peripheral region. Excretory pore dorsal, in advance of pos-
terior tip; excretory vesicle a short unbranched tube. Type species: Crassicutis cich-
lasoma. 
The classification of Anallocreadium and Crassicutis is not entirely evident. Simer 
( 1929, 139) recognized the difficulty of assigning Anallocreadium to a sub-family be-
cause of the absence of a cirrus sac. Largely on this same character, Hunter and Bang-
ham ( 1932, 139) establish the subfamily Anallocreadiinre. There is some question as 
to the subfamily significance of the absence of the cirrus sac. The genera A nallocreadium 
and Crassicutis show affinities to the Lepocreadiinre through the genus H om,alometron 
Stafford, a trematode of brackish-water fish which possesses a spiny cuticula, median 
genital pore and no cirrus sac, although a prostate gland is present. In fact, the genus 
H omalometron seems to the author to agree almost perfectly with the genus Anallo-
creadium. Furth;;evidence of r~l;tionship~o the Lepocreadii-;;-ae isto b~ught in life 
history studies. The genus .IEphnidiogenes Nicoll, l 9 l 5, was described as lacking a 
cirrus sac. Yamaguti ( 1934, 341), however, describes a cirrus sac as present. The 
genus would thus fall logically into the subfamily Lepocreadiinre. Yamaguti's new sub-





crassicutis Manter, 1936 
Medium-sized Allocreadiidre of someihat flattened broad ·body, rounded at each 
end. Cuticula very thick, smooth except for rudimentary spines embedded in the cuti-
cula of the ventral surface. Oral sucker sub-terminal, ventral sucker just posterior to 
first body third. Short prepharynx, well-developed pharynx, short esophagus, narrow 
ceca distant from sides of body ending a short distance anterior to posterior end. Ge-
nital pore median, at anterior border of ventral sucker. Testes slightly lobed, diagonal, 
intercecal, just posterior to mid-body. Seminal vesicle an elongate sac extending a short 
distance posterior to ventral sucker; prostate gland, cirrus, and cirrus sac lacking; short 
genital atrium present. Ovary spherical at right posterior border of ventral sucker, 
yolk reservoir, Laurer' s canal and seminal receptacle present; uterus short, mostly dorsal 
to the ventral sucker; eggs large, few, thin-shelled. Vitellaria well developed, not reach-
ing sides of body, filling most of body posterior to pharynx, except for region of the 
genital organs and the peripheral region. Excretory pore dorsal, in advance of pos-













r'ig. 2. Distribuci6n geografica delgen~r_o Crassicutis Manter, 



















o= C. opistho,,;;eminis; b C. bravoae; m C. marina; 
a-=- C. archosargii: g C. gerridis; k C. karwarensis. 
JI Al 16 NE'Z t;, .4AJI> UJtA l.,L,6, 6 0 y C. , 
TABLA No. 2. 
CUADRO COMPARATIVO DE LAS ESPECIES DEL GENERO 0/lABB/CiJTIS MANTER, 1936 
/ C. aTC:ho,argi, -, 
C. ciclllaaomae C. \OOllin.i C. opisthosemini., 
Yucatan, Mexico, Lago Valencia, Lago Valencia, Guanacaste, 
Costa Rica. CUba. Venezuela. Venezuela. Costa Rica. 
Olch/aaoma 
Creniclchlo =-""'"°""" CichlallOma sp. a. tetraoo•lha geayi Cichlaooma sp. 
Ochllclae Cicbllclae Cicblldae Clchlldae 
Dulceaculcola Dulceatulcola Dulceaculcola Dulccacuicola 
Estomago e 
lntestloo Intestlno lntestlno lntestino 
OVa1 Oval OVa1 Oval 
Iguales Iguales Dcslgualcs Jguales 
Paraleloo 
Oblfcuoo Paratelos longjtudl-Obllcuoo lo~tudl-
nalmente nalmcnte 
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Desigualcs Dcsigu.1tes rlDesigualE.'$ 
-~-- --
Paralelos lon~i- Paralclos longi- Paralelos longt-
J urlinalmcntP tudlnalmcnle lUdin2lmcnte 
---If------+-----+-----+-------+---- -i-----
Prco..-ill'h:o Pn."Ov.irico Preovarico 
FOLICUU>S VITELINOS 
POR ENCIMA DEL NI· 
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lntP.rCeCaJ 
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CLAVE PARA LAS ESPECIES DEL GENERO 
CRASSICUT/S MANTER, 1936 
A.-Parasitos en peces de agua dulce. Forma del cuerpo oval. Testiculos 
opuestos, oblicuos o un~ detras del otro. 
a) .-Receptaculo seminal preovarico. 
1.-Acetabulo peque:fio sin ocupar totalmente el espacio inter-
cecal. Vesicula seminal a un lado del acetabulo. 
i) .-Testiculos cpuestos o ligeramente ·oblicuos. Los folicu-
los vitelinos ocupan totalmente el espacio entre la bi-
furcaci6n intestinal y el acetabuJo - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - C. cichlasormu: Mantu, 1936. 
ii).-Testiculos uno detras del otro. Los foliculos vitelinos 
no ocupan el espacio entre la bifurcaci6n intestinal y 
y el acetabulo - - - - - - - C. bra1;orw n. sp. 
2.-Acetabulo grande, ocupa totalmente el espacio intercecal. 
Vesicula seminal s~bre la linea media de! cuerpo. 
i) .-Testiculcs opuestos o ligeramente oblicuos. Vite!6genas 
extracecaJes. Poro reproductor sobre la linea media 
del cuerpo - - - - -- - - - - - C. r'liuscoi 
(Pearse, 1920) Peters, 1957. 
Ii) .-Testiculos uno detras del otro. Vitel6genas CEcales, in-
ter y extracecales. Poro reproductor a un !ado de la 
linea media del cuerpa - - - - - - - C. wallini 
(Pearse, 1920) Peters, 1957. 
b) .~Rec2ptaculo seminal postovarico. 
1.-Poro reproductor a un lado de la linea media del cuerpo 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - C. opisthosemin'is 
Bravo et Arroyo, 1962. 
B.-Parasitos de peces marinos. Forma del cu€Tpo lingtiifor~e. Testicu-
los uno detras del otro. 
a).--Glandulas_ vitel6genas iniciandose por arriba del nivel antex:ior 
de la faringe. 
·1.-Acetabulo, mas grande que la ventosa oral. Foliculos viteli-
nos sin ocupar el espacio entre la bifurcaci6n intestinal y el 
acetabulo - - - - - - - - C. rnari,rl-0 Manter 1947. 
2.-Acet~bulo ligeramente mayor que la ventosa oral. Foliculos 
vitelinos, ocupan totalmente el espacio entre la bifurcaci6n 
- intestinal y el acetabulo - - - - - - - - C. gerridi.{J 
Nahhas et Cable, 1964. 
b) .-Glandulas vitel6genas iniciandose por debajo del nivel de la 
faringe. 
1.-AcEtabulo, mas pequefio que la ventosa oral, situado en e! 
primer terck> anterior del cuerpo - - - - - - -- - -
C. arrhosargii Spnrks ~t Thatcher, 1960. 
2.-Acetabulo, mas gnmde que Ia "entosa oral, situado por en-
cima del ecuador cie] cuerpo - - - · - - - - - - -
C. k.irwarr·n.<.;is HafEezullah, 1970. 
J,wuN6'Z G. 11111) 
CA81'LL.IAO y ~, '"'" 
DJSCUSJON: El gener◊ Crassicutis fue creado por Manter (1936) 
para incluir una nueva especie de trematodo C. cichlasornw, que encon-
tr6 en el est6mago dE un pez dulceacuicola C'ichlosorn'l mayorum Hubbs, 
procedente del Cenote Xtoloc. Chichen Itza, Yucatan, Mexico y colocand◊ 
este genero dentro de la familia Allocreadiidae Stossich, 1903; Skrjabin 
11960) lo incluye dentro de la familia Lepocreadiidae Nicoll, 1935; mas 
tarde el mismo Manter (1947) en un estudio de los trematod◊s digeneos 
de peces marinos, colEctados en Tortugas, Florida, U.S. A., describe C. 
1w.1. wrl que disla del intestino de dos hospederos, E ·ucinostomus lefrovi 
(Guode) y Gerres cinereus (Walbaum). Peters (1957) en su analisis dEl 
genera Allocreo<lfom Looss, 1900, coloca las especies Aliocreadium walZi-
,1 i de intestino de Crenicichla geayi y Allccreadium chuscoi del intesti-
no de Aquidens pulcher Gill en el genera Crassicutis; estos trematodos 
fueron encontrados inicialmente por Pearse (1920) rn peces de agua dul-
ce del Lago de Valencia, Venezuela. Sparks y Thatcher (1960) describen 
C. arcJwsrzryii del intestino mEdio de un pez marino Arclwsargus proba-
toceplwlus procedente de Grand Isle, Louisiana, U.S. A., Bravo-Hollis y 
Arroyo (1962) estudiando los trematodos digeneos de peces de agua dul-
ce de Costa Rica, encuentran en el intestino de Cichlasoma sp. colectadas 
en Quebrada Grande, Liberia, Provincia de Guanacaste, dos especies de 
Crassicuti.s identificados como C. cichlasomae Manter, 1936 y C. opistho-
seminis, esta ultima descrita coma nueva. Manter (1962) afirma la va-
lidez de C. chu.'{~Oi (Pearse, 1920) Peters,. 1957 y C. wallini (Pearse, 
1920) Peters, 1957. Nahhas y Cable ( 1964) estudiando los trematodos 
que parasita~1 peces marinos de Curacao y Jamaica, colectan C. marina 
Manter, 1947 y describen una nueva especie C. gerridis, ambos aislados 
del intestino de Gerres cinereus. Szidat y Graefe (1967) al estudiar los 
parasitos de un pez antartico Parachrwnichthys charcoti colectados en 
bahia Luna de las islas Shetland del Sur, describrn muy bre·, ~mente una 
especie nueva de trematodo encontrado en los apendices e intestino ante-
rior com3 C. antarcticus, criterio que no compartimos; pues pensamos 
se trate de otro genero, por la posici6n de la vesicula sPminal y el ovario. 
Overstreet (1969) en su estudio de los trematodos digeneos de peces ma-
rinos, amplia la distribuci6n de C. marina Manter 1947 al encontrarla en 
el intestino medio de Eucino,(:tomu~ gula rolectado En Biscayne Bay, Flo-
rida, U.S. A., Hafeezullah (i970) describe una nueva especie, C. karwa-
rensis aislada del intestino de un pe:z marino Gerres filomentosu:s Cuv. 
colectado en Karwar, India. Moravec y Barus (1971) reportan a C. cich-
lmwrna9 Manter, 1936 en el intestino de un pez de agua duke Oichlasoma 
tetracantha (Cuvier et Valenciennes) colectada en las provincias de Pi-
nar del Rio, Habana y Las Villas, Cuba. Joy (1971) amplia la distribu-
ci6n de C. archosargii Sparks et 'I]rntcher, 1960 aislado de Archo.•urgus 
prouatocephalus en las costas dp Texas, U.S. A., y elabora una relaci6n 
de la distrib~ci6n geografica del genero Crassicutis. Por ultimo Yamaguti 
'1971) pone en duda la posici6n sistematica de C. antarcticw, Szidat et 
Graefe, 1967 sin resolver el tax6n. 
Lepocreadiidae 
Allocread11dae 
Crassicutis cichlasomre n. gen., n. sp. 
(Fig. 1) 
Analocread11nae 
Two mature and three immature specimens were collected from the stomach of 
Cichlasoma mayorum Hubbs at the Xtoloc Cenote, Chichen ltza. These trematodes 
proved to be allocreadids related to Anallocreadium Simer, 1929. Their position in 
the stomach is unusual since Allocreadiidre are typically intestinal forms. That the 
stomach may be the normal habitat, however, is indicated by the extremely thick -cuticula 
of the trematodes, a character not typical for the family. 
The body form is oval in outline, broadly rounded at each end, very slightly 
more narrowed anteriorly. The greatest width is about at mid-body. The specimens 
vary from 0.879 to 1.286 mm. in length by 0.48 I to 0.83 mm. in width. The smallest 
mature specimen is 1. 162 mm. in length. The cuticula is unspined and very thick. In 
cross-sections, however, what seem to be rudimentary narrow spines can be seen embedded 
in the cuticula perpendicular to the body surface, ventral to the region of the ovary and 
ventrally near the genital pore. 
The oral sucker is well developed, ventral and sub-terminal in position, with circular 
opening. The ventral sucker has a slightly greater transverse diameter than does the 
oral sucker. It is located approximately at mid-body. The diameter of the ventral 
sucker is about one-fourth the diameter of the body at this point. The prepharynx is 
short, pharynx ovoid, and the esophagus very short. The intestinal ceca are narrow 
and distant from the sides of the body. They curve around the testes on each side and 
approach each other in the posterior region of the body, ending a short distance in front 
of the posterior end. 
The genital pore is median directly in front of the ventral sucker. The two testes 
are diagonal, close together, intercecal, slightly lobed or at least with irregular contour, 
located not quite half-way between ovary and posterior end of the body. The sac-
shaped seminal vesicle is median in position, partly dorsal and partly posterior to the 
ventral sucker, its posterior end at mid-ovary level. Just anterior to the middle of the 
sucker it leads into a very minute, thin-walled, non-muscular tube which leads to the 
genital atrium. There is no trace of cirrus, cirrus sac, or prostate gland. The genital 
1 atrium is short, thin-walled, and sometimes somewhat swollen as if inflated ( fig. I). 
The ovary is spherical, slightly to the right, immediately posterior to the ventral 
sucker. Mehlis' gland is well developed and appears as a rather compact mass just 
posterior and to the left of the ovary. Laurer's canal is present. A large seminal re-
ceptacle extends dorsally and anteriorly along the right side of the ventral sucker. The 
uterus extends laterally to the left of the ovary, then straight forward as a short, 
swollen, thin-walled tube dorsal to the ventral sucker. Near the anterior edge of the 
sucker it narrows to a short, muscular tube, the metraterm, which opens into the thin-
walled atrium at the border of the sucker. The follicles of the vitellaria are -medium-
sized and extend from the level of the intestinal bifurcation to near the posterior end. 
Largely extra-cecal and dorsal, they are confluent anterior to the ventral sucker and 
posterior to the testes. They also meet behind the ceca and even behind the excretory 
pore. The vitellaria do not reach to the edge of the body at any point. The eggs are 
few, large and thin-shelled. 
The excretory pore is dorsal, median and well anter'ior to the posterior end of the 
body at about the same level as the posterior end of the ceca. The median, unpaired 
excretory vesicle is short, terminating at the posterior edge of the posterior testis. 
Lepocread 11dae 
Crassicut1s c1chlasornae Manter,1936 
~ede~crip~ion from Bravo-Holl~ & Ar:s._oyo 
En 1959 uno de los ,rnto,es dd prcsentc tr.1.b,ljo, L,c. Gulllo ArrO\O, 
localizu los tr<:mltodos gue a9ui sc dtscribcn en _c_arpas dL ag\1.i. duke pi, ;et:· 
d..:ntc-. de QuebradJ Grande, lug.u ccrcano a 1.£._;l\itita '-lc:l Paulj_LO en L1bena, 
Pr,w:noa de Guanacastc. '.· ·
1
, ._.\~~-.:: 
Sc:.i;un M .:\NT.l:R (2) los generos Cr,1.iJi,.11/i.1 °:tvLintlr, 19'.~'(j y Jirw:a/r.'!l/<· 
tron ~t:i1forJ, 19CH ,le b. ~L!bt.lm1l1a Hvm,tlmut111i.1,· (able ) ~lunnmtn, l') -12 
se han lo< alizJdo en pt:u:s d,: agua duke y salobrc. , _.. 
Hasta I-a fech.1 se li.1.11 dcscrito tn s c-,pu1i:·s dtt\;·<'.nt.ro Crrtuio,tn: c. 
ac/;J.J.10ntM M,inter, 1 en<, (I), Jd 1. stt',m1go Jc- CJ, hi., om.. w., ~um111 pro e-
dent._ de u"l cenote de Yuc:it:111. }.IC~, n, ,Lrl.ll~~ ,tl m:u.· ( .1Itbc. ( m.;111;,1 
.Manter, l')-17 en m,l1 ,rr.1s m .• ~111.1~. de TorlL1~.1~. 1:1orida \' C~· ,,n ,_, , tr"II S1,1rk~ ' . -~ 
y Tl1;.t, hl r. 1960 ( •i) Jr· pe,e:- 1,ur;,;,·,, l'rou:<kntL~ de C,r,1nd bk, Loui ~,1111 .1. 
En cl p~e~rl'i.c tr.1b.1 ) sc Jt--:ribt.: u1,.t (u,:ut.1 cpc:CJt·. Cr,1J :.,1 ,·,d11 ,.1pu1,, JH11:nw. 
n. !ip .• J~l l(Jtc:.t,:10 d1: ur,.l ~arr,1 di: a~•u,, Jul.e . 
Ct~..s ,i:111:, (JC /./,:501,1,,u: M.tnter, 1936 
La reJescripci<.',n }' meJiJ.1$ c:;t.i.1~ ba,.ld.ts en rn.itro e1emrl'1rc's aJultos 
y uno jnmadurv 
El cuerpo de estos trematodos es ovoide de extremos redondeados, te-
oiendo la extrc.midad posterior m.is amplia. Miden de largo l,245 a 3,510 mm 
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t.iculo semm1l ~ae<.:iforme, preo, .irico. c;ituado en el ('spalio qw:: qucda entre el 
ciego dcrecho, el ova110 y el acct.ibulo midc 0,14" a 0,300 mm Jc 1.ugo por 
0,067 a 0,13'l mm Je ancho, por su cxtrcmo posterior se continua con un con-
ducto ,111·~ ra~a por IJ supcrfili..:: Jor~.11 <ld o, :i rio o borddnJolo por sus !ados 
dorsal dc.recho y po!-tenor p.ua <lesembo(..1r e:n cl ootipo en Jonde lltg:u1 los 
espcrmatozoide, hast.I el o, ,Judo. Del bor<k .tnkrior dd ootipo parte ti canal 
de· Laurcr quc en forma. sinuosa Je~cmboca dorsal1nt:nte l"ert.i de la linlJ med ·a 
dd rncrpo y roc;~u1or a la veskula sunin:1l. Lts \'itdoftr1as son dorsaks, consti-
tuidas por foliLulos grmdcs dL iorm.1 inc,gular, m.is o mcnos abunJ.1ntc::s que 
sc e:xriendc:1 dt:sde la zona f.irtngca o c.sof:,gica ha~t.1 d cxtruno rostt:nor Jd 
cuerpo, sicndo conflucntcs ch .ln1Dl)S extrc.mo-; ) lOCl muy po,o, lolirn1.os et·Lales 
e 111tcn:ecak:- en Li ZlmJ prc:tc,tirnLtr; a 11ivcl dcl borde anterior J,, Jo; testirnlos 
forman lo~ , itcloductos. CjUC se: unrn a amhos lados haci.t la linea media pJra 
comcituir u11 ruc:ptarnlo vitcl no. en Jonclc se origina un Lon<lu,to ~ue dcsem 
flo.J en el ootipo. 
El utero ocupa el Lido izquicrdt1 llltCrffc.11 en un.1 wna lirn,tJ<la por el 
acttjbulo, O\ario y kstkulo~, en donde ab1m<l.1n cclul.ls t1po gLin<lul.1 Jc Mc:hl1s, 
a%•ende por el borJe izquiudo dt I acd.1bulo, formando algu11.1s vueltas y des-
emboca en d inioo dd atrio gcn1t.1l. Lo :; hucvcc1llos son oixrLulados de dscara 
delga<la amar llenta, mideo 0,094 a 0, l20 mn de largo por 0,06Y a 0,082 mm 
de ancho. 
El poro excreter esti sobrc la linea media longitudinal dd cuerpo, cas1 
a nivel de la terminaci6n c<:cal. 
HutsPrn: Cichla.roma sp. 
LoCALIZACION Gi:oGRAFJCA: Qutbrada Grande, Liberia, Provincia de 
Guanaca~te, Costa Rica. 
E_1n1PLARrs: En la cokccion hclrnintol{1gic1 de! In~tituto de Biologfa 
de la Univcrsida,l N;1L·ion1l Aut{morn.1 Jc Mt'.>-ilO ( on cl N" 218 7 y en la del 
Dcpartamento de Parasitologia, F.1Lultad Jc M1(fobiologia, Un1\'cr~1dad de Cos-
ta Rica , un d N\) 200-38. 
D1--cus16N. Istc gc'.ncro fu,_, instituido por M 1\N1TR en 1936 ( 1) en un 
materiai encontrado en el c,tcmJ.,Qo de un ptz Cirhlaroma Vl'l}nrttm Hubs CO· 
lectado por Pear~e en d Ce:n0k Xtoloc <le Ch1,ht"n Itz.i, Mi-rida. Yucat.'in Ma<-
tard~ en 1947 el mi,m'.> 1\L\NTl:.1, (2) dcscnbi: la segundJ. c,rc-l:t: Cr,1.1r1cutir 
mr:1ri11,1 <ld 111tc,tino de re-tr' mannO'\ r::,(11/() ,om,,) lef1 ';l' (Goode) )' r;<'l'l<'t 
rinereu r 1 \Valb ... um): de Tortu,t:.l'\, l· lorid ,1.. 
SP'\fl.K'> y Tu -, TC:HER reportan un.1 ttrL•·ra cspccrc rn 19(,() (4) Cr,urhu. 
tiJ arcl•'>rmg11 dcl inte~tino de Arc i··Htll' ~tr, i1robatnr, pha/ur. pez m.mno proce• 
dr:ntc J.: Crrar,d Is '.c-, Lousi:lfla. 
Al re, i,u lo\ trabajo, de Si-:r J.\f\l;s.' ( ~) ) YA~IAC,t: n ( \ 6) )' al com-
parar nuestros ejemphres con la d1:scr1i~Li6n onginal Jc 1\Lnll r. 19;(, enc.on-
tramos que coimidtn en la mayor partc dL :us caracterist,cas, sin embargo aprc• 
ci:unos las s'guientes diferen•~ias '. uno Je nucstros cspedmcnes rc:~.ultc'i ser de 
mayor 'amaiio lJ1K 10, de Manter; en otro cl au:t.'.tbulo es ligeramentt.' menor en 
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su diametro transversal que cl de la ventosa oral. La membrana que envuelve 
la prefaringe y parte de la faringe, no es mencionada par Manter, 1936. Los 
huevecillos en la especie de Manter son un poco mayores. 
Trematoda 
Farn. Lepot·n•a<liidae Nicoll. I n:rn 
Crassicutis ciclila. omru :\Lanter, I mm (Fig. la) 
ost: CichlasomfJ tetrw:rJ11tha tCu,·1er t'1 Vu!, 11c1e1•m""'· 
ocation: intestm<>. 
ocality: Rio ;\1oi::quito UP\\ dnm ,p~o, Ill<'" l'i1wr ,J.,J Ril!), Laqu1t 11 - ;,Lurianao o.n<l thl' 
canal near Guunimar (pr,,vm,·•• Hahonu), Ln~1mn d"l Tt>suro Zapata (prn,•1111,c• Las Villas). 
This spe<'k•s wns founrl in tl frnm II tutnl of 31 ho,;ls l'xamm11d (i11tPnsity of infi·etinn I 12 spP• 
oimens). 
escription: Body oYa), with vr·ry i:1trong, smooth cuticle. Body length of 
ult, specimens 1.088 -:3.100 mm, rna:\iurn111 width 0.694-1.700 mm. Sub-
rminal oral sucker mea:'-uring O. l ,iO 0.2Xf'i x 0. L50 0.285 mm, areta-
ulum situated slightly pre<'quatorially, U. l :t> -0.35:~ , 0.150 o.:J5~ m 111. 
ize of muscular pharynx n.o(rn- o.OH2 '< 0.07£5 o.rno mm, oeRophagns very 
ort. Caeca slender, ending nenr postf>rior end of hody. Excretory vesicle 
pening approximat<>ly at the levPI of caeca t"ndinµ:s. Testes slightly lobed. 
ft testis u::;ually more elongntt•rl and larger. Sizf' of left testis 0.237 - 0.f>8!5 > 
O.ll4-0.2flj:} mm. of riµ:ht testis o.,Hi!) 0.177 :X. 0.fHH}- 0.204- mm. 
minal veside small, situ,ttnl rlori'-ally fro111 a<·dah11lnrn. Ovary small 
.069-0.J 77 ,< o.oun - 0.20-! mm), glouular, situated in '-pac<> betv;-een left 
stis and acdabulum. rtPru .· upward, gt>nital pon· ml'clial, just anterior to 
tabuUun. Eggs o, ,11. s111• 11 Uli:3 - O Ofi!:.l ., O.U\H1 O. l 1-i mm. \ 1tl'Il111t 
llicles Pxtendin-_g mainly laterally and dor-::aU_, from c•a,cea an<l comwding 
spa<'c behind testPs. 
ThL'! spPe1t•s has lJt•en known fron1 ( '1chln.•u1""· 111<1!/or,,m frnn1 th, 1u•1unsuln YuC'ai au (.Mau t ,. r, 
36) and ()irh/asoma sp. from Costa Rica (l3ru \'I' -11 • 11 i:;, ,\ rr ... ·u, I Uu:.!). ( '1,-/1/r.ummtL ldmrant!ta 
o nl'\\ hm,t 
Le pocr ead 11dae 
A 
Famiha Lepocreadiidae MANTER 1947 
Genero Cr'"ssicutis MANTER 1936 
S-r,~J9T Afr/CJ GNl96/:~, '9~7 
2. Crassicutis antarcticus ~. (fig.2}. En lugar de Plagioporus pen 
nelli encontramos en los apendices y el intestino anterior otra esp~ 
cie de trematode, exteriormente parecida pero mas grande. Por su;-
caracter{sticas (cutfrula gruesa sin espinas, falta de bolsa de cirro., 
poro genital inmedia'tamente anterior a la ventosa ventral, vee!cula. 
seminal simple, etc.} pertenece al genero Crassicutis, clasificaci6n 
creada por MANTER (1936) y se~rado del g_enero sistematicamente 
relacionado Homalometra de la familia Lepocreadiidae. Segun NAH-
HAS y CABLE (1964), el genero Crassicutis conten{a hasta ahora s6 
lo 4 especies: C. cichlosomae MANTER, C. marina MANTER, C. a~ 
chosargi SPAR KS y THATCHER y C. gerridis NAHHAS y CABLE. 
La especie nueva se diferencia de todas ellas especialmente por 1 as 
glandulas sexuales lobadas, ovario y testfculos, y huevos menores. 
Los hospedadores intermediarios de las especies del genero Crassi-
cutis son desconocidos. 
Este trematode mide alrededor de 2, 3 mm de largo y alrededor de 1, l 
mm de ancho. La ventosa oral circular tierte de di.{metro o, 3 mm; 1.,_ 
ventosa ventral, 0, 55 mm; y la faringe D, 1 mm; los huevos miden so-
lamente de 0, 05 a 0, 06 mm de largo y de 0, 025 a 0, 03 de ancho. 
In April, 1957, while the authora ... worltj,nc u 1ibe Texas A & M 
Researcli Foundation Mfrine JA1••~ 8' Orud &Je Louisiana, a 
sheepsbead (Arclumugw lro-~-•1 ••llfd and found to 
contain eleven ~ of an Allna1M•.-•t.od1e belonaiog to an 
andeai:ribed specaes of the genua c,_._.,, .• 11111. 1986. · Ten of the 
lpeeimens were ued and stained by~ methocla • whole mounts; 
aria! IIOCtions """' made of the ~Jta & 'l'.ha teller, 
Cruaicutia U 1I•:,rll D. Ip. (Pig. 1) 
Olt: A rcl,osa,1111 P,,obaloee,W,,. (\V'albaum) 
Lod&tion in host: midgut 
Locality: Grand Isle, Louisiana 
!)iafnosia: With the characteristics of the genua, acept that the 
thickening of the cuticle described bf Manter (1936) was observed in 
only two SJ)ecimens. The following dimensions are given in millimeters: 
Body elongate oval, measuring from 3.097 to 3.700, averaging 3.421 in 
1-gth by 0.931 to 1.578, a~g 1.239 in width; oral sucker and 
acetabatum &pproximat.eJ.y eq_ual m me; the former ranging from 0.190 
to 0.280 in Jeaatb by 0.190 to 0.3b4 in width, averaging 0.230 to 0.251, 
..-abulum ~ ftom 0.181 to 0.823 in length by 0.171 to 0.337 in 
width, av~ 0.253 to 0.256; pharynx from 0.950 to 0.190 by 0.114 to 
0.195, averagmg 0.114 to 0.159; anterior testis 0.290 to 0.561 long, averag-
ing 0.404, by 0.247 to 0.980, averaging 0.31 I in width; posterior testis 
slightly larger, ranging from 0.39() to 0.608 in length, averaging 0.513 
long, and from 0.266 to 0.494, averaging 0.348 in width; ovary from 0.209 
to 0.247 long by 0.152 to 0.210 wide, averaging 0.223 by 0.186; eggs 
0.095 to 0.124 by 0.057 to 0.076, averaging 0.114 by 0.058. 
Seminal receptacle large, lying dorsal to and extending anterior to 
ovary; seminal vesicle large and conspicuous lying in the mid.line of the 
body, usually extending anterior to posterior margin of acetabulum; 
vitelline follicles large and numero~ extending anteriad beyond the · 
acetabulum and across the body in front of the acetabulum as in other 
species of the genus; vi tel line ducts conspicuous; Mehlis gland located 
between anterior testis and ovary to the right of the mid.line. 
The name CraFicutis archosargii is proposed to signify the type host. 
The holotype has been deposited in the collection of the U. S. National 
Museum, U.S. .I\I. Helm. Coll. No. 39027. A paratYJ)e has been placed 
in the Inver'-~½rate Collection of the College of Fisheries, University of 
Washington and additional paratypes are in the collections of the authors. 
Discussion and compariso,, wil.l .,_ 
Two species have been ~
C. Cichlasomae Manter, 1936 frda a 
marina from two species of marine &6 
like C. marina Manter, 1947, but • 
larger in body length and ha~ --
sucker and acetabulum. Additionalfy. · 
by Manter (1936) as a generic 
, ,enus Cra.ssicutis, 
of Yucatan and C. 
• a,cl,osargii is· most 
being considerably 
botli a smaller oral 
of the cuticle listed 
drawing of C. mari,sa was ohlerwd ia -.. • .,,_.._ 
collected by the authon. 
ted in the 
dla eleven specimens 
A table follows comparina C. 
Crassicwu. · · 
• TABLI . 
Comparison o1 c .• ,._,if Wida 0111m- Species 
Characteristic C. AdlJo•o,,,a c ...... C.ardoaa,,-
8-bitat ol host ..... Fresh water Mar.. Marine 
·-Body len,th ........ 0.747-1.286 mm. IH.8.mm. 8-097-3. 700 mm. 
Busize ............ 110-114,. ..... ,. lo 100,. I0-68,. 95-12411- 67-76" Cuticle ............. Thickened Tbiclfenect Usually net 
thickened 
Anterior 111eker .... 0.12'--0.16' 111111 0.196--0.340 mm. 0.190--0.304 mm. in.dia. dia. dia. 
Acetabulum ........ o.1»-0.IOi111m. o.m.o.a1ornm. 0.181-0.323 ~-~-
, Crassicutis archosargi Sparks and That,cher 1960 
(Figs. 1-3) 
Rede.\·crrption ( Lased on 46 specimens, many 
parasitized in various degrees by a myxosporidan, 
and the holotype, USNM Helm. Coll. No. 39027, 
for which measurements follow in parentheses) : 
Body yellowish-orange in life, 1,527 to 3,589 
(3,180) long by 696 to 1,392 (1,090) wide at 
testicular, or widest level. Tegument thick; thickest 
margin per ,rnrm 16 to 45 ( 12); rugose, especially 
in forebody: lacking spines. Eyespot pigment 
sparse, dispersed. Dorso-ventral muscle bundles 
conspicuously prevalent in many specimens. Oral 
sucker subterminal, nearly spherical, 133 to 229 
( 223) long by 139 to 24.S ( 229) wide, with ventral 
mouth. Sucker-width ratio l: 1.1 to 1.5 ( 1: 1.0). 
Forebody 21 to 31 % of body length. Prepharynx 
thick-walled, usually more than ½ le:igth of phar-
ynx. Pharynx 90 to 162 ( 113) long by 87 to 157 
( 135) wide, with inconspicuous anterior band of 
circular muscles. Esophagus either longer or 
shorter than pharynx, depending on state of con-
traction, surrounded by glandular cells. Intestinal 
bifurcation roughly midway between pharynx and 
acetabulum; ceca densely epitheliated, terminat-
ing 7 to 22 ( 12) % of body length from posterior 
end of body. 
Testes tandem, contiguous 9r nearly so, smooth 
to lobed in shape; anterior testis 128 to 454 ( 438) 
long by 142 to 442 ( 247) wide; posterior testis 
171 to 504 ( 478) long by 126 to 422 ( 277) wide; 
posttesticular space 14 to 34 ( :10) % of.body length. 
Seminal vesicle saccate, 94 to 345 ( >500) long by 
.58 to 307 ( 183) wide, occasionally· overlapping 
acetabulum or ovary. Cirrus sac absent, but thin 
incomplete membrane surrounding prostatic cells 
near distal (anterior) portion of seminal vesicle; 
prostatic cell, few, most conspic11011s around pro-
static duct, elopgated cells near distal portion of 
seminal vesicle, small eells sparsely surrounding 
long muscular hermaphroditic duct; pros"tatic ves-
icle with intt>rnal anuclc-ated membrane-bound 
bodies absent, I.mt distinct muscular atrium pres1·nt 
with cone-shaped muscular -sphincter projecting in-
wards. Genital pore median or submedian, im-
mt•diately prC'acetahular. 
Ovary globular to spherical, consistently dextral 
in all but one speeimen, roughly midway between 
anterior testis and acetabul'um, 93 to 215 ( 206) 
long by 97 to 204 (] 7i) wide. SPminal receptacJp 
typic.-ally <'long.it(' a11cl longer thall and overlapping 
ovary. Mehlis' gland compact, adjacent to ovary 
and anterior testis. Laurer's canal muscular. Ovi-
d11ct with· oocapt. ViteJlaria consisting of numerous 
follicles or irregularly-shaped "bands," extending 
from near posterior end .of body forward to well 
anterior to acetabulum in most specimens, to an-
terior border of acetab11ium in 10 specimens; con-
fluent in hindbody of all specimens and in fore-
hody of majority of them; overlapping ceca dorsally 
hut not ventrally Pxcept very sniall follicles or 
portions of few large onps in frw specimens; seldom 
<·xtencling to nl'ar margins. Eggs operc11latecl, with 
minute projection at anoperc11lar pDlt'. 70 to 129 
( 107 to 129). long by 14 to 78 ( 54 to 64) wide 
in partially-collapsed mounted material, 95 to 11.'3 
long by 63 to 71 wide from 2 living worms. 
Excretory vesicle 1-shapl'd, terminating antl'r-
iorly near posterior of rear testis; port• dorsal, sub-
tnminal, ,5 to 13- ( 7) % of body length from pos-
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Host: Arclwsarg,11s probatoccplw[11.1· ( Walbaum ), 
Sparidae. 
Site: Intestine. 
Localities: Mississippi Sound a11d adjace11t areas; 
holotype from Grand Isle, Louisiana. 
Specimens cle11osited: USNM 1Id111. Coll. No. 
7-1115 (2 whole mounts), No. HJ :3G (2 slides with 
st'ctions). 
Discussion 
The above description ,1ckls scVl'ral diag-
nostic characteristics to the ahbre\ fated original 
description (Sparks and Thatcher, 1960) , as 
well as range extensions for mcasurcml'nts. It 
also adds some illustrations. Unfortunately, the 
only figure by Sparks and Thatchl'r has been 
deleted from the journal, at least those copies 
I e,amined. Page 342 of a reprint included it, 
but that page was replaced by reprint-page 
343 in the journal. Rather than having large 
vitelline follicles overlapping the ceca ve1_1trally 
as suggested in that illustration, there occurs a 
relatively clear area, and, unlike the paratypes, 
a thick tegument characterizes all worms col-
lected in Mississippi. A redescription seemed 
necessary in light of several unreported features 
of Crassicutis archosargi and the uncertainty 
of a phylogenetic classification of members _of 
Crassicutis Manter 1936 and related genera: 
The digenean Crassicutis archosargi Sparks 
and Thatcher 1960 infects its only known final 
host, the sheepshead, Archosargus probatoce~ 
phalus (Walbaum), in Mississippi. Previously, 
it had been reported only from Grand Isle, 
Louisian·a ( Sparks and Thatcher, 1960) and 
Rockport, Texas (Joy, 1971). Specimens ex-
hibited unusual features. Some possessed re-
fractile bodies in the tegument, others attached 
to their piscine host by an adhesive tegument, 
and still others hosted two protozoans. This 
paper reports those features. 
MATERIALS AND METH~DS 
Several sheepshead collected by trawl and main-
tained alive provided fresh parasites. Whole 
mounts of the trematode were fixed in hot AF A 
solution under minimal coverslip pressure, stained 
with Van Cleave' s hematoxylin, and mounted in 
Histoclad or Permount. Treatment of sectioned 
specimens included a number of histological tech-
niques mentioned in the text; methods followed 
those described in a manual edited by Luna 
( 1968). I drew illustrations with the aid of a 
camera lucida and present measurements in 
micrometers. 
Lepocreadiidae 
Crassicutis brovooe~. J,,.,,,N•zG. Jt.111' c.e111.-1..!RO yC-~ 19?-J 
Figs. 1 y 2, Tablas 1 y 2 
DESCRIPCION: Se fundamenta en 26 ejemplares de los cuale~ 12 
fueron medidos; los trematodos in vivo tienen cuerpo oval dF l'()Jor ama• 
rillento, cuandc, se contraen dan la apariencia de conchuelas; fijados y 
aplanados su forma es oval, el extremo anterior lig,eramente mas agucto 
gue el pJsterior. Cuticula en algunos ejemplares muy gruesa y transpa• 
rente. Ventosa oral subterminal fuertemente musculosa, grande, esferica. 
Ac~tabulo musculoso. esferico ligeramente menor que la ventosa oraJ y 
situado por encima del ecuador del cuerpo. Boca grande y E·liptica; pre-
faringe corta y poco visible. Faringe peque.fia musculosa y cilindrica. 
Es6fag,() corto y tubular. La bifurcaci6n intestinal se localiza muy por 
delante del acetabulo. Ciegos intestinal.es angostos, largos y tubulosos, 
engrosando ligeramente a manera de bolsa en el extremo posterior y se 
extienden do"rsoventralmente hasta cerca del borde posterior del cuerpo. 
Poro reproductor grande, circular, poco visible, situado sobre la li-
nea media del cuerpo inmediatamente por encima del horde anterior del 
acetabulo. Dos testiculos grandes, bbulados, intracecales, muy por debajo 
del oYario. No hay bol~a del cirro; existe una gran vesicula semi.nal que 
se inicia a nivel del ovario; corre hacia adelante unida al borde dereeho 
del acetabulo, su forma ,es sacciforme y desemboca en el poro re-
productor. 
El ovario es de hordes lisos, ovoideo, de menor tamaiio que Jos tes• 
ticulos, pretesticular, intracecal situado al lado derecho de la linea media 
del cuErpo; su parte interna forma el oviducto al que -;s une un conducto 
de! rcceptaculo seminal para despues unirr9 al ootipo a este nivel recibe 
bs conductos de las glandulas vite16genas,; de la region del ootipo SE· ori-
gina un c:onducto de Laurer qu-? desemb'.)ca en la parte dorsal del cuerpo 
a nh·el d2 la linea media, posterior al acetabulo. El cotipo y la glandula 
<le Mehlis so;1 poco visibles, se encuentra en el area media del cuupo en-
t re el onirio y el tcsticulo anterior. El receptacub seminal ES de forma 
~acciforme se bc:aliza al !ado derecho d2l cuerpo por c:.rrit::i dd ovario, 
••ntrt el limit~ de! C'iego intestinal derecho y el borde Jateroposterior del 
acetabulo. esrrangulanc()Se en su parte posterior para formar un <'on-
rlucto largo y estrecho que desemboca cerca del ootipo. El utero ~e loca-
liza entre cl c0cetabulo, el ovario y el testiculo anterior; forma una asa 
ascendrnte que pasa del !ado izquierdo del cuerpo, entre el c~cetabub y 
el ciego intestinal de! mismo lrdo y tumina en el poro reprcductor. Los 
huen~cillos son grandes de cascara lisa, amarilJenta y c:on un pequeiio 
operculo. 
Las glandulas vit2!6genas s0r. ventrolaterales, se extiEnden desde el 
nin::l de la bifurcaci6n intestinc1l hasta cerca del b()rde posterior ctel 
c-uerpo, invaden estas las areas cecales y extracecales hasta el nivel de 
los tt·sticulos, de donde pasan despues a ocupar las areas intC'rcecales, ce• 
cales y extracecales rl2spues del nivEl deJ testiculo posterior. Los foliculos 
vitelinos se encuentrlin bien desarro!lados, son de forma ovoidea. Por.::> 
1·xcretor sol>r2 la linf>a mfdia de! cuerpo, subterminal desemboca a nivel 
r, ::,_·tt= rior rle los C'iegos intestina1es en la pa rte dorsal dPI cuerpo. 
· \'ARIAC.:IONES: Las variaciones mas omun?s que pr:>sentan Estos 
para~itos son: cuticula muy gruesa o d2lgarla, vrntosa oral h rminal,- pre-
s~•ncia ctr una estruc-tura membranosa semejante a una prefaringf, ve· 
swula s.: minal al !ado derecho del cuerpc; testiculos muy granrles o pe-
<1_11 fies, al~trnns vec:u ligeramente lobulados u ovoideos; ovarb y recep-
1,wulr, sc,min,ll al lado derecho de! cuerpo, ocasionalmente los foliculos 
,·ilf'lincs tiPnrlen a unirse a ia altura de la bifurcaci6n intestinal (sin lie• 
~,ir a oc11par b totalirlad de) espacb comprrndido entre. la bifurcaci6n 
inti•. tirntl y el acetabulo) en sus fases j6venes los ·roliculos vitelinos no 
;1kc1nzan a llcgar a nivel de la bifurcaci6n intestinal. Este c0njunto de 
, :1Ji;wic, 111 , nhligan a aplicar un metodo estadistico de rlosi,mm; (Ir inde• 
/I' nrJ, 11r·1u (Chou, 1972) con el ::>bjeto de establec:er si la poblaci6n de tl'e-
m_;'1t1,du!- (>studiados reRJmente correspondia a una sola especie; SE relacio-
n,, lei lr,ngitt1:l total ( LT.J con la distancia del acetabulo al extrema an• 
11 ri,n I DA. J y la distancia de la bifurcaci6n int,estinal al extrema 
antPrinr (DB.) - para establecu si existe alguna relac.:i6n de dependencia: 
l
.d . . . . . LT. LT. 
,.nt l'P la~ mer 1 as ( mm1ma y maxima) y bs cocientes y . , 
DA. DB. 
para dcmostr:ir que DA. y DB. son dependientes o estan relacionados con 
LT. La r.eg_ion c:ritica de esta d6sima es 6.63 x2,, oo . EJ parametro 




mojarra Cichlasonw cyanoguttatus 
cy,m.ogutt:1tu.s; Fam. Cichlidae. 
est6mago e intestino 
Localidad: Pcesa Rodrigo Gomez (antes La Boca), Santiago, Nuevo 
Leon. Mexico. (25° 26' Lat. N, 100° 09' Long. W). 
Holotipo: Depositado En la Colecci6n Helmintol6gica del Instituto de 
Biologia de la Universidad Nacional Aut6noma de Mexico 
No. 226-16. 
Paratipos: DepositarJos en la Colecci6n Helmintol6gica de la Facultad 
de Ciendas Biol6gicas de la Universidad Aut6noma de 
Nuevo Leon, Nos. UANL 39 al 50. 
TABLA No. 1 
MORFOMETRIA DE C'mmcutia braVOae n. sp. MEDIDAS EN mm. 
RIEFERENCIA HOLOTIPO PARATIPOS 
minima media maxima 
Cuerpo {longitud 3.3370 2.2360 2.8090 3.2092 
anchura 1.5620 1.0704 1.4080 1.7040 
CUticula espesor .0105 .0105 .0200 .0315 
Ventosa oral { diam. long. 
.3124 .1995 .2510 .3010 
diam. transv. .3266 .1800 .2570 .3770 
Acetabulo { diam. long. .3266 .2135 .2770 .3255 
diam. transv. .3408 .2275 .2880 .3325 
Distancia del acetabulo 
1.2070 .7100 .9350 1.1218 al extremo anterior 
Distancia de la bifurcaci6n 
.6816 .4544 .5810 .6674 intestinal al extremo anterior 
Faringe {longitud .1575 .1085 .1330 .1575 
anchura .1785 .1085 .1420 .2100 
Ciegos intestinalestongi.tud 2.4850 1.7040 2.0430 2.3714 
anchura .0630 .0385 .0580 .0710 
Vesicula seminal {longitud .8750 .6390 .8810 1.1076 
anchura .1400 .0525 .0860 .1136 
rterior { longitud .3220 .1704 .3150 .4260 
Testiculo anchura .4970 .3124 .4000 .5680 
posterior Bongitud .3220 .2272 .3230 .3976 
anchura .4402 .2414 .3750 .5544 
Ovario {longitud .2275 .1562 .2110 .2982 
anchura .1925 .1400 .1680 .2272 
Recepaculo seminal {1ongitud .4200 .3150 .3730 .5250 
anchura .1225 .0700 .1150 .1750 
Foliculos vitellnos {longitud .2030 .0420 .1060 .1846 
anchura .0945 .0350 .0730 .0994 
Hueveclll.os longitud .1225 .0980 .1150 .1400 
anchura .0840 .0665 .0720 .0875 
N O T A Holotipo, Colecci6n Helminto16gica del Instituto de Biolo-
gia de la U. N. A. M., No. 226-16. 
Paratipos Colecci6n Helmintol6gica del Laboratorio de 
Helmintoiogia de la Facultad de Ciencias Biol6gicas de la 
U. A. N. L., Nos. 39 al 50. 
J 
Allout4Jdi.., a,u,,,;, new species ~., I 'i' 2-1) 
Length, .56 mm., width;· .29 mm.; body widest behind 
middle (Fig. 8). Acetabulum ~ oral sucker nearly equal in· 
u; ntio of diameter of anl sucker to that of pharynx about 
II to 4. Diameter of acetabuJum, .084nua. 
, Genital field, nclusiw of vitellaria, occupying the middle 
half "of die bocl),. · Ovary somewhat angular, at the right I • 
UNIVaallJ'Y OP WISCONSIN STUDIES 
posterior margin of the acetabulum. Uterus short, coiled 
somewhat posterior to acetabulum. None of the specimens 
examined contained eggs. Genital pore in the median line 
immediately anterior to the acetabulum. Cirrus sac elongated, 
Pt:ar shaped, eleven-fourteenths as long as diameter of acetabu-
lum. 
Testes lobate, the anterior one somewhat on the left of the 
mMian line, the posterior one somewhat on the right. Vitel-
. laria small, eJlipsoidal, arranged in a ~shaped area outside 
the intestinal rami and across the posterior end of the body. 
Intestinal rami smooth, slender (diam .. 02 mm.) extending to 
within one-seventh o( posterior end of body. 
Host: Chusco, Aquidens pulcher Gill, in intestine. 
Type: Cat. No. 7562 (Helm. Coll. U. S. N. M.); collected 
in mouth of Rio Bue, near Maracay, Lake Valencia, July 19, 
1918. . 
Crassicutis gerridis n.sp. /\b/4 
Figure 16 Na.hhq_s &, L4 ij 
Host: Gerres cinereus (C, J). 
Site: intestine. 
(f,3 
Holotype: V.S.N.M. 60265. 
Description based on 15 specimens. 
elongated, 1.04-2.6 long, 0.400-0.710 
Body 
wide. 
long, very narrow, widely spaced spines im-
bedded in thick cuticle of larger specimens 
but not of immature ones. Eye-spot pig-
ment present. Oral sucker 0.173-0.280 in 
diameter; ventral sucker equatorial, 0.206-
0.400 long, 0.267-0.333 wide; sucker ratio 
1:1.13-1.43. Prepharynx about 3/4 length of 
pharynx; pharynx 0.055-0.105 long, 0.075-
0.114 wide; esophagus shorter than pharynx, 
intestinal bifurcation well anterior to ventral 
sucker; ceca long, extending almost to pos-
terior end of body. Testes tandem, close to-
gether, 0.100-0.300 long, 0.180-0.333 wide; 
posttesticular space 1/6-1/8 body length. 
Cirrus sac absent; ejaculatory duct relatively 
long, opening into indistinct genital atrium; 
pars prostatica small, with indistinct pros-
tate cells; seminal vesicle saccular, extend-
ing to or slightly beyond posterior edge of 
ventral sucker. Genital pore small, median, 
immediately anterior to ventral sucker. 
Ovary smooth, 0.100-0.233 in diameter, 
separated from anterior testis by Mehlis' 
gland; seminal receptacle small, inconspicu-
ous, antero- or laterodorsal to ovary; laurer's 
canal opens dorsally, median to ovary; uterus 
pretesticular; metraterm not observed. Vitel-
laria of large follicles extending from pos-
terior edge of oral sucker or pharynx to 
posterior end of body, occupying all avail-
able space between ventral sucker and phar-
ynx. Eggs 83-113 by 46-60 µ. Excretory 
vesicle short, sac-shaped, not quite reaching 
posterior testis. 
Three species of Crassicutis have been de-
scribed. C. cichlasomae Manter, 1936, from 
a fresh-water host, C. marina Manter, 1947, 
and C. archosargi Sparks & Thatcher, 1960. 
C. gerridis differs from all 3 in having a 
long forebody filled with vitelline follicles. 
In addition it differs from C. cichlasomae in 
habitat and in having tandem rather than 
diagonal testes. It differs from C. archosargi 
in the position of the ventral sucker and 
position of the gonads. C. marina, described 
from the same host in Florida and also found 
in this study, differs from C. gerridis chiefly 
in having a more anterior ventral sucker and 
much Jess extensive preacetabular vitellaria, 
differences observed in Jiving specimens as 
well as whole mounts; other possible differ-
ences are the less conspicuous seminal vesicle 
and seminal receptacle in C. gerridis. 
( 
Lepocread i 1dae 
Crru1sicutis karwarensis sp.nov. (Fig. 5) Hafeezullah,1970 
Host: Oerres .fila11wntos,us Cuv.; long-rayed silver biddy; Leiognathidae 
Sile: intestine 
1..Yumber of speciniens: :..!O 
Locality: Karwar 
Description (with measU1·ements on eight specimens): Body 1·29-3·02 mm long; 
0·37-0·98 mm wide, elongate with rounded posterior and slightly narrowing 
anterior end of body. Cuticle thick, spines probably lost in processing. Eye-spot 
pigment present. Acetabulum 215-360 in diameter, spherical, pre-equatorial, at 
438-1116 from anterior end. Oral sucker 143-295 in diameter, spherical, sub-
terminal. Sucker ratio 1: 1·22-1·52. Prepharynx 24-95 long; pharynx 72-134 by 
80--158; oesophagus short, caeca simple, reaching posterior end of body. 
Testes 161-534 by 155-396, entire, tandem, in posterior half of body. Cirrus sac 
absent. Seminal vesicle 224-323 by 51-168, sac-like, posterosinistral and dorsal 
to acetabulum; ejaculatory duct curving along anterior margin of acetabulum. 
Genital po.re median, slightly anterior to acetabulum. 
Ovary 91-J 40 hy 90-188, snbglobular, submedian to right, between anterior 
testis and acetabulum. Seminal receptacle club-shaped, dorsal to ovary, between 
anterior testis and acetabnlum, occasionally tubular. Laurer's canal present. 
Vitellaria consisting of large follicles, invariably from level of caecal bifurcation to 
posterior end of body, confluent in pre-acetabular and post-testicular regions, 
overlapping caeca ventrally and dorsally. Uterus not observed in any specimen. 
Only one collapsed egg measuring 81-57. Excretory vesicle not observed. 
Remarks 
Crassicutis karwarensis resembles C. marina Manter, 1947, described from a 
closely related host species at Tortugas, Florida, but differs from it in the anterior 
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32. Crassicutis marina /J/i4M_7J,/i /ff~ 7 
Fig. 17 I 
HosTS: Eucinoslomus lefroyi {Goode), Florida mojarra, type host; in 4 of 7 hosts 
examined. Cerres cinereus (W albaum), gray mojarra; in 3 of 15 hosts exam-
ined. 
LOCATION: Intestine. 
Description: Size 1.500 to 2.800 by 0.730 to 1.190 mm. A specimen 1.305 
mm long was immature. Body rather thick; tapering only slightly and approxi-
mately equally at each end; cuticula unspined, thick, wrinkled and rugose, 
almost lobed in places. Oral sucker subterminal; 0.195 to 0.340 mm in diameter; 
acetabulum about 1/3 body length from anterior end; 0.280 to 0.510 mm in 
diameter; sucker ratio 2:3. Short prepharynx; pharynx 0.102 to 0.187 mm 
long by 0.088 to 0.146 mm wide; esophagus short; bifurcation usually some-
what nearer to acetabulum than to oral sucker; ceca rather broad, extending to 
near posterior end of body. Genital pore inconspicuous, median, closely 
anterior to acetabulum. Testes two; smooth; rounded to somewhat elon-
gate; tandem; close together, posterior to midbody; intercecal. Posttesticular 
space 0.255 to 0.536 mm. Seminal vesicle small, sac-like, at left posterior 
border of acetabulum; a narrow ejaculatory duct connects the seminal vesicle 
with a short inconspicuous genital atrium near the genital pore; cirrus, cirrus 
sac and prostate gland lacking. Ovary globular, smooth, slightly to the right, 
pretesticular. Seminal receptacle large, flask-shaped, between ovary and aceta-
bulum. Laurer's canal present, opening dorsally near posterior edge of aceta-
bulum. Uterus pretesticular, to left of and anterior to ovary; metraterm lacking. 
Vitelline follicles large, close together, filling most of body from posterior half 
of oral sucker to posterior end of body; dorsal, ventral and lateral to ceca; 
confluent at pharynx level and posterior to testes. Yolk reservoir between ovary 
and anterior testis. Eggs large, few, thin-shelled, 84 to 100 by 50 to 63 JJ,· 
Excretory pore at posterior end of body; excretory vesicle thin-walled, short, 
extending anteriorly to posterior testis. 
Discussion: The decision to place this species in the genus Crassicutis 
involves the conclusion that this genus is to be separated from Homalometron 
on the basis of absence of body spines, very thick cuticula, and perhaps also, 
the anteriorly confluent vitellaria. The only other species in Crassicutis is 
C. cichlasomae Manter, 1936 from a fresh-water Yucatan fish: C. marina differs 
in body size and shape, location and shape of testes, location of excretory pore, 
and egg size. 
Crassicutis is one of the relatively few trematode genera found in both 
freshwater and marine fishes. It is of interest to note that the closely related 
genus Homalometron (=Anallocreadium) also occurs in both freshwater 
and marine hosts. 
Crassicutis ma,rina Manter 1947 
H_ost: E_u~inostomus gula (l 0 / 3) *. 
Site: M1dmtestine. 
C,~1 !tfbl/ . - __ ..,. ,.,,. __ .,.,..,_..,. ___ ------
--------
Crassicutis marina Manter, 1947--
. H ost.-Gerres cineretts ( Walbaum) -
Jarra. 'mo 
Location.-Rectum. 
_L~c~lity.-Off Lerner Laboratory Pier, N . 
Bimi_m, B._W.I. (new locality record]. 
~!scussion.-<?ne mature specimen of C. 
ma1 ma agreed 10 all essential details with 
the paratype~ of C. marina. Manter (. 1947) 
ietporc~d this species from Eucinostomus 
F
e ro_ydt and Gerres cinere11s at Tortugas 
Ion a. , 
Crassicutis marina Manter 1947 
H_ost:. Gerres c:neretts (J). ' 
S:te: intestine. 
CrassicuJif opisthoseminis n. sp.
2 Bravo-HoL11s ~ Arroyo,.L9b 
Lepocr ead 11dae 
Descripci6n y medidas basadas en el (mico ejemplar. El parasito es ovoide 
con la zona preacetabular un poco mis angosta que la postacetabular y mide 
3,195 mm de largo por 1,575 mm en su m.ixima anchura. La cuticula que mide 
0,012 de grueso presenta rugosidades ba.;tante acentuadas, provistas con espinas 
muy pequenas glandulopapil formes. La vento~a oral subterminal, globosa, de 
abertura circular mide 0,315 mm de diametro anteroposterior por 0,400 mm de 
diam~tro transversal; el acet.ibulo es discoide, situado sobre la linea media del 
cuerpo y en su parte posterior de la pnmera mitad, un poco mis cerca de la 
bifurcaci6n cecal <JUe la ventosa oral; mide 0,382 mm de diametro anteropos-
terior por 0,420 mm de diimetro transversal; la relaci6n de los diimetros de 
las dos ventosas es de I : 1,2 el del long 'tudinal y de 1 : 1,05 el del transversal. 
La prefaringe de paredes delgadas mide 0,143 mm de largo por 0,164 
mm de ancho y la faringe 0,180 mm de largo por 0,240 mm de ancho; presen-
t.ando una mt:mbrana que Ia rodea y se origina en su zona ecuatorial y que tam-
bien envuelve la prefaringe. 
El es6fago mide 0, 195 him de largo por 0, 120 mm de ancho; las ramas 
cecales con la misma configuraci6n que en las otras especies de! genero no so-
brepasan el horde posterior del testiculo posterior. La zona postesticular mide 
0,465 mm. 
Los testiculos de forma irregular estfo situados oblicuamente, casi en el 
m~smo campo, muy cercanos entre si; el testkulo anterior localizado hacia el 
lado izquierdo mide 0,450 mm de largo por 0,330 mm de ancho y el posterior 
-sobre la linea longitudinal, sobrepasa ligeramentc a la terminaci6n de los ciegos 
intestinalcs y mide de largo 0,525 mm por 0,375 mm de ancho. Como en CraJSi-
cutis cichla1oma Manter, 1936 los conductos eferentes se unen al desembocar en 
la veskula seminal que tiene la misma posicion que en e:sa espec:e, pero mas 
desarrollada; el con<lucto eyaculador termina en una atrio genital amplio, a tra-
ves de su poro genital, que tiende a desplazarse al lado derecho preacetabular, 
V cerca de Ia linea media longitudinal del cuerpo. 
El ovario es ovoide, situado hacia el lado derecho en la zona compren-
dida entre el ciego de ese mismo !ado, el acetJ.bulo y la vesicula seminal; mide 
0,255 mm de largo por 0, 172 mm de ancho. 
V 
El oviducto se observa con nitidez; desemboca en el ootipo, que esta ro-
deado por escaso mimero de celulas de la glandula de Mehlis y se localiza hacia 
la Hnea media longitudinal, posterior a la vesicula seminal. El canal de Laurer 
sube sinuosamente hacia adelante para terminar en un poro dorsal a la altura 
de la vesicula seminal. 
El receptaculo seminal es sacciforme, s:tuado hacia el lado derecho pero 
en sentido inverso a como se encuentra en las otras especies. Ocupa un espacio 
que esta limitado por el c1ego de ese mismo lado y el kstirnlo posterior; se 
inicia cerca de! borde ankrior de este mismo testiculo quedando su extremo 
anterior muy retirado deJ ovario, desembocando finalmente en el ootipo; m:de 
0,300 mm de largo por 0, 105 mm de ancho. 
Las glandulas vitelinas en escaso numero estan constituidas por masas 
foliculares confluentes en ambos extremos, de dif erente forma, se inician a la 
altura de la faringe hasta d extremo posterior, formando a cada !ado un vitelo-
ducto, que origina un ruepticulo vitelino en la linea med a pretesticular, sin ,~ .. ~ 
celulas vitelinas y de donJe parte un conducto que desemboca en el ootipo. 
El utero, con numerosas celula~ glandulare\ sc situa en cl !ado izquierdo 
mtcrcecal, a nivel de la veskula seminal, bordeando el acetabulo junto al con-
ducto eyaculador, forman<lo en su parte distal repliegues a modo de serpentina 
}' desembocando en el . atrio genital. 
Los huevecillos son operculados, de cascara delgada y miden 0, 120 mm 
de largo por 0,082 mm de anrho. El poro excretor se situa en la linea med'a 
long.tudinal de! cuerpo, cerca de! testiculo posterior. 
HUESPED: C,chlaJO,n.j sp. 
LOCALIZACl6N: Intestino. 
D1sTRIBUOON GEOGRAFICA: Quebrada Grande. Liberia, PrQrincia de 
Guanacaste, Costa Rica. 
EJEMPLARES: Holotipo en la colecci6n helmintol6gica del Instituto de 
Biologia de la Universidad Nacional Aut6noma de Me,cico con el N 9 218-8. 
D1scusr6N. Crassirutis opisthoseminiJ n. sp. se diferencia principalmen-
te de las otras especies reportadas por las siguientes caracteristicas: 
a) Posici6n del receptaculo seminal. 
b) Posici6n de los testiculos y su relaci6n con la terminaci6n de los 
ciegos. 
c) Posici6n lateral del poro genital y terminal de la ventosa oral. 
d) Zona postestirular reducida. 
LLAVE DE LAS £SPECIES DEL GENERO CRASSICUTIS 
Manter, 1936 
A. Foliculos vitelc'>genos prcacetabul:ues inici.in<lose desde la zona faringc::a o esofagica. 
a. Recepraculo seminal preovarico. 
B. 
I. Vento,a oral mcn,1r o igual que el acetabulo 
Z V cntosa oral mayor que el acetabulo ..................... . 
Cra r 1 i .-J1l/1 cich/asom111 
Manter, 1936 
CraJJirntis archo1argii 
Sparks y Thatcher, 1960. 
b. Reccptaculo seminal postovarico ....................... . ...... CraJJicutiJ opisthoumini1 n. sp. 
Folkulos vitel6genos preacetabul.ues, iniciandose desde la 
ventosa oral . ...... .. CraJJio11is marina 
Manter, 1947. 
• 
~~ I))~ {f~) rr.1.~ ~) 1rs1 
........ 
AUoc,eadit,,,. w,.Ui,.,", new 9cies ~,Jt:f.JD 
Length, 1.55 mm.; width, .74 mm.; b•y widest behind 
middle (Fig. 7). Oral sucker and acetabulum approximately 
~ual in diameter. Ratio of diameter of oral sucker to that of 
phai:ynx about 7:3. A short prepharynx is present. Inte tinal 
rami smooth, branching directly from pharynx, ext nding t 
posterior fifth of body. Cuticula is without spines. 
The genital field, without Yitellula, "°' ..... wrly half 
the length of the body and die J)Ollarior teadl II Mtla tile 
· body,leiigth from the poalllrior encl. The spherical--.. -.... ,_.... 
on t1ie. right side of tbe body at the posterior ... 
acetahuhnn; diameter about ...ar.teenth tile .... ti 
body. The lobate testes are about twice the 6aeter of die 
cwary. . They are usuaby c10N tORether' betwwn tbe inteatinal 
nmi, are usually elagated acrou the body, aad one lilll anterior 
to · the other. Va&ellaria, small, roundld, filling the body 
l)Ofterior to the testes and distributed anteriorly UJIII tJle 
aides to points juat anterior to the acetabulum. The folda of 
the uterus are very large. It is coiled on the left lide of the 
body in the region "of the ac.etabulum, and usually contain, a 
f~! (~29; average 5) eggs. (.15 mm. long). Cirrus sac elonpted, 
pear shaped, nearly as long as the diameter ol tllit acetabulum. 
Genital pore anterior to marpi of acetabulum and slightly , 
to the right of the median line. 
Host: Mataguaro, Crtlflldel,Ja iea-yi, in intestine. 
Type: Cat. No. 7.!7~ (Helm. Coll. U.S. N. M.); collected 
at Isla del _!lurot Lake Valencia, Venesuela, July _2< 1918. 
------ -- --- --

. )~~If_& i "'4n+~Ysl'ffl 
Du.Gxosrs OF DACTYLOTREM.f Lepo(•readiidae, subfamily Homalometrinae. 
Body elongate, with multispined scales. Oral sucker with paired marginal, 
elongate, pointed papillae embedded in edge of sucker laterally and dorsally. 
Mouth leads to small ovoid portion of oral sucker containing an elevated 
flattened tongue-like muscular structm·e. A concavity on dorsal surface of 
posterior half of oral su<>ker. Testes elongate, tandem, separated from ovary. 
Cirrus sac and cirrus lacking. Seminal vesicle tubular, almost straight, pos-
terior to acetabulum. In intestine of marine fishes. 
TYPE SPECIES: Dactylotrema squamatum 
DrsccssION: This genus is most closely related to Homalometrnn Stafford, 
1904 particularly H. elongatum Manter_, 1947 from a related host Gen·es 
cinereus at Tortugas, Florida. It differs in its peculiar, multispined scales 
and above all in the complex oral sucker largely surrounded by pointed, 
finger-like papillae. These papillae suggest the tentacles of the anterior 
sucker of some gasterostomes but they contain a core of cells and do not 
appear to be protrusible. They are much less muscular than are the oral 
processes of Enentereum and related genera; nor are they homologous with 
-0ral processes occurring in the Waretrematidae. They are probably sensory. 
A restudy of specimens of H omalometron elongatum shows three pairs of 
papillae on the sides of the mouth (Fig. 12) which may be homologous 
-structures. 
The structure of the oral sucker, particularly the "oral capsule" suggests 
the oral bulb of Sphincterostorna Yamaguti, 1937 which is, however, com-
posed of semicfrcular muscles. Sphincterostoma is similar to Dactylotrema 
in general structure but has a smooth cuticula. The muscular mass elevated 
in the oral capsule of D. squamatum may function as a tongue. The genus 
Thysanopharynx Manter, 1933 (Megaperidae) has a complex muscular tongue-
like organ, as yet undescribed, in the oral cavity. Dactylotrema may eventual-
1y be found to have some affinity to the Megaperidae. 
,4. .,, ) I y. 
Dactylotrema squamatum, n.g., n. sp. (Figs. 9-11) 
~rA.\/0 ~ "'4-4.11\+t,.., IC{S"l 
HOST: Ger,·es sp., "Mojarra." 
LOCATION: Intestine. 
LocALITY: Zihuatanejo, Guerrero. 
XUMBER: One specimen. 
HoLOTYPE: U. S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll. No. 38176. 
DESCRIPTION: Body elongate, 7.7 long by 1.52 wide at level of testes. 
Cuticula with scales, each scale with 1 to 5 spines embedded in it. Oral sucker 
0.476 long by 0.407 wide, of complex structure, provided with 6 pairs of 
elongate, pointed processes embedded in the wall of its outer margin dorsally 
and laterally (Fig. 9). The pointed tips of these papillae ( °!) come close 
to the surface but none was protruded more than as a slight elevation. Cen-
tral core of each papilla contains few nuclei. Mouth inconspicuous, ventral, 
leading to an ovoid capsule about 0.234 long and 0.195 wide, bounded pos-
teriorly by semicircular £hers in the sucker. "Oral capsule" largely £lied 
by broad structure with horizontal anterior edge, longitudinal bands (mus-
cles?) in its anterior %, and dorsoventral muscles in its base. Oral sucker 
with some radial muscles and larger dorso-ventral muscles in its posterior 
thu-d. A concavity with backwardly curved anterior edge occurs on dorsal 
surface of posterior third of oral sucker. Acetabulum at end of first ¾ 
body length, 0.552 long by 0.538 wide. Forebody 1.82 long. Sucker ratio 
1:1.27. 
Pharynx 0.234 long by 0.22 wide, 0.269 posterior to oral sucker; pre-
pharynx too thin-walled to be visible; longitudinal muscles connect pharynx 
.and oral sucker; esophagus about ½ length of pharynx; intestinal bifurca-
tion midway between suckers; ends .of ceca concealed by vitellaria. Testes 
about 3 times longer than wide, smooth, tandem, very slightly separated, in 
anterior part of posterior half of body; posttesticular space 1.48. Genital 
pore inconspicuous, close to antei-ior edge of acetabulum, slightly to right. 
Seminal vesicle a large, mostly transverse, wide tube, just posterior to acetabu-
lum, almost straight except that its posterior third bends backward. Pars 
prostatica a straight narrow tube; cirrus and cirrus sac lacking. Ovary 
globular, to right of midline, just anterior to middle of body, 0.468 anterior 
to anterior testis. Seminal receptacle narrow, elongate, curving around an-
terior edge of ovary. Laurer's canal opening dorsally to left of ovary at 
midovarian level. Uterus and eggs not developed. Vitelline follicles large, 
dose together, from posterior edge of acetabulum to posterior end of body, 
-surrounding ceca, confluent posterior to testes but not between gonads. Ex-
cretory pore terminal; excretory vesicle not observed. 
The name Dactylot1·ema (Gr. dactylos, finger) refers to the finger-like 
papillae of the oral sucker; the name squamatum (L. squa,ma, scale) refers 




MICROCREADIUJl Simer 1929 
Small distomes, usually less than l.mm. in length, with anteDior 
nd slightly truncated and posterior end slightly pointed. Oral sucker 
erminal. collar-like. Prepharynx, pharynx, and esbphagus present. 
Ceca reach to near posterior end: Ventral sucker close to anterior end, 
smaller than the ant-erior sucker. 'Testes · at the center, lateral, at almost 
the same level. Ovary spherical, dextral, partly dorsal to the ventral 
sucker. Large spherical seminal vesfcle, dorsal and anterior to 
ventral · sucker, in the midline. Laurer 1 s · canal and recptaculum seminis 
present. Uterus short, containg few eggs, 104 by 64 u. Excretory vesicle 
extending almost to the testes. Vitellaria follicular, posterior to testes 
and distributed throughout posterior body region. This genus is 
to be classed under the family Allocreadiidae, but the absence of a 
cirrus pouch and or~l papillae, and the position of the testes prevent 
its inclusion in any of the present recognized subfamilies of this group 1 




R,· ~, lfl,·S$tJ~•,f,. 
Lepocreadiids are almost entirely parasites of marine fishes. The subfamily 
Homalometroninae, however, occuTs in marine, brackish water, and fresh-
water. fishes. The genus Microcreadium. Simer, 1929 from Aplodinotus 
grunniens, the freshwater drum or sheepshead, dearly belongs in the Ho111alo-
metroninae, and the host is a member of a predominantly marine family of 
fishes. · 
f .,.of'l .Ma.vi-re-.,~ 11 "" 

MICROCRE.4.DIUM PARFUM nov. spec. 
(Fig. 9) Simer, 1929 
From the intestine of Aplodinotus yrunni<'ns. 
Lepo er ead 11dae 
Specimens of this trematode were secured from 25 of the 
41 hosts of this species examined. While the average number 
of parasites per host was about 250, more than 2,000 were 
taken from a single host. No activity was observed in any 
of the living specimens. 
The average length of M. pla1·u11 1 is 0.66mm., and the 
average width is 0.31mm. The body is ovoid in shape and 
is provided with an abundance of small spines. The oral 
sucker is terminal, in the form of a low collar, and serves to 
cap the slightly truncated anterior end. · The thin walled 
prepharynx is about :10 u long and is followed by a spherical 
pharynx haYing an average diameter of 10 u. The esophagus 
is about one half as long as the µrephat-y11x. The ceca lie 
d ose to the lateral boundaries, midway between the two sur-
1ces, and extend almost to the posterior end .. The excretory 
pore is posterior and median and opens into a large, almost 
cylindrical, excretory vesicle which extends forward in the 
midline almost to a level of the testes. The ventral sucker 
is spherical and is located at from one thfrd to one fourth of 
the body length from the anterior end. The relation of its 
transverse diameter to that of the oral sucker is as the ratio 
of 7 to 10. ·The muscular development of the ventral sucker 
is so weak that some doubt exists as to the functional activity 
,.......1 of this structure. The testes are spheroid or ovoid, lateral 
and close together, and lie near the center of the trematode. 
The spherical seminal vesicle lies dorsal to the ventral sucker, 
in the midline, and has a diameter of about 0.1mm. The 
small tubule from the anterior margin of this structure PasBf!S 
to the ventral surface and opens at the genital pore just 
anterior to the ventral sucker. While the proximal portion 
of this tubule is surrounded with a few large, deeply staining 
cells which constitute the prostate gland, no further modifi-
cations occur and both cirrus and ejaculatory duct are there-
fore considered to be lacking. The ovary is spherical, about 
the size of the seminal vesicle, and lies slightly dextral, near 
the posterior margin of the ventral sucker. The oviduct which 
arises at the posterior margin of the ovary connects first with 
the large receptaculum seminis, and then with the common yolk 
duct. The former structure is spherical, about the same size 
as the ovary, and lies dorsal to it. Laurer's canal is present, 
opening in the midline at the level of the testes. The uterus 
has no coils and contains only a few large eggs, the maximum 
dimensions of which are 104 by 64 u. The vitellaria are fol-
licular and extend from about the level of the center of the 
testes to the posterior end. The follicles are small but numer-
ous, and are densely packed at all levels posterior to the testes 
with the exception of the midline, where they are less numer-
ous but not entire lacking. 

Le oreadltilu 
M )'Zotus Manter, 1940 
Generic diagnosis. -Aprocread1idae, Myzotinae; Bodv robust, cowred 
with thick smooth cuticle. Oral sucker subtem1inal, followed by very 
lhort prepharynx. Pharynx well de,·eloped. Esophagus practically absent. 
Ceca wide, terminating at posterior extremity. Acetabulum large, pre-
equatorial, with a conspicuous bilobeJ auricular flap on each -.1de. 
Testes directly tandem, at about middle uf hindbodv. \:t><;irnla seminafo, 
daviform, free in parenchyma dorsal tu acetabulum. Pars prost.itica 
short, joining uterus to form a fairly long hermaphroditic duct (gt>nit.d 
sinus of Manter). Neither cirrus nor cirrus pouch. Prostaltc cells ~round 
pars prostatica and hnmaphruditic duct. Genital pore rnl•dian, J.t 
anterior edge of acetabulum. Ovary mediau, pretest1cular. Receptaculum 
1eminis and Laurer's canal pn•*nt. l~terus between oYary and acetahu-
lam. Vitellaria circumcecal, hlhn~ most uf body from near antn1or en<l to 
extreme posterior end of bo<ly, conflUt·nt i11 forehody as well as behmd 
testes. Excretory \'esicle tubular, reaching level of ovary. Para..;itic in 
intestine of marine fishes. 
Gt-notype: .lf. viteUosus ~anter, 1940 (Pl. 31, fiR. 40:{). in Caulolcitilm 
sp., probably fm,cceps; c-;alapagos. 
le pocr ea.d 1 idae 
GENERIC DIAGNOSIS OF MYZOTUS /J1AAJ,U, J'IJ/.O 
Anallocreadiinae. Body robust, cuticula thick, smooth, with two con-
spicuous bilobed flaps, one on ~ach side of acetabulum. Gonads tandem, 
unlobed. Cirrus and cirrus sac lacking; genital sinus long; seminal vesi-
cle simple, tubular, uncoiled. 1\tiehlis' gland, Laurer's canal, and seminal 
receptacle large; vitellaria extensive. Lymph vessels lacking. Type spe--
cies: M. vitel/osus. 
Discussion. This allocreadid genus can be referred to the Anallocrea-
diinae because of its lack: of cirrus and cirrus sac and its pos~ion of a 
tubular genital sinus. It is, however, very different from other genera not 
only in its peculiar acetabular lobes but in its smooth cuticula, thick body, 
and extensive vitellaria. Crassicutis Manter, 1936 with its practically 
smooth skin is perhaps a related genus, but its general appearance is very 
different, its body flattened and wide, its gonads of different location, its 
ceca narrow, and its acetabulum unmodified. The muscular modification 
of the acctabular lips of Myzotus is suggestive of Myzoxcnus Manter, 
\ 934 ( see p. 299), but M yzoxenus lacks a genital sinus, has a cirrus sac, 
and is without acctabular flaps. Myzotus shows considerable resemblance 
to Apocreadium Manter, 1937 and Choanodcra Manter (sec p. 345), 
notabl}· in the terminal genital tubes which are practically identical, in the 
histology of the ootypc region with its huge Mehlis' gland and large Lau-
rer's canal, and in its excretory system. Furthermore, Choanodera docs 
possess ventral body folds which, however, involve the entire forebody. 
The similarity to Choanodera was so pronounced, especially in the repro-
ductive systems, that one could expect to discover lymph vessels in Myzo-
tus. Careful search reveals no trace of such vessels. Thus again it is indi-
cated ( see p. 348) that lymph vessels may be present or absent in related 
genera. In this paper, Myzotus is considered in the subfamily Anallocrea-
diinae. 
The name l\Iyzotus is from myi:o (= sucker) and otus (= car) and 
refers to the earlike flaps of the acetabulum. The name vitellosus refers to 
the extensive vitellaria. 
GENERIC DIAGNOSIS OF MYZOTUS 
Anallocreadiinae. Body robust, cuticula thick, smooth, with two con-
spicuous bilobed flaps, one on each side of acetabulum. Gonads tandem, 
unlobed. Cirrus and cirrus sac lacking; genital sinus long; seminal vesi-
cle simple, tubular, uncoiled. Mehlis' gland, Laurer's canal, and seminal 
receptacle large; vitellaria extensive. Lymph vessels lacking. Type spe-
cies: M. vitellosus. 
Discussion. This allocreadid genus can be referred to the Anallocrea-
diinae because of its lack of cirrus and cirrus sac and its possession of a 
tubular genital sinus. It is, however, very different from other genera not 
only in its peculiar acetabular lobes but in its smooth cuticula, thick body, 
and extensive vitellaria. Crassicutis Manter, 1936 with its practically 
smooth skin is perhaps a related genus, but its general appearance is very 
different, its body flattened and wide, its gonads of different location, its 
ceca narrow, and its acetabulum unmodified. The muscular modification 
of the acetabular lips of Myzotus is suggestive of Myzoxenus Manter, 
1934 ( see p. 299), but Myzoxenus lacks a genital sinus, has a cirrus sac, 
and is without acetabular flaps. Myzotus shows considerable resemblance 
to Apocreadium Manter, 1937 and Choanodera Manter (seep. 345), 
notably in the terminal genital tubes which are practically identical, in the 
histology of the ootype region with its huge Mehlis' gland and large Lau-
rer' s canal, and in its excretory system. Furthermore, Choanodera does 
possess ventral body folds which, however, involve the entire forebody. 
The similarity to Choanodera was so pronounced, especially in the repro-
ductive systems, that one could expect to discover lymph vessels in Myzo-
tus. Careful search reveals no trace of such vessels. Thus again it is indi-
cated ( see p. 348) that lymph vessels may be present or absent in related 
genera. In this paper, Myzotus is considered in the subfamily Anallocrea-
diinae. 
The name Myzotus is from myzo ( = sucker) and otus ( = ear) and 
refers to the earlike flaps of the acetabulum. The name vitellosus refers to 
the extensive vitellaria. 
Allocread11dae 
\ tcrnt~,i -; ~ 
Myzotus vitellosus, AeW~ -AMIil:.~ A T ~ R 
(Plate 39, figs. 58-60) 
Host: Caulolatilus sp. probably princeps (Jenyns) 
Location : Intestine 
Locality: Tagus Cove, Albemarle Island, Galapagos 
Number: Many from a single host 
SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS OF MYZOTUS VITELLOSUS 
Body rather thick, elongated, rounded at each end, almost equally 
wide, 3.172 to 5.130 in length, 0.958 to 1.755 in greatest width. Cutic-
ula smooth, very thick, and often thrown into folds, striated perpendicu-
larly. Oral sucker suhcircular, slightly wider than long, near anterior 
end, 0.277 to 0.435 in transverse diameter. Acetahulum about ½ body 
length from anterior end, apparently circular, 0.562 to 1.040 in diameter; 
sucker ratio about 1 :2. Body wall on each side of acetahulum prolonged 
to form 2 pairs of flaplike muscular lobes or flaps ( fig. 59) of very irreg-
ular outline. Each anterior flap more or less tapering to a free, rounded 
point. Each posterior lobe more or less separated from the anterior lobe 
by an indentation. Size and shape of posterior lobe variable. Acetahulum 
deeply embedded in body, typical except near its small aperture where 
there occurs a group of circular muscles ( fig. 60) more conspicuous in 
the posterior lip. A peculiar group of longitudinal muscles ( fig. 60) in 
ventral posterior wall of acetahulum near the aperture. 
Prepharynx very short ; pharynx of about equal length and width, 
0.180 to 0.337 in diameter; esophagus lacking; ceca broad, extending to 
posterior end of body, often slightly sinuous, ending blindly. 
Testes tandem, smooth, close together, intercecal, wider than long, 
about in middle of hindhody, posterior testis often suhtriangular, post-
testicular space variable. Cirrus and cirrus sac lacking. Seminal vesicle 
an uncoiled tube, free in parenchyma, entirely dorsal to acetahulum, clavi-
form and almost straight except for its curve around acetahulum. A short 
pars prostatica joins uterus at middle of anterior surface of acetahulum to 
form a fairly long genital sinus. Genital pore median at anterior edge of 
acetahulum, well buried within body folds. Prostatic cells around male 
tube and sinus. 
Ovary smooth, ovoid, wider than long, median, not far anterior to 
anterior testis. Mehlis' gland very large, immediately preovarian. Semi-
nal receptacle flask shaped, chiefly between ovary and anterior testis. 
Laurer's canal large and muscular. ( In one sectioned specimen this canal 
was distended with sperm cells with heads directed toward the ootype in-
dicating that Laurer's canal functions in copulation.) Uterus between 
ovary and acetabulum. Vitelline follicles large, filling most of body from 
middle of oral sucker to posterior end, confluent in forehody and also 
posterior to testes, dorsal, ventral, lateral, and median to ceca. Eggs thin 
shelled and variable in size. In four specimens, eggs were 61 to 68 by 31 
to 39 µ, hut in one 5.130...§Pecimen the measured 95 by 42 µ. 
Excretory pore terminal; excretory vesicle extending dorsal t~ hind 
testis, then ventral to anterior testis to end at level of ovary. A pair of an-
terior tubules on each side extends to anterior end of body and a pair of 
posterior tubules extends to near posterior end of body. No lymphatic 
vessels seen. 
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